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THE SUMMER OF 52 B.C.
CAESAR'S LAST DECISIVE CAMPAIGN IN GAUL
By Robert L. Bradley, Ph.D.
Those who have seen and played my game
CAESAR, formerly known as ALESIA, are well
aware of the great and remarkable battles and siege
which took place in east-central Gaul and finally
crushed Gallic hopes of independence. The game,
which faithfully reproduces by simulation all the
elements of the climactic engagement at Alesia, is
the ultimate teacher for those who wish to study the
subject in all its aspects. However, the siege and
battles at Alesia comprise only the tail-end of a
fascinating and complicated campaign in that
fateful summer of 52 B.C. Players of CAESAR
should realize this and become familiar with this
broader subject (in itself probably worthy of a
simulation). This article is an attempt to place
Alesia into its wider context.
Before enteringinto an analysis of the campaign,
I would like to discuss very briefly the question of
Caesar's veracity in his COMMENTARIES. It is a
fact that there are virtually no eye-witness accounts
of the great general's operations in Gaul other than
his own COMMENTARIES. For example, Quintus Cicero, one of Caesar's lieutenants, corresponded with his famous brother, the orator
Marcus, but the letters contain only minor details.
Without corroborating sources, many have doubted
how accurate Caesar's facts and figures are,
especially since his writings were composd not only
as dispatches for the Roman Senate, but also as
public news; and since many of his figures,
particularly concerning enemy strengths, seem
inflated. It is my considered opinionthat Caesar is a
reliable source, partly because of his consistently
unemotionaly and detailed style, but mostly because
his dispatches were publicly posted and read by his
own lieutenants and men, as well as friend and foe in
Rome: throughout the years before and during the
Civil War, Caesar's enemies (Labienus himself, for
example) never once accused Caesar of distorted
accounts from Gaul. Yet the fact remains that
reasonably accurate troop counts are a modern
phenomenon, and such figures as 250,000 for the

Gallic relieving force at Alesia (detailed by Caesar
tribe-by-tribe) simply have to be questioned. 1
question them far less than many have, and 1
consider Caesar, by and large, to be a trustworthy
eye-witness.

Matters seemed well under control in Gaul for
the winter of 53-52 B.C., and theveteran legionaries
settling into winter quarters must have felt confident
of a quiet summer to follow-the first quiet summer
since 58. Two legions were quartered in the
Ardennes on the borders of the Treveri (see Fig. I),
two among the Lingones (not far from Alesia), and
six at Agedincum in the territory of the Senones (we
get the name of the Seine River from these folk). But
thesummer ahead was not to bequiet. It was to see the
last and most effective effort by Gaul to avoid
Roman conquest, an effort at last supported by
Gaul as a whole.
Having settled the legions for the winter, Caesar
headed south for his customary duties on the circuit
court in GaIlia Cisalpina (now northern Italy). His
attention was really turned to Rome, where his
supporters and those of his rival. Gnaeus Pompeius
(Pornpey), were engaging in sporadic but bloody
street battles. The Civil War was several years in the
future, but all the ingredients were already present.
Rome's internal problems did not escape the
attention of Gaul, most of whose tribes had only
been bloodied, not destroyed, by Caesar's victories.
One last co-ordinated effort might cause the
collapse of the Roman presence like a house of
cards. So went the reasoning of the Carnutes, the
Senones' neighbors to the southwest. Accordingly,
this tribe led the revolt and went on a war footing.
Shortly thereafter, in the early spring, the Carnutes
butchered all the Roman traders who had settled
into Cenabum, their tribal center. News of this
action quickly spread throughout Gaul, spurring
the radical element in each tribe. One of these restive

radicals was Vercingetorix, a young noble of the
Arvernian tribe, who immediately agitated for
action; the more conservative rulers of his tribe,
however, grew panicky and tossed him out of
Gergovia, the main town of the Arverni. The
conservatives had underestimated the sentiments of
their people, and soon Vercingetorix raised an
Arvernian peasant army, triumphantly reentered
Gergovia, and was proclaimed chieftain of the tribe.
More than a dozen neighboring tribes joined him
and proclaimed him leader of their rebellion against
Rome. Learning from past Gallic mistakes, he
organized the available troops brilliantly, calling for
draft quotas, with special emphasis on cavalry, and
laying down severe punishments for even minor
breaches of discipline.
We should pause here toevaluate Vercingetorix'
abilities and character. We don't know much about
him, but can infer a great deal. Though largely
illiterate, he spoke a form of Celtic languageakinto
the Gaelic forms of Ireland, Scotland, and Wales,
and knew at least some Latin. In terms of religionhe
must have followed the Druids. We know nothingof
his appearanoe and can only guess that he was
imposing, with brown or reddish hair, and in his
early twenties. We do know that he could play a rare
combination of roles: rabble-rouser, inspiring
leader, able administrator, and brilliant strategist.
Whatever limitations his subsequent actions indicate, these limitations were imposed by the society
and tribal structure which created and followed
him. Had he been on the winning side, history would
classify him as one of the outstanding generals of all
time; as it is, he is still revered as France's (Gaul's)
first national hero.
As the fuse leading to the bomb of concerted
Gallic rebellion sparked and burned, Caesar found
himself in an awkward position, to say the least. He
was way down in northern Italy, and his ten legions
were scattered in winter quarters acrosseast-central
Gaul. He did have at his disposal twenty-two
cohorts of very recent recruits, whose advanced
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training would soon be a baptism of fire. Hearing
from informers that the Gallic plan was to invade
"the Province" (the Rornanized Mediterranean
coast of Gaul known to this day as "Provence"), he
marched to Narbo, garrisoned it and moved
northeast. True to form, he took the rebellion by
surprise with his unexpected speed, made possible
by a forced march through spring snows six feet
deep, heading through mountain passes to the
borders of the Arverni rollow Fig. 2).
Vercingetorix, who had moved north to raise
more rebellion in the territory of the Bituriges, now
turned south to return to his homeland and meet
Caesar's challenge; but Caesar knew better than to
meet the enemy with inadequate troops and, leaving
a covering force. moved northeast to Vienna
(modern Viennt) and thence to the territory of the
Lingones to concentrate his veteran legions.
Vercingetorix'astute reply tothis was to move north
on a roughly parallel course and threaten Gorgobina, the capital of the Boii, a tribe still friendly to
Rome.
Caesar, as he himself admits, was now faced with
a difficult decision: he wanted freedom of action,
but had to respond to a threat to a friendly Gallic
tribe (a rapidly vanishing breed, under the circumstances). Leaving two legions at Agedincum with
the whole arrny'sbaggage train, he marched with the
rest of his forces to the aid ofthe Boii. On the way he
besieged and accepted the surrender after two days
of the main town of the Senones, Vellaunodunum,
and twodays later torched the abandoned capital of
the Carnutes, Cenabum. This move must have
served a double purpose: it was a symbolic funeral
pyre for the murdered Roman tradersand a revenge
of sorts against the instigators of the rebellion, the

Fig. 1
Gaul and Her Tribes
52 B.C.

Carnutes. From here Caesar headed south, crossing
the Loire and entering the land of the Bituriges.
Vercingetorix had meanwhile besieged Gorgobina, the friendly Boiian town, but broke off to march
north and confront the Roman army. He met
Caesar at Noviodunurn, a town of the Bituriges,
which was in the process of surrendering to Caesar.
The two opposing armies at last locked horns in the
form of a large cavalry engagement which the Gauls
lost, compelling Vercingetorix to withdraw a short
distance. Noviodunum then had to surrender to
Caesar, who proceeded toward Avaricum {Modern
Bourges), the Bituriges' major settlement.
Gallic reverses at Vellaunodunum, Cenabum,
and Noviodunum now convinced Vercingetorix
that a scorched-earth policy would be most
effective, since the season was still young and food
was already a problem for the Romans. Having
made this grave decision, many towns throughout
Gaul were put to the torch, and their stored food
supplies as well. The Bituriges, however, begged
that Avaricum be spared from this and defended.
Vercingetorix was very much against this exception
to his new strategy, but in duecourse assented to the
defence of Avaricum, and despatched troops for the
purpose.
The Gallic army followed Caesar closely toward
the town and harassed the Roman foraging parties
which were attempting to gather provisions. Caesar
had in the meantime decided that a siege was not
feasible in view of the river and marshes in the
immediate vicinity which made investment of the
town difficult, ifnot impossible. Adirectassault was
the only answer, especially since food was becoming
a real problem.

1

A revealing statement by Caesar in connection
with this food shortage should be quoted here (my
translation):
For several days the men had no wheat
and avoided inevitable famine by herding
cattle from distant villages. Even so, not
a word from them was heard unworthy of
the dignity of Rome and her previous
victories.
The fact is that the Roman legionary wasextraordinarily conservative and set in his ways. He was used
to grinding his own wheat, making a dough, and
pan-frying it over his own campfire at the end of the
day. The Spanish tortilla is a direct descendant of
this phenomenon. Meat at best played a very
secondary role in the legionary's chosen diet. A
similar grain shortage at Dyrrachiurn in the Civil
War &tween Caesar and Pompeius nearly led to a
revolt, despite ample supplies of lamb. Imagine
G.I.'s becoming inflamed at having to eat steak
instead of pancakes!
In any event an assault on Avaricum seemed to
be the only choice, and an earthen ramp (agger) was
constructed, along with mobile assault towers.
Gallic harassment of Roman scouting parties led to
a large-scale but indecisive skirmish. The center of
attention for both sides continued to be the town,
and Vercingetorix managed to slip more picked
men into Avaricum for its defense. A classic duel
between attack and defense developed: the higher
the Roman towers became, the higher the Gauls
raised the town walls; and in turn the Roman ramp
and towers were built higher. Roman attempts to
mine the town walls were met with counter-mining
and the dumping of rocks and hot pitch on the
attackers. After twenty-five days the Roman agger
was 330 feet long and 80 feet high, and the Gauls
grew desperate. This desperation of course led to a
sortie, after the Roman towers had been set ablaze
through successful counter-mining.
The sortie in strength came after midnight and
led to desperate fire-lit fighting. Caesar pays special
credit, as is his wont, to the courage ofthe Gauls: he
watched as a man hurled lumps of pitch at one of the
burning towers. The man was instantly killed by a
bolt from a ballism. A comrade took over the task
and met an identical fate. A third stepped in and
soon died, and a fourth, and a fifth, and so on for the
rest of the night. Great sport for the Roman
artillerists. The Gallic counterattack failed.
Much to the relief of Vercingetorix, Gallic
sentiments now immediately turned to abandonment of the town, and this decision was made. In
what was not to be the first or last case of female
miscalculation, however, the women of Avaricum

.
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begged for the town's defense. They couldn't face
the rigors of the refugee. When their case seemed
lost they indicated to the enemy by screams that the
town was to be abandoned. The Gallic command
rightly feared flight that was broadcast to Caesar
and decided to hold on.
The next day, in heavy rain, Caesar ordered a
surprise assault. Surprise was complete and Ied to
immediate panic. 40,000 men, women, and children
perished. Simply stated, the Roman troops had had
it-a massacre of their countrymen at Cenabum and
the struggles of the recent assault preparations, after
more than six years of fighting Gauls, had driven
them mad. Conceivably there was an element of
official. sanction t o this. The Gallic revolt was as
potent as ever and Caesar might have, so to speak,
dropped the atomic bomb on Avaricum in order to
kill many to avoid killing many more in the near
future. He might even have thought that such
treatment would be a lesson to Gaul, though this is
unlikely. Whatever the reasons fox the obliteration
of Avaricum and its populace (a mere 800 men
reached Vercingetorix and the main army in his
camp near the town), the revolt did not die. The
Avaricum massacre had quite the reverse effect.

I
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In perhaps the greatest measure of Vercingetori f great abilities, the Gallic leader managed to
comfort the survivors: siege techniques were a
special Roman skill and the defense of Avaricum
was from the start a policy to which he had been
opposed. Undoubtedly these statements came t o
haunt Vercingetorix in the closing stages of his
residence at Alesia.
Nonetheless, Vercingetorix promised to enlist
more Gallic tribes in the cause, and he did-many
more. The Gallic revolt was spreading.
In taking Avaricum, Caesar temporarily solved
his food problems. The town was bulging with
supplies. This Roman army rested within the
remains of Avaricum for several days before moving
north into the territory of the Aedui, Rome's most
faithful ally in Gaul. The move was intendd to keep
the Aedui friendly or at least neutral.
At this stage ~ o l l o wFig. 3from now on)Caesar
despatched Labienus with four legions to the
territory of the Senones and Parisii (the latter's
capital, Lutetia, lay where Paris now stands).
Caesar turned southward with six legions along the
Allier River toward Gergovia, a major settlement of
the Arverni. Vercingetorix pursued Caesar into his
own homeland. Caesar reached Gergovia in five
days with his adversary in hot pursuit. The townwas
seemingly impregnable and Caesar accordingly
decided on a siege.

Cavalry skirmishes kept Vercingetorix and his
field army at bay, so as part of the planned siege of
Gergovia, Caesar ordered a strategic hill near the
south wall of the town to be taken. A surprise
assault of this feature was successful and Caesar,
accompanying the X Legion, ordered a halt. The X
Legion did so, but the other five legions did not,
impulsively pursuing retreating Gauls to the town
and attempting to scale the town walls. Desperate
fighting took place and Caesar calmly reports that
the Romans had to retreat and regroup, with a loss
of 700 men. He also admits that forty-six centurions
had died. Since the Roman Army provided one
centurion for every sixty men (full establishment),
those fallen leaders represent up to 3,000 men. This
factor, coupled with subsequent events, strongly
suggests that Gergovia was a major and costly
Roman blunder. Caesar rightly reprimanded his
troops.
Two days later Caesar withdrew altogether from
the vicinity of Gergovia and returned to the territory
of the supposedly friendly Aedui. This tribe had
meanwhile evaluated developments and picked
Vercingetorix to be the ultimate victor. They put
their capital, Noviodunum (not to be confused with
the Noviodunum of the Bituriges) to the torch,
having massacred the Roman officials in their
company. Caesar's army crossed the Loire, swollen
from melting snows, neck deep in the water. Having
dispersed Aeduan patrols, Caesar proceeded northward to the territory of the Senones.
Meanwhile, the great Labienus proved how
effective a veteran general with four seasoned
legions could be. Leaving the north Italian recruits
at Agedincum (of the Ambivareti) to guard his
supplies, he marched his four legions to Lutetia,
capital of the Parisii. As the Parisii prepared to
defend the town, Labienus did a quick about-face
and turned on Metiosedunum (of the Senones),
taking it by surprise by the use of fifty small boats
moored in the Seine opposite the town. He then
crossed the bridge at Metiosedunum and advanced
once again on Lutetia. ThoroughIy confused and
outclassed, the Gauls burned Lutetia to the ground
(Is Paris Burning? Yes).
The Gallic forces in the area, under one
Camulgenus, were substantial, representing a
number of tribes with excellent fightingreputations.
They certainly outnumbered Labienus' four legions.
And they were pressing in on the Romans from two
directions. Through the use of brilliant diversions
and deceptions, and having quickly recrossed the
Seine, Labienus hit the bulk of the Gallic forces in
the flank and completely routed them. Calmly he
returned to Agedincum to rejoin his recruits, and
three days later met Caesar in the territory of the
Senones. Weihould take a moment at this juncture
to examine Labienus.
Titus Atius Labienus is an intriguing historical
figure. Before joining Caesar in the latter's proconsulship in Gaul, he had beenapvaeter (equivalent to
a high-level Federal judge), a sribtlnw popuIi
(roughly equivalent to a powerful Congressman),
and had had military experience in Spain. In the
civilian world his next step would have been consul
(roughly equivalent to our President). Slightly
younger than Caesar, he waa despatched to Gaul as
his second-in~ornmandbecause of his experience,
and was just a step behind Caesar in career. There is
compelling evidence that he was in line for the
consulship at the time that the Civil War began,
three years after Alesia. His career in Gaul was
nothing short of perfect, whether it involved
supervising fleet construction, command of the
cavalry, supplies, or half of the army. He was great
in defense, great in attack. Toward the end of the
Civil War of 49-48 B.C. he routed an impetuous
landing by Caesar in North Africa and could have
completely changed history had he not been

wounded at a crucial moment. Why hesided against
his former commanding officer is unknown, butthe
best guess is that he resented being second-incommand with first-rateabilities. His tragedy is that
he was born into a generation of generals. Bad it
been otherwise, Labienus might now be as household a name as Alexander, Caesar, Napoleon, and
Lee. He fought Caesar to the death in a close
Spanish campaign, never seeking quarter, and his
head was brought to Caesar on a shield.
Back to Vercingetorix. At Bibracte a major
convention of the rebellious Gallic tribes was held,
hosted by the recently converted Aedui. After brief
arguments Vercingetorix was given a complete vote
of confidence and was unanimously elected
commander-in-chief of the whole rebellion, a n
unprecedented event in Gallic history. Despite setbacks, more tribes continued to join the rebellion.
The fact is that to date Vercingetorix had had
nothing to d o with Gallic defeats. These had taken
place either against his advice or completely
independent of his command. With this mandate
Vercingetorix officially decreed a scorchedearth
policy with no exceptions and ordered constant
harassment of Caesar's army by the Gallic force of
some 15,000 cavalry. He aimed to win by depriving
the Roman army of food. Simultaneously, he
despatched a f o m to invade the Roman Province
(Provence) far to the south, which was defended by
weak forces.
Up to this point Caesar had been employing
mercenary Gallic cavalry, as he had for six years.
The rebellion was so widespread by now, however,
that this was just too risky. Accordingly, he sent
into Germany (the Rhineland) for mercenary
horsemen. The German ponies were inadequate, so
he gave the troopers his officers' mounts. Then he
headed through the territory of the Sequani toward
the Roman Province in South Gaul, no doubt
because of the threat that the Gaulswereposing(see
above]. Vercingetorix took this movement to be a
retreat and determined to attack the Roman army
on the march. A fierce battle ensued in which the
German cavalry completely outfought the Gallic
horsemen and even routed some Gallic infantry.
This is the first documented victory of German arms
over Gallic, but not the last (cf. France 1 9 4 0 .
Caesar saw his advantage and turned on the Gallic
army. Vercingetorix retired quickly to Alesia, an
intact town of the Mandubii, with Caesar on his
heels.
At last we reach Alesia. Now you can read the
designer's notes and historical commentary in the
Caesar-Aiesia rulebook. This, in addition toplaying
the game, will show you what a desperate and close
finish the massive Gallic rebellion demanded.
Let us briefly evaluate the performances of the
respective commanders. I have already noted that
Vercingetorix operated under tight restrictions.
These restrictions were prnduaed by his society, a
society of feudal loyalties. Like Ireland, Scotland,
Wales, and other Celtic nations in wars against
invaders, the tribes of Gaul for six long years failed
to form any common front. Most of the Gallic Wars
are a saga of tribe against tribe as much as Gaul
against Rome.When the tribes finally got together,
they did so with a vengeance and came within an
inch of succeeding (again, play the game). You will
note that Vercingetorix was not given complete
control of the war until long after it had begun. In
fact there were a few tribes which, throughout the
rebellion, refused to fight against Caesar, except on
their own terms, and who remained neutral. They
were snuffed out the following year. Bearing this
factor in mind, Vercingetorix can be viewed as a
remarkable leader with great strategic insight; he
must have had great frustrations.
Conrinued on Pg. 27, Col. 2
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ALESIA-THE BATTLE
By Gary & Sandy Dayton

Caesar's success in the battle of Alesia was due
primarily to his reputation, both with the enemy and
his own men. T h e ingenuity and adaptation to
purpose of the devices incorporated in his defenses
have never been excelled in the annals of military
engineering. Only extreme persistence and discipline could have created a defense that could stand
up to such a force. These defenses are still used at
West Point and other military institutions as an
example of prepared positions. The Gallic troops
cooped up in Alesia suffered a lag both in discipline
and morale. The Roman legions, however, remained organized and active with their preparations. Caesar was able, through the use of these
sophisticated entrenchments, to tune his men to
their limit both physically and mentally.
Running from Caesar's legions and German
mercenaries, the Gauls, commanded by Vercingetorix, arrived at the town of Alesia in east central
Gaul. The town was situated at thetop of a hill (now
Mont Auxois) whose highest point was 500 feet
above the two streams that flowed at either sides of
the base. Around the town there extended a plain of
about three miles and beyond this plain a circuit of
hills arose of about the same height asthat on which
the town of Alesia stood. After occupation, a large
number of Gallic troops duga trench and built a sixfoot wall of loose stones on the east side of the
Alesian fortress.
Meanwhile, the Romans were building a line of
investment eleven miles in circuit. Along this line
were several camps and 23 redoubts. The Gallic
cavalry attempted to sortie to hinder the construction but they were forced back into the city by
Caesar's Germanic cavalry after much bloodshed.
The Gauls suffered many casualtiessirnply because
they couldn't get back fast enough through the

narrow doorways && into th&r ~211.
b;ccor&ng to
Caesar's commentary. the enemy were jammed
together in the narrow doorways. Some of the Gauls
were so panic-stricken that they abandoned their
camp on the east of Alesia and attempted to seek
refuge in the city. But Vercingetorix halted the
desertion by ordering the city's gates closed.
So the first skirmish since the Gauls bad
retreated to Alesia ended with a great loss of Gallic
men and horse. With discipline out of balance,
Vercingetorix sent his cavalry through a break in the
uncompleted Roman lines at night with instructions
for each to go to his own tribe and press every ablebodied man into service. He added that if the
messengers wereatoo remiss", 80,000 men would die
at AIesia.
Vercingetorix calculated there would be enough
food for 30 days and commanded it all be brought to
his headquarters and distributed the cattle of the
Mandubian tribe to each man. He brought into
Alesia all his troops stationed outside the town and
felt prepared to wait out the siege until relief arrived.

Caesar learned of Vercingetorix's plans from
Gallic captives, and so began to construct extensive
fortifications. On the west aIong the edge of the
plain, he had a trench dug 20 feet wide with vertical
walls. (seefigure) Further west, about 800 feet, and
toward Caesar's original line of camps, two more
trenches were dug, 15 feet wide and deep. The trench
nearest to the plain. he had filled with water from
the river. Behind these two trenches, Caesar ordered
a rampart to be built on the bank. The bank and
rampart together measured 12 feet in height. He
fortified the rampart with a breastwork of branches
and inserted limbs whose sharpened ends projected
outwards. These would hinder enemy attacks.
Around the whole line of works. he situated towers
80 feet apart.
During this time, the Gauls would sometimes
come out o l the town, attacking the work being
performed on the defenses. It was necessary for
Caesar's troops to obtain grain and timber during
this time. So Caesar thought to add extra fortifications. One of these was the cutting of stout branches
or tree trunks, one end debarked and sharpened toa
point. The stocks of these were driven into a 5-foot
deep continuous trench with the sharpened end
protruding. Caesar's men called these "boundary
posts" since that is what they resembled. In front of
these, on the side toward the town, another typeof

. . . ...*
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fortification called "lilies" was made. These were 8
rows of shallow pits dug in the shape of the five
marks on a die (
), Into each pit astout branch
was pressed whose protruding end was sharpened
and then hardened by fire and camouflaged with
brush. A third addition to the fortifications was the
"goad." Goads were barbed iron hooks implanted in
a foot-long block of wood buried at intervals in the
earth so that only a short part bf the hook was left
uncovered.

:*:

These defenses constituted Caesar's "line of
contravallation" which extended I I miles in circuit
to protect his troops from attack from the troops in
Alesia. Upon completion, Caesar constructed
another line of defenses extending 14 miles incircuit
following the course of the most level parts of the
land. The defenses were built in reverse series with
the goads being the farthest outside and the
ramparts on the inside. This second series of
defenses is Caesar's "line of circumvallation" which
protected his troops from any relieving forces.
While these works were being carried on at
Alesia, the Cauls in council had decided not to send
to Alesia all the men who could bear arms, but only
a certain number from each tribe. It was reasoned
that too many would lead to mass confusion and
grain would be difficult to secure for such a large
number. The total levy from among all the Gallic
tribes who wanted freedom was 287,000. The tribes
which remained friendly to Caesar were the Remi
and Lingones. The Beliovaci tribe did not send their
prescribed number (10,000) but were determined to
carry on the war with the Romans at a place and
time of their own choosing.
The Gallic relief army mobilized in the Aeduan
territory with about 250,000 infantry and 8,000
cavalry. The army had as commanders Comrnius
from the Atrebatian territory, Viridomarus and
Eporedorigus from the Aeduan, and Vercassivellaunus, cousin to Vercingetorix, from the Arvernian.
Meanwhile at Alesia, the food supply waa
running out. The day had long passed when help
had been expected to arrive. There were several
opinions as to what they should do. Some wanted to
surrender; others wanted to make a sortie while they
were still able. A speech was made by Critognatus in
which he cited a previous set of circumstances when
it had become necessary for their ancestors to
sustain life with the bodies of those who seemed too
old or useless in battle. With all opinions expressd,
they decided that those ill or unfit should leave the
town, and that all means should be tried before
resorting to either cannibalism or surrender.
The Mandubians who had received these
soldiers into their town, were forced to leave it with
their wives and children. Crying and praying, they
approached the Roman fortifications in order that
they might be received as slaves and fed. But
Caesar's guards, posted on the waIls, refused to
admit them.
Meanwhile, Commius and relief troops led by
him and other Gallic leaders arrived at Alesia and
occupied a hill not more than a mile southwest of
Roman entrenchments.
The next day, the Gallic cavalry came out from
their camp and occupied the whole plain which
extended 3 miles. Their infantry drew back and
established themselves on a nearby high hill. Those
in Alesia, upon seeing help arrive, were ecstatic.
They filled the trench nearest them with earth,
timbers and hurdles and made ready for a sortie.
Caesar stationed his men on both the inner and
outer lines of works and ordered his cavalry to
charge. From the infantry camps where there was a
commanding view, the soldiers were waiting the
outcome of the battle.

Thc Gauls had among their cavalry a few archers
and lightarmed soldiers who might furnish support.
These foot units helped to hold out against the
charge. Caesar's cavalry was forced to withdraw
after unexpected injuries were sustained. With this
victory, the Gauls were confident that they were
superior. They saw the Romans beset; and all the
Gauls, both those contained inside the defenses and
the relief army strengthened their spirits with a
chorus of fierce war cries. Since what was going on
was in full view of everyone, no one was able to
conceal either honorable or disgraceful deeds. On
both sides, the desire for praise and fear of disgrace
provided the incentive for courage in battle.
The battle was joined and raged till near sunset
when, with victory still in doubt, the German
cavalry charged the Gauls and drove them back.
The archers who were on foot around the fleeing
cavalry were killed because they had not learned
how to keep up with the horsemen. (Caesar
explained in earlier writing that the German foot
soldiers hadlearnedto keep up with the horsemen by
holding onto the manes of their horses.) The rest of
Caesar's troops followed the retreating Gauls up to
their camp, not giving them a chance to rally. Those
who had come out of Alesia, withdrew into the town
dejected and with no hope of victory.
There was an intermission of one day, in which
the Gauls made a number of hurdles, ladders and
grappling hooks. In the middle of the night, they
stole silently out of their camp toward the Roman
entrenchments Suddenly they made a great noise, by
which signal those in Alesia learned of their
approach. Having heard the noise, Vercingetorix
gave the trumpet signal and led his men out of the
town. The relief army threw out their hurdles and
with slings, arrows and stones drove the Romans
from the wall. Then the Romans took their posts at
the defenses which had been assigned on the
previousday, and with pound-weight slings, javelins
(stakes with one end sharpened and hardened by
burning), and acorn bullets beat off the Gauls. The
darkness restricted vision and both sides suffered
heavy casualties. A great many missiles were thrown
by the artillery. The legates Mark Antony and Gaius
Trebonius, who were responsible for these parts of
the defenses, saw that they were besieged and sent
the men in outer redoubts to help. The missiles of
the Gauls were very effective as long as they stood
far away from the Roman line of defense. When
attempting to close, they stabbed themselves on the
goads or fell down the wolf-holes and pierced
themselves on the sharpened stakes or were
bombarded by javelins thrown from the Romans on
the wall. Heavy casualties were suffered but the
outer defenses were not penetrated. With the
approach of daylight, the Gauls withdrew to their
camp.
From within Alesia, equipment had been
prepared by Vercingetorix for the sortie and for
filling the inner trench. But the execution of these
works was delayed for such a long time that as they
approached the Roman inner defenses, they were
aware that the relief army had already withdrawn to
their camp, so they retreated into the town without
accomplishing their purpose.
The Gauls had attacked first with cavalry and
then with infantry. And now, twice repelled with
heavy losses, the Gallic relief army planned their
next move. They brought in men who knew the
situation of Caesar's upper camps. There was a hill
on the north which Caesar's troops were not able to
completely surround with defenses (Mount Rea).
The camp was made on a gentle slope in a
disadvantageous position, and held by two legions.
The Gallic leaders selected from among their tribes
60,000 who had the highest reputation for courage.
They planned secretly among themselves and fixed
noon as the best hour of attack. Vercassivellaunus

was put in charge of these forces. He left camp at the
first watch and toward daybreak had almost
completed his march. He was hidden by the
mountain and ordered his soldiers tc rest. When it
approached noon, he pushed forward toward the
upper camp described above. The cavalry approached the defenses on the plain and a t the same
time the remaining troops began to show themselves
in front of the camp.
Vercingetorix saw them from the citadel o o
Alesia and he and his men left the town carrying the
hurdles, long poles, rnousies, hooks, and the rest of
the equipment which had been prepared for the
sortie. There was fighting at the same time
everywhere and eveyone was attacking the place
that seemed weakest. The Roman forces were so
separated that they couldn't easily match the Gauls
everywhere. The great noise had the power of
alarming the Romans as they understood that the
fate of others depended upon their courage. And,
Caesar writes, the majority of men will be disturbed
by the things they cannot see.
Caesar obtained a suitable position from where
he could observe the battle (probably on Flavigny
Heights) and so that he could send support to those
who needed it. To both sides came the feeling that
this was the time to make their greatest effort: the
Gauls, if they could not break through the defenses
felt lost; the Romans expected the end of their
labors if they could but hold on to their defenses.
The gravest danger that the Romanswere in was
at the upper defenses where Vercassivellaunus was
sent. The unlevel place on the slope had great
influence. Some of the Cauls threw spears while
others moved up under a turtle-shell roof. Exhausted men were replaced with fresh. All the men threw
earth into the defenses which gave them an ascent
and covered up the traps which the Romans had
concealed. The Romans were tiring and running out
of missiles.
Upon observing the seriousness of the matter,
Caesar sent Labienus with 6cohorts to reinforce the
distressed camp. He ordered Labienus that if he
could not hold onto their position, he should lead
his men out and make a sortie. But only as a last
resort.
Caesar himself rode among the rest of his men
and encouraged them not to give up. He pointed out
that the gains of all their previous combats
depended on this day and hour. The Gauls on the
inside had given up hope on the plain because of the
extent of Caesar's defenses; and they now tried
places with steep ascent which had not been so
heavily fortified by the entrenchments. To here
then, they carried the weapons they had prepared.
The great number of spears thrown forced back the
Romans fighting from the towers. With earth and
hurdles, the Gauls filled the trenches; they also
destroyed the Roman rampart and breastwork with
hooks.
Caesar sent at first young Brutus with a few
cohorts, then the legate Gaius Fabius with more;
finally when the battle was raging still more
violently, Caesar himself led in fresh troops. After
the Roman reinforcement, the enemy was beaten
back and Caesar pushed on to the upper camp to
which he had sent Labienus. He attacked out with,
four cohorts from the nearest redoubt. He ordered
part of the cavalry to follow him and part to go
around to the outside of the defenses and attack the
enemy from the rear.
Labienus, when neither the ramparts nor the
trenches were able to withstand the enemy forces,
assembled together from the nearest garrisons
eleven cohorts and sent messengers to Caesar to
inform him of what was happening. Caesar
hastened to the engagement. The Cauls knew it was
Conrinued on Pg. 31, Col. 2
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ROMAN FORT DEPLOYMENT
'AESAR-ALESIA
I

By Robert L.Bradley, Ph.D.
1 have heard a great deal oltalk lately about the
imbalance of my game, CAESAR (ALESIAj.
suggesting that the Gauls have a n enormous
advantage, that the Romans cannot win. This has
seemed remarkable to me, not only because 1 have
never lost a game when playing the Roman side.
whether in the original version o r the slightly
modified Avalon Hill edition, but also because as
the designer I have seen the game played numerous
times in its various forms and have noticed that the
Romans win about half of the time.
Play-balance. strictly speaking, isnot thesubject
of thls essay. but this important issue should be
addressed. In brief, it can certainly be said that the
Roman side is the more challenging to play, in that
mistakes tend to be more deadly. This is true of
defense in most cases (the Germans in D-DA Y, for
example. or the Arncricans in BULGE). One small
mistake and the front cavesin. The Romanhasto be
very careful throughout the game, whereas the only
really dangerous moments of thegame for the Gauls
are when Vcrcingetorix makes his move for freedom.
The fact is that perfect Roman play in
CA ESA R-A LESIA is virtually unbeatable. For this
reason I prefer to play defense in the game.
Which gets to the point of this article. Since the
Roman side is liidmittedly) the harder t o pIay, it
might he valuable to explore one of the most
important aspects of rhe game. an aspect which is
determined bcfore play even begins. This is the
placement by the Roman player(s) of the rwentythree forts. In examining this subject, it might be
interesting to study (briefly) what Caesar himself
has to say about them. and how hc positioned them
in the actual siege and battles. Then my favorite fort
deployment will be shown and explained. contrasting it tactically and strategically with Caesar's.
The two sources for Caesar's placement and use
of forts a t Alesia are first, Caesar's own account of
the siege. and second, the French archaeological
excav:ttions at the site under the patronage of
Napoleon 11 in the early 1860's. Caesar (VI1, 69)
does not say much about theforts, only that he built
the twenty-three t o hold strong detachments for
rapid deployment ( . . . tasiello viginzi tria,fu'nr.ia,
quihus in r.asreilis in~ertliusrarione~ponehunrur. ne
quo suhiro eruptia ,fieref: h a ~ readem nociu
exruhi/orihus ar' Jirr~lispraesidiis ienehnntur).
There 1s no proof that at Alesia artillery (missile
engines) was deployed in these forts, but in an earlier
campaign in Gaul they weredcfinitely so equipped:

. . . All exrrernus,fi~ssuscasrella consiiruir ibiqire fornrenra r.o/loca~,lr(11. 8 ) .
. . . At the cnds of the trenches he built
forts and there positioned his artillery.
Caesar deployed in this fashion a t the Battle of the
Aisne in 57 B.C. to cover his flanks against the
Belgae. I have stated often why I decided that the
forts at Alesia should have this artillery capacity: all
of this information is contained in the Designer's
Notes included with CAESA R-ALESIA and need
no1 be repcated here.
NOWlet us examine Caesar's fort deployment in
the actual slege. Forts 1 through 6 were placcd
between the two perimeters opposite off-board
zones 1 and I1 and were evenly-spaced. I t 1s in this
sector that there was the least room for maneuver
between the perimeters and Caesar in effect created
a third (~ntermediate)perimeter here with his forts.

Forts 7 through 10 were positioned a t regular
intervals just behind thz inner perimeter facing the
south side of the town. Here the Roman defenses
were closest t o Alesia and the forts were clearly
intcnded as a Ioose but powerful secondary line of
defense for the inner perimeter.
Forts I I and I2 were evidently concerned with
providing extra strength to the outer perimeter
where it is broken by a river south-east of the town.
Fort 13 was constructed half way between the
perimeters d u e east of the town. facing oft-board
zones VII and VI11. This fort was no doubt meant to
in the open space
be a central rallying-point
between the perimeters.
Fort 14 guarded the break in both perimeters
caused by the rlver which flows into off-board zone
V1 I, whilc fort I5 covered breaks just to the northeast.
Forts 16 and 17 provided additional strength to
the inner perimeter lacing Alesia to the north-ast of
the town.
Forts 18. 19. and 20 were certainly built to cover
all three sides of-the deep indentation in the outer
perimeter facing off-board zone V. caused by
anomalies in the terrain.
f o r t 21, like 13, was apparently intended as a
major bulwark opposite zone 1V between the
perimeters.
Finally, f o r ~ s22 and 23 were sited on Mount
Rea, the first to cover another indentation in the
outer perimeter, the second to help fill thegap in the
unfinished outer perimeter on the west side of the
heights.
Before assessing Caesar's fort deployment, we
should bear in mind that the game map is not a topo
map. and that Caesar's forts did not necessarily
perform all of the same functions as they d o in the
game, though this must substantially be the case.

1 like Caesar's deployment of forts, particularly
that of forts I through 6, 8 and 9 , 2 2 and 23. I have
often used set-ups similar to his. His deployment has
the advantage of creating, in effect, a third perimeter
between the inner and outer ones. In the context of
the game, Caesar's deployment has weaknesses,
however. in particular that most of the rivers that
cross the perimeters are unbridged.
The fort deployment which I tend t o use most
often involves the following. Two forts face the
junction of off-board zones 1 and X. These cover
one-hex-wide gaps in the outer perimeter where the
Gallic relieving force can (and often does) attack
very early in the first assault period.
Two forts face zone 11 between the camps where
the perimeters are perilously close together. Two
more forts bridge the riverwhich flowsin tozone 111.
Their bridging capacity is most important here, but
the positions (especially on the inner perimeter) are
also intrinsically weak.
Three forts cover Mount Rea, two of them in the
yawning gap t o the west of the summit and one on
the east side of the heights t o cover the salient in the
outer perimeter a t that point. Mount Rea can be
given up without complete disaster, but the Cauls
musr be made to pay heavily for it.
Two forts face zone 1V where there are minor
salients and an important one is positioned just
south of the camp facing zone V. If this camp falls
(and it is not an easy one to defend), then the outer
perimeter is left with a hole.

Three forts face zone VII where there is a sharp
salient in the outer perimeter and where there are
uncomfortable gaps in the defenses. Two forts
bridge the river, which runs into this zone, on both
perimeters. These are equivalent to the forts on the
river running into zone 111.
One fort occupies the outer perimeter salient
which faces the junction of zones VII and V1II. This
speaks for itself.
T w o more forts cover the river which runs into
zone VIlI as it crosses each perimeter. Again,
bridging is paramount, but here in addition there is
a break in the outer works, providing a good hole
for Gallic cavalry. The fort tends t o discourage
cavalry penetration.
Two forts fill gaps in the outer perimeter facing
zone 1X. Finally, 3 fort covers the minor salient on
the inner perimeter facing the south side ofthe town.
Here the Roman is most immediately vulnerable to
an assault by the Alesia (interior) force.
Clearly. there are fundamental differences
between Caesar's fort deployment and my favorite
set-up. There i s something to be said for both types
of set-ups. Caesar's, as noted above, is very effective
in loosely creating a third (intermediate) defensive
perimeter between the inner and outer ones. On the
whole, however, 1 feel for three reasons that my setu p is superior in the context of the game. First, it is
important for the Roman player(s) to bridge the
several rivers which break the perimeters a t various
points; if this is not done, Roman mobility in
responding to crisis areas will be greatIy reduced.
Second, isolated forts built in the open can be
avoided by the Gallic forces and, if not, are less
easily defended than forts placed on perimeter or
camp ramparts. Third, and most important, it is
crucial for the Roman player($) t o inflict the
heaviest possible losses on the Gallic relieving force
before it can break across the outer perimeter, and
also to beat back such assaults ifat all possible; forts
placed at potential weak points on the outer
perimeter are invaluable for these purposes.
The fort placements in red are yet another
variation of suggested initial fort placements as
suggested by the game developer (Don Greenwood)
and a major playtester (Dale Wetzelberger). Their
placement illustration and commentary is limited to
those hexes not considered by either myself or
Caesar.
Fort I is intended to anchor the flank of the
perimeter ramparts on Mt. Rea so as to form a
temporary second line of defense when this position
is taken from the west,asit inevitably is. Aftera turn
or two of token resistance here, the Romanscan fall
back across the Outer Works t o yet a third line of
ramparts in Area I V .
Fort 3 links the ramparts in this sector and
bridges the river bchind the initial line of defense as
well, backing up the defense of my fort hex, which
can be held almost as strongly from the adjacent
ramparts to either side. 4 and 5 obviously are
intended t o both bridge the river, connect the inner
perimeter ramparts, and generally buttress what is
usually considered the biggest natural weakness in
the Roman circumvallation.
Forts 6. 7, 8, 9, 22. 23. and 13 serve a different
function. By placing forts on joint camp-perimeter
ramparts hexes, you prevent a lost camp perimeter
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from being the tumbling domino that sends the
whole perimeter cascading. For example: assume
the Gauls have taken the camp rampart in Zone I
and occupy hex A. Romans on hex B would no
longer be doubled in defense. Of course, the position
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can still be held by occupation of hexes C and D as
long as the Roman player keeps his wits about him,
which is not easy when marshalling and facing this
many units. This sort of placement merely guards
against careless mistakes-any one of which will

prove fatal to the Roman. Those who feel they can
command perfect play throughout need not concern
themselves with such safeguards and can save their
forts for other locations.
Continued on Puge 27, COI. 2
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MANNING
THE

When 1 first ran across the game called A LESIA
several years ago it immediately impressed me for its
interesting situation, high excitement level, and
close play balance. Therefore I was somewhat
surprised when reviews of the game appearing in
many of the mimeograph magazines of the time,
while mentioning the first two qualities and praising
the game overall, generally indicated that the Gauls
had a definite edge in play. This latter observation
was contrary t o my experience, which admittedly
was limited to a small. but 1 think reasonably
capable, group of players. Our games were always
very close, but won by the Gauls less than half of the
time and often only as a result of a major, and
avoidable, tactical blunder by the Romans. If 1 had
t o designate the side with a n edge 1 would have
picked the Romans.
During the playtesting for the Avalon HiH
version of ALESIA (ne: CAESAR) 1 voiced the
opinion. a minority one 1 think, that the game was
balanced as it was and changes should be kept to a
minimum. Thus Iwas pleased when the final result,
while eliminating the ambiguities of the old rules,
made few changes i n the substance of the game.
One necessary change, an adjustment in the
map to conform t o a standard board size, involved
cutting four rows of hexes from the southern edge
and adding one to the west. This change is of a
minor benefit t o the Gauls as it brought several
hexes of the southern ramparts within one move of
the edge of the board, and enabled the Gauls to put
greater pressure along the entire southern edge. The
addition to the west is probably also a benefit to the
Gauls, as it gives them a little more room t o
maneuver. These changes were somewhat c o m p n sated for. however, by the only terrain change, the
shrinking of the fort in area V to regularize the
Roman perimeter. The Gauls were also hindered by
the rule making their movement from Alesia and
from off the board subject t o stacking limits, where
under the old rules the entire Gallic army could
appear on one hex and move their full distance, but
this is balanced in turn by allowing the Gauls t o
retreat off the board if necessary, which was
formerly prohibited.
The two most important changes, however, were
of significant benefit to the Romans. The arcberand
engine tables, although toned down slightly from
the playtest version, remain almost twice as effective
as the original tables, which had no disrupr results!
This result is often more devastating than an
climinarion as the disrupted unit may prevent the
desired attack. while there are usually reserves t o
repiace any eliminated unit.
The other significant change is the addition of
seven new counters t o the Roman army. The five
Nurnidian infantry counters are valuable in shoring
up weak spots. providing cheap soak-offs. and
manning fort artillery, freeing combat units for
front line duty. While the Roman player should be
extremely hesitant about exposing Caesar t o harm,
both he and Labienus can make the difference in a

crucial attack with their presence causing great
morale benefits for nearby troops.
Despite these changes, many early comments on
CR ESA R have still been to the effect that the Gauls
have a big edge. 1 suppose 1 should not be surprised
at this reaction, for in this era of a game of the week
many players never look beyond a first impression
of a new game, and at first glance the Gauls do look
mighty impressive. They have a 2-1 superiority, and
can strike suddenly at any point. while the Romans
have to defend a seemingly endless stretch of
ramparts against attacks from both inside and
outside.
Upon closer examination, however, the Roman
outlook is much more favorable. I do not mean to
suggest that the game is a lock for the Romans, but
given a reasonable familiarity with the game 1 think
both players will find it an exciting. well-balanced
contest which will be won by the side which avoids
tactical errors.
1 suspect that many players, lookingat the board
and the Gauls' numerical superiority, immediately
conclude that the only hope for the Romans is t o
man the walls as strongly as possible and remain on
the defensive, falling back when the Gauls gain a
foothold on the ramparts. Such a policy will nearly
always be fatal, as Gallic losses will be minimal once
past the outer works and the Romans will soon run
out of room t o retreat. The combat results table is a
"push" rather than a "kill" table. The attacker
cannot really be hurt. Thus if the Romans leave the
attacking to the Gauls their numerical superiority
will eventually create gaps in the Roman lines
through which Vercingetorix could walk. For this
reason the Roman, if he is t o have a reasonable hope
of victory, must counterattack vigorously whenever
the local situation permits. The Romans can in
many cases not only stop an assault but drive it off
the board with heavy losses.

1 can hear the cries, "But if the Romans leave the
shelter of their ramparts the Gallic 2-1 superiority
will crunch them." Not so. First let's see if the Gallic
advantage is really 2-1. The Gauls have 306 factors
in Alesia and 954 on the outside, for a total of 1260.
The Romans have a total of65 1. The forces in Alesia
are subject to a delay in moving however, and then
are at least two turns away from all but one small
part of the defensive perimeter, so only a very small
part of the Roman army will be tied up by the Alesia
force during approximately the first half of the
game, leaving at least 600 factors to oppose the
relieving force of 950. Any attack made by the Gauls
will have to go over the outerworks, and whileevery
unit will not be subject t o its effect, many units will
be in jeopardy for several turns. So, as a rough
estimate we can calculate that 116 of the Gauls will
be eliminated on the outerworks, leavingabout 800.
Missilelarcher casualties are harder t o estimate, but
25-30 factors per turn is a reasonable figure. Thus it
can be seen that the Gallic superiority is drastically
reduced after the first few turns. When one
considers that the Romans are often in doubled

favorable to
positions and the CRT is not t.,,:ially
the attacker the Gallic advantage is far from
overwhelming, particularly as the Romans can use
their superior mobility t o concentrate superior
forces in critical areas, while still maintaining a
viable defense.
The key to Roman success in those criticalareas
is the 2-1 surrounded attack. The Romans should
generoi(v rake every 2-1 surrounded attack available, refusing only when it would leave Roman units
surroundable. Because of the four square advance
such attackers will often be able to move back t o the
safety of doubled positions after combat, but this is
not a necessary condition as the Gauls can do little
damage at less than 6-1 unless they can surround
their adversary. The advantages of a sure kill of
Gauls far outweighs the risk of a DE from a
Gallic 4-1 next turn, and frequently the Gauls
won't fare that well.
Conversely, unless the situation is really desperate the Romdns shouldnever make non-surrounded
aztacks at less than 6 1 . There is little to gain from
such attacks, and a single AR result can be fatal as
the Gauls can often use it to open up a hole in the
line or place the attackers in poor defensive
positions.
Such advice is not akin to saying never to attack
at less than 3-1 in STALINGRAD. 2-1 surrounded
attacks will be possible. many of them. virtually
every turn. Any Gallic assault will have flanks,
which may be vulnerable-especially if protected
only by cavalry. A 6-1 against thecavalry may allow
an advance which will surround Gallic front-line
units. Gallic assaults on the ramparts are of
necessity at low odds, often even lower than planned
because of outer works losses. The frequent AR
results will create numerous counterattack possibilities along the front line and the Romans should not
hesitate t o advance off the ramparts t o take
advantage of them. Even victories by the Gallic
attacks do not necessarily put them in a good
position, for if they advance onto the ramparts they
often expose their flanks, and if they merely remain
adjacent t o the walls the Romans can often
reoccupy them by finding a weak unit to crush while
soaking off against the strong stack. The Romans
should not hesitate to use soak-offs where necessary
t o support a counterattack. There is only a 113
chance of losing the unit, even at the worst odds, and
the gains from the counterattack should be much
greater.
I r the situation arises, as it must, where the Gauls
gain control of a 2 or 3 bex stretch of rampart a
Roman line of 10 factor stacks behind the breach
will prevent further quick penetration, giving an
opportunity for counterattacks at the flanks. Only
when the Gauls can get at least 4-1 odds can they
really begin to d o some damage, as they then have
the potential for a DE and some big advances. With
the Romans concentrating troops for counterattacks often there will be insufficient troops to
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adequately form sucha strong line to cover a 2-3 hex
area. In this situation a "prevent" defense of a
sacrifice unit with a second unit behind it to prevent
Gallic advances is the best solution. The Roman
player should not be concerned about the units he
loses as a result of this tactic. The principal cause of
Roman casualties may well be soak-offs and
sacrifice units, but every factor lost in this way
delays the Gauls and costs them many more
casualties from missiles, the outer works, and 2-1
surroundeds.
After saying how easy it is to kill Gauls, I now
have to admit that the Romans cannot really hope
to consistently defeat and drive them off the board,
although I have seen it happen. If that were the
victory conditions the Romans would lose an
overwhelming majority of the games. However, the
above tactics are really just a suggestion of the best
way to delay the Gauls. Killing lots of GauIs
certainly makes it more difficult for them to launch
effective attacks and create a hole through which to
spring Vercingetorix. Given no time limit they could
free him nearly every game, but they have a 12 turn
limit, and their superiority, as we have seen, is not so
great as to enable them to walk through the Romans
in that time.
Actually the Gauls have considerably fewer than
I2 turns as it will take Vercingetorix 3 turns to reach
the south and east edges and 4 turns to exit frornthe
north or west, necessitating his leaving Alesia no
later than turn 9, but waiting that long will usually
be fatal as it limits his potential escape route to a
very narrow area, which every Roman on the board
will rush to block, knowing that Vercingetorix will
have insufficient time to change direction. Thus the
Gauls almost have to create a breach in the Roman
lines by turn 5-6 to have a good chance of victory,
and the relieving force may have to d o this alone as
the Alesia force often cannot even move until then.
When the Alesia force does move out, it should
receive the Roman's full attention and should be
counterattacked in preference to the relieving force,
other considerations being equal. After a few turns
of missile fire. outer works and counterattacks the
Alesia force may well be eliminated as a serious
offensive threat.
Because of its distance from the Roman lines any
threats by the Alesia force can usually be met easily.
Only in the south can they reach the outer works in
one turn, so the Romans must station 4-5 units
there. Elementary planning should be sufficient to
keep an adequate defense force within one move of
any threatened areas. In the north it is often wise to
defend the river rather than wait on the walls as the
movement delay it causes can seriously hinder
Gallic attempts to take advantage of any initial
victories. Roman cavalry lurking around the
isolated trench tends to make Vercingetorix very
nervous as it can rush out and kill him or surround
front line troops fighting on the outer works. As a
result much of the Alesia force is deployed as
bodyguards and flank protection.
Other than the comments already made it is
difficult to give tactical hints for ALESIA. The
scope of the game does not enable one to make
specific suggrstions such as "On April I1 move the
21 st Panzers to M21." The most important item to
worry about is tactical positioning of troops to
prevent their being surrounded, whiIe taking
advantage of such mistakes by the enemy. It is very
difficult to kill on this CRTwithout surrounding the
attacked unit, as high odds attacks are rare. The
Romans must also be aware at all times that units in
forts do not have z.ones of control, thus they will
olten need friendly units nearby to maintain a solid
line.
Initial placement, except for forts. may be less
important in C A E S A R than in any other game.
Most units have the same value and can circle the

board in 4-5 turns, so the Romans should have little
problem meeting any offensive threat. providing its
forces are distributed fairly evenly. The Romans
should not put an unusually strong defense in areas
1, 2 and I0 to discourage early Gallic attacks. On the
contrary, they should welcome first day assaults. It
takes a lot of pressure off the northeast half of the
board, as it takes the Gauls several turns to get there.
Gallic casualties from a first day assault usually are
sufficiently high to prevent the Gauls from
launching a sustained assault the second day.
In planning the rampart defense an effort should
be made to prevent 3-1s. at least. Only walls that can
be attacked the next turn need actually be
garrisoned, but sufficient forces to man the others
should be within a turn, of course. I suggest that the
4-7s and 6-8s be distributed throughout the
perimeter rather than stationed in one area, as
having different valued troops in an area often
enables more efficient use of the forceavailable. The
2-9s and 2-15s can be useful in garrisoning forts two
or three squares behind the front lines to operate their
artillery, as sacrifiae units, or to provide those
crucial extra factors in the line. Stationing them
behind gaps in the outer works enables cavalry to
threaten 2-1 surrounded counterattacks along a
wide front. Archers-slingers should also be dispersed throughout the line. They should be stacked
with stronger units and should generally not be
placed in forts as the Gauls will tend to avoid such
strongpoints and the fire potential will be wasted.
They should of course be rushed to the scene of
fighting as quickly as possible, rather than waiting
in garrison.
After the first assaults, when most of the Gallic
army is on the board, minimum garrisons should be
kept in the unattacked areas while reinforcements
should be rushed where the threat is strongest.
However. the Romans must be careful not to over
reinforce an area and stop an assault only to have it
switch directions and punch a wide gap in the lines
at the next area. Only experience will enable a
person to tell how much force is enough to stop a
threat. If the Gauls do achieve a link-up between
interior and exterior forces the Romans should by
no means give up. The Gauls still face a very difficult
task in keeping that gap open long enough to get
Vercingetorix out. A successfulcounterattack could
close it or cause a detour sufficient to run out the
time limit. A well aimed arrow could find Vercingetorix. Take another look-there may not even bea
gap. Is there a field of fire from afort? Vercingetorix
cannot enter it. (If you were stupid enough to take
the Romans and agree to that optional rule you
deserve whatever happens). Vercingetorix also dies
assoonas he is in a Romanzone ofcontroi. Thus the
Gauls have to create a huge gap to guarantee his
escape. All it takes is one attack in the right placeto
win the game.
I n the final analysis, the superior tactician,
Roman or Gaul, will win the vast majority of the
games.

@
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BREACHING
THE
RAMPARTS
Gallic Assault Strategy In CAESAR
By Thomas E. Hilton

Like Hazkrr. Thornas Hiiron was u member of
the A H ployresf panel for CAESA R-ALESIA.
Unlike Hazlert, however, Hilron though1 rhegame
was large(v imhuiunced in favor of the Gauls-a
theov he still subscribes to. Judging lhese comflictin^ b-v-mail plajiest reporrs against our own
experiences was [he toughest task faced by the
game's developer in what otherwise was a remorknblv smooth developpmeniprogram.
Patton's favorite method of attack was predicated upon gradual commitment of force with
flexibility always maintained and can be described
as follows: in order to attack we will have to pretend
to reconnoiter (or feint), and then, depending upon
what is revealed about the enemy's strengths and
deployments, reinforce the reconnaissances, and
finally put on the main attack achieving superiority
at the decisive point. Patton called this "rock soup",
based on the old tale of the mendicant man who
gradually solicited ingredients to "garnish" his meal
of hot water and stones until heeventually had afull
dinner.
Patton's strategy can be utilized to considerable
advantage by the Gallic player attempting to get
Vercingetorix out of the besieged Alesia and off the
mapboard (note that this is the only condition of
victory over the Romans). As Vercassivellaunus, the
most effective relief-force,comrnander, the Roman
defenses must be probed and prodded. However,
feints should not lack the malleability to exploit
weaknesses and be reinforced. The Roman m w t be
burdened with as many threats us possible. Only in
this way can he be stretched thin enough to permit
viable breakthroughs, and once the ramparts are
stormed. and counterattacks beaten off, the Gaul is
in excellent position to overwhelm the defending
cohorts and open a passage for Vercingetorix.
Although all the tribes of Gaul were "Celtic",
those in the northeast were known as Belgae, while
the majority were Celtae. The latter comprised the
Alesia army, while Vercassivellaunus' (et. al.) force
was a mixture of the two. To avoid confusion in
referring to the two armies, this conglomeration will
henceforth be stated as the "Gallic" force.
Prefacing a specific consideration of strategy in
CAESAR, we should look at certain sententious
maxims and concepts which can be quite helpful.
First of all, the Gaul must maximize his advantages
while minimizing those aspects that benefit the
Roman. For example, attacks must be maintained
on as wide a front as possible; this will force a
concomitant response by the Roman who will be
unable to mass his units into three-high stacks, thus
achieving tactical superiority. Additionally, widefront assaults make the outflanking of units more
difficult-this being especially relevant to the Gaul
as 2:l attacks by surrounding Romans result in
elimination.
The Off Board Movement Chart must be
utilized efficiently. As speed is often crucial, the

Gaul has to know where he's going and not waste
any turns. Eschew the vacating of any areas as only
one unit can keep the Roman guessing as to the
deployment in a given OB area.
Deprive the enemy of his freedom of action by
having alternate objectives (the rock soup method
assures this), and use the minimum force necessary
for maximum concentration. This isaparaphrasing
of the hopefully pellucid maxim, "concentration is
the product of calculated dispersion". In otherwords the Gauls' greatest advantage is not in
numbers, it is in a strategicposition that is ideal. Its
brilliance is manifested in its ability to force the
Roman to defend almost two entire fronts against
an enemy whose location is unknown at first, and
then only gradually revealed.
In beginning the conflict, Vercingetorix must
first realize that his is, by limited numbers and weak
units, an ancillary roleand the burden of attack falls
on his cousin Vercassivellaunus and tharnain Gallic
force. The Celtae in Alesia are a vital part of the
army of Gaul, however, and improper use does
make matters much easier for Caesar. The Celtae
are to be dividd into 3 main sections: 2 strategic
battle groups of 40% each, and an escort/reserve to
accompany the king outside the town. Both groups
should be out (approximately turns 5 and 6) before
Vercingetorix and his escort move against the
weakest Roman sector.
The Gallic deployment is naturally more
complex. As Vercassivellaunus, split your forces
into 4 sections: A- 3S%(some 55 strong units) of the
total, B- the same, C- a diversionary group of 20%,
and D- the off-board(exp1oitation section. It is
readily seen that A and Bare the mailed firsts of the
assault, and that C is still capable of more than a
feeble and diffident attack on the ramparts. D is
somewhat cryptic in comparison. It will be
explained later.
Excluding section D, there are 3 forces the Gallic
player has at his disposal. Under no circumstances
are all 3 to be found in only 3 off-board areas. This
would be an inefficient use of available force in that
it is impossible for all the off-board units to reach
the outer works hexes adjacent to their respective
zones. More than one turn is required for this so it
behooves the attacker to do the following: keep at
least a dozen units in adjacent zones so as to reach
more Roman hexes or to continue off-board
movement andlor support the initial attack by the
bulk of its section. The Gallic player is not
benefitted at all by having units waiting idly behind
the works; if a unit can't reach the ramparts keep it
off the board. The obvious exception is when much
ground has to be traversed as in the case of areas I
and V1. Following the punctilious advance of a
dozen or so weak units on the second turn against
the works to activate "Gallic Attack Coordination",
the sections should continue to remain off the
board, and therefore stretch the legions until by the
beginning of the fourth turn section A is as far as

area l V , and B and C are in areas VIII and IX,
respectively. Already threequarters of Caesar's line
of circumvallation is being threatened, and the
Celtae are ready to launch a sorties against the
ramparts of the countervallation. And Caesar still
has no idea where Vercassivellaunus' Gallic army is
on the off-board movement chart.
With the above deployment areas I, I1 and X are
vacant of any units from the rnain sections. It is here
that the auxilliary section D comes into use.
Approximately one dozen weak infantry units and
less than 10 of cavalry (the rest of the mounted
troops accompaniedin equal proportions the assault
sections A. B and C) comprisethis force. Although
only one unit would be sufficient to keep the Roman
guessing, the picayune expenditure of a baker's
dozen units in addition will cause the Roman
significant annoyance. Caesar will now have to
garrison all his forts throughout the game and not
be able to totally denude areas as the Gauls' sections
commit themselves. Failure to d o this will result in
the crucial destruction of all but a handful of forts
by either attacking or occupying units. Even weakly
held forts can be assaulted with some chance for
success. Owing to their firepower and movement
advantages, the loss of more than 50% of his forts in
the first phase wiIl prove extremely critical For
Caesar in the second. Finally, having a viable D
section always threatens the Roman with outflanking along the ramparts and beyond.
Turn 4 should witness an attack by one section
against any weakly held portion of ramparts.
"Weak" is defined as any non-works series of hexes,
ramparts lacking missile or fort cover, andlor a
defending line of adiacenr cohorts. As the Roman
will have to be "soaked-off' the ramparts the latter
condition greatly facilitates this maneuver, unlike a
line with alternating occupied-vacant hexes. All
things being equal, however, the initial attack (or
feint or diversion) should come from the section
which has made the least off-board movement and is
nearest to another section. Therefore C section
should assault {nut probe) the southeastern part of
the board, while the first section from the Celtae
move in an opposite direction to the northwest, and
thus keep the likelihood of support from A section
in the north open. One has to consistently look
ahead for mutual support. Needless t o say, the
above movements are hypothetical and meant to be
didactic, not as a rigid set of procedures. On the
following few turns the bulk of the Gallic army is to
be added to the battle resulting by the end of the
sixth turn in successful storrnings of the ramparts in
two areas, less the attacks of the units from Alesia.
Subsequent to the sixth, the next four turns are
crucial. Vercingetorix has to leave Alesia no later
than the tenth turn to have any expectations of
getting off the board. I n fact the ninth turn is safer.
However, in these three or four turns Caesar will
remain unaware of the direction Vercingetorix will
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take and hence wiH have to maintain defensive lines
in open terrain against overwhelming enemy
opposition. It is here that the Gaul can avenge the
heavy losses he must suffer to take the ramparts. In
addition D section can take forts and run rampant
in areas where the cohorts have been withdrawn to
meet the main attack. And of course if the Roman is
woefully careless Vercingetorix can move off
through those areas. Only after Vercingetorix has
been committed can the legions defend themselves
with success as those too distant from that
threatened area can close into a self-defensive
position, as they need no longer worry about
maintaining lines of contravallation around the
town, and seek only to survive (to fight again phase
2). AII that can conceivably be done strategically to
facilitate the exit of Vcrcingetorix has now been
done.
The Gaul is benefitted greatIy in the second
assault phase, presuming of course that the Gallic
leader is unable to escape in the first, if he has
exercised a certain prescience in his previous
plannings. Although a determined, concerted effort
to free Vercingetorix in the initial phase must be
sought, one must look ahead and realize that the
more Romans destroyed and the more forts taken
will improve opportunities in the next.
During inter-phase, a count of the first day's
losses should reveal that the Gaul has suffered
casualties of a most sanguine nature. Overs third of
the Celtae and Gallic forces have been destroyed;
mostly on the works and by missile fire. The Roman
has not only suffered far fewer numerical losses, but
nearly five percentage points fewer proportionally.
Caesar has additionally been deprived of about 215
of his forts. In otherwords, Caesar has lost 30% of
his force, 3% cohorts, and 9 forts. Thesefiguresare
not to be construed as arbitrary guesstimations, nor
good? logica' 'gures which
writ. They
can lead to a basicconclusion: Caesar wililose fewer
units proportionally than the Gaul, but a player of
some expertise can keep thoseproportions reasonably close. If both sides suffer heavily who will benefit
most? The answer is obvious to anyone with
strategic sense.
By turn 3 of the second phase large Callic units
anywhere O n the OBMCthreatencan be
ing Caesar's entire line'
a
of his losses the
Roman will have far fewer reserves and be
by the loss
forts and
'lowed
between ramparts and Over
their bridging
mention being deprived of their
Avers* not
firepower. 'y
phase
strategy of "rock
soup", and now sendingunits from *Iesia on suicide
missions to get their Zones Of
On rampart
hexes, further retarding the movement of the reserve
legions, Vercingetorix and his cousin can achieve
"maximum concentration against the decisive
they can
point".
through the legionary lines a corridor for escape. It
fight but an expert player can do it
be a
But in 52 B.C. it was not to be.
more times than
The surrender of vercingetOrixand the capture
of Vercassivellaunus marked the end of all but futile
resistance to Roman rule. The sack of Rome in 387
was avenged and Gaeitachd(as it
B.C. by the
was known its inhabitants) became a Romanized
province' The stage was set for (after the fa'1 Of
Imperia' Rome in five centuries) the jnvading
info two groups: those living in
Franks to
and those in the barbarous land of
civilized
Germania
the Rhine. The migration of the
the land of the BrYthons
can be
(lower)
considered a
of Caesar's victoryv
for
Caesar, he became dirratorperperuus one year after
Vercingetorix was publicly strangled in Rome. Vae
vicris!
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TRC The Second Time Around
By Richard Hamblen
Well, the second edition of THE RUSSIAN
CAMPAIGN is out, and I'll bet you're wondering
what we changed, and why. Most of the "changes"
are just rephrasings, repeating rules that were
previously mentioned only on the charts or board,
or spelling out rules that were implied in the first
edition.
There have been a few real changes, however,
and this article will explain exactly what was
changed-and why it was changed. Some clarifimtions are given, also-and a discussion about
exactly which tricky tactics are legal in the game.
Since the numbering system is the same in the
second edition as it was in the first edition (except
for a few added rules), we'll deal with the new rules
in the same order that they appear in the rulebook
and each rule's identification number will be given.
So:

THE C H A ~ ( ; ~ ~
A unit that cannot move during an impulse
cannot use sea movement (nor rail movement) that
impulse, If a unit appears as a reinforcement on an
impulse that it cannot move, then that unit cannot
tnor rail movement) to enter the
board,
This could have been inferred from the first
dition of the rules, but it,s worth spelling out, The
whole purpose of the second-turn restriction on
some units' movement is to reflect their lesser
capability to move and attack; it would make little
sense to give them the capability to function both
impulses, like superior-quality units, when they
happen to be near bodies of water!
(10.8) Each time that a unit attempts a sea move it
counts as that turn's sea move inthat body ofwater,
whether that attempt succeeds ornot. Thus, ifa unit
is lost inanattempt, that uses up that side's seamove
in that sea for that turn-you don't get to keep
trying until somebody makes it! Similarly, an
attempted invasion counts as an invasion, sucoessf~l
or not,
This is just a common-sense extension of the
rules in the first edition, but it is worth stating
explicitly,
(10.9) On the first impulse of the game, all Axis units
must set up on the board, so there are no off-board
units to use sea movement in the Black Sea. (The
have a Black seaport at the
Axis
This is directly implied by the Set-Up rules, but it
is important-Rostov is a tempting target-so We
spelled it out this time around. Incidentally, there is
a way that the Axis can (possibly) invade on the
second impulse-but for that you have to look at the
'TRICKY TACTICS" section of thisarticle, &low.
(11.2) BIG CHANGE! The Hitler and Stalin
counters now have a movement factor of ZEROthey CANNOT M O V E except by rail movement
(first impulse) or sea movement (either impulse). If
forced to retreat, they are eliminated.
This is a definite change, and there were two
reasons for it. In the first place, the Hitlerand S t a h
counters represent each side's High Command,
including staff, escort, etc. (li you were nurturing

visions of Hitler or Stalin packing his bags and
vanishing into the mountains behind a false beard,
forget it-in the first place, there's no reason to
think they ever would have done any such thingafter all, Stalin stuck it out in Moscow, and Hitler
stayed in Berlin as if he were glued--and in the
second place, the l p o i n t combat factor on these
counters certainly argues that they represent
somewhat more than one desperate dictator totinga
luger-and finally, if they had tried to vanish into
the woodwork, they certainly would be a less
obvious target than the counter is-after all, many
Nazis did vanish into the woodwork successfully,
notwithstandingthe armies that overran their actual
physical locations.) These High Commands were
noi equipped as mobile units, and in fact, depended
heavily on rail nets to support them and their
equipment. They should not be able to gaily prance
through the mountains, thumbing their noses at
~trugglingPursuers.
Even worse, as high-speed mountain units, these
counters made excellent attack units-Stalin was
the fastest Soviet unit and the only Russian
they
a nstunl
mountain unit! As
choice to lend the attack! I mean, Hitler waving his
pistol as he leads the storming attack across the
mountains near Kalinen, undoubling rivers as he
leads the attack?!
That's why this rule was changed.
(13.8) BIG CHANGE! An attacker may always
choose (&fore the die is rolled) to executean attack
on a Iower odds column than the odds column
involved,
indicated by the actual combat
he could elect to execute a 5-1 attack
F,,
would cause him to retreat,
as if it were a 1-1' a
~ i ~ jhe ~could
~ ~ l ~ ,
elect to execute a first-impulse
10-1 attack as if it were a 7-1; it would no longer be
an auto,atjc victory; he would have to roll on the 71 column, but the attacking units could attack again
on the second impulse.
The first reason we made this change is: there
a lot of confusion (why, I don't know, it ail
seemed so clear to me) about what happened in the
fint edition when you resolved a 10-1 attack as 7-1.
1, this edition, it is just a normal 7-1, no automatic

,

The other effect of this change is to allow an
attacker to slip past an objective (maybe) without
seriousiy atracking it, For example: you have a first
impulse 10-1 against a Russian blocking unit, but
you don't want to eliminate the Russian, just get
past him. So, you choose to =solve the attack at 13 or less you can retreat
1-if you're lucky and
forward, gaining two extra hexes of movement and
allowing your units to attack on their second
impulse.
~ b is ilegal,
~ it is not
practiwye"-it is
meant to simulate the tactic of screening an enemy
past" it, rather than
strongpoint and
assaulting it head-on, This was an important tactic
during the Russian Campaign, and is included on
purpg
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(14.4) Units in woods simply do not retreat after
combat, regardless of the combat result. Surviving
defenders in woods d o not retreat o n " D R , "EX",
or "Dl" results; surviving attackers in woods do not
retreat on "Al" or "AR" results.
This is an extension of the rule and example in
the first edition. It makes common sense to say that
if units in woods do not retreat in one combat result,
they do not retreat in any combat result but if we
meant that the first time why didn't we say so? Now
we have said so: they don't retreat. Notice that this is
nor voluntary-they d o not retreat even if they want
to. They can move away normally on their turn, of
course, but they do not retreat after combat.

(15.3) Stukas can attack any Military District in
range on the frst impulse of the game.
(17.21) When stacked units are halved due to lack of
combat supply, each unit in the stack is halved and
rounded up separately. When halved units are
doubled due to terrain bonuses, it is this rounded
factor that is doubled, so a 5 would round to a 3,
which, when doubled, would defend with 6 factors.
This spells out rules that were not explicitly
stated in the first edition. The combat supply rules
were included to seriously weaken the Germans in
winter, rather than to set them up for annihilationso
they get the benefits of rounding up, rounding
separately, and doubling the rounded number. In
particular, the 3 4 German infantry corps need all of
these advantages or they are ridiculously easy to
dislodge from almost any position in winter.
(17.4) Supply lines traced at the end of the second
impulse must run to a friendly city. t o a rail line that
runs to a friendly city, or to a railline !hat runs offa
friendy edge of the board {without passing through
enemy ZOC or cities). In other words, a unit may
trace its second-impulse supply line off a friendly
board edge instead of to a city, as long as thesuppb
line run$ off the board along a friendly rail line.
Russian supply lines may go off the east or south
edges, Axis supply lines may go off the west edge
only. Neither side gets supply from the north edge.
It certainly makes sense that units should beable
to get supply from their rear areaseven when those
units happen to be near a board edge, so the rule was
changed to allow supply from board edges. Rail
lines in general were crippled in a peculiar manner
near the board edges in the first edition, and this was
often important during play--particularly in
Hungary or along the vast cityless Russian board
edges. This whole subject is discussed indetail under.
RAILROADS, below.
Two points: supply lines have to exit the board
edge along a rail line; this is because there will be a
supply source somewhere along that rail line, but it
might not be close enough to the board edge for a
cross-country supply line to reach it. The second
point: it's not clear that the Russians really deserve
a supply source off the south edge {the Caucasus),
but the layout of the terrain on the mapboard
requires that they have a supply source down there
or they are critically limited when they try to
recapture that area. or defend it with their backs
against the edge. Such a limitation would be very
ahistorical-and
plays strangely as well -so we
gave them the benefit of the doubt.
Final note: cities are sources of supply even if
they lack a connection to a friendly edge. This
supply is allowed simply because it causes the game
mechanics to work exactly right; pockets (like
Stalingrad) can survive behind enemy lines, but they
are very vulnerabIe to envelopingattacks; forcescan
be pocketed along an advanced rail net and still
survive without worrying about the disastrous
incursion of a single enemy unit along the spare rail
lines (either the board or the rules, or both, would
have to be complicated enormously to make boardedge supply work out reasonably); etc.
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(19.1) IMPORTANT CHANGE! Partisan counters
can be placed only in Axis-controlled cities or in rail
hexes between Axis-controlled cities!
This was changed for two reasons: frst, the old
criteria "behind German lines" was somewhat
ambiguous and needed to be changed anyway; and
second, we wanted to minimize the tactic of placing
partisans along rail hexes in the front line, where
they could form an AV-proof blockade for one Axis
impulse. The rule as now written should keep the
partisans back in the Axis rear areas, where they
belong.
Otherwise, partisans are placed as before-in
Russia, not in Axis ZOC nor within 5 hexes of an SS
unit, etc.
(Embarrassing admission: a line got left out of
this rule when we were putting together the second
edition, and suddenly it is not at nll clear that
partisans have to set up out of Axis ZOC and more
than 5 hexes from an SS unit. Nevertheless,
PARTISANS CANNOT BE PLACED IN AXIS
ZOC,NOR WITHIN 5 HEXES O F AN SS UNIT!
This rule is STILL in effect-it's necessary. If you
want to address any appropriate comments to AH,
please speak softly, or we start snarlingat each other
or start crying.)
(19.2) Partisans have ZOC in the hexes they occupy,
only. This is a normal ZOC' for aI1 purposesblocking rail lines, stopping movement, etc.except it does NOT count toward controlling a city.
In other words, a partisan by itself cannot control a
city.
Common sense doesn't clearly indicate that
partisans should be prohibited from controlling
cities, and the first edition of the rules didn't address
the question, so we make it clear: they can't. The
play of the game would be ruined if the Russians
could start full scale insurrections in the Axis rear at
will.
(19,3) Partisans in Axis ZOC or within 5 hexes of an
SS unit are removed at the end ofmovemenr during
each Axis impulse. This avoids using partisans to
block Axis retreats from combat-another questionable tactic that was not clearly forbidden in the
first edition.
(20.1) All reinforcements and replacements must
arrive on the impulse indicated-they cannot be
held off the board. This had to be included to avoid
confusion among players familiar with orher games
where reinforcements can be held back.
(20.2) Reinforcements (and replacements, since the
reinforaements rule governs replaaements) may be
placed on the board any rime during movement on
their impulse of arrival. (This rule has also been
rephrased to list the ways that units may arrive on
the board--by sea movement if they have movement on their impulse of arrival, by rail or by
placement at no movement cost in a friendly edge
hex.
In practice, this "change" (the exact arrival time
was not specified in the old rliles) affects only the
sea movement of arrivals. It allows pons to be
captured during movement and then help (by
subtracting frum the die roll) the sea movement of
units arriving that impulse. 'This was done to keep
the sea movement rules the same for on-board units
and off-board units-in both cases, sea movement
can be done any time during movement.
(20.6 and 20.7) Axis units arriving at Bucharest or
Warsaw are subject to the same limitations that
govern Russian units appearing at named citiesthe units musz arrive at the named city, (even if it is
surrounded), unless they would be forced to violate
the stacking rules at the end of that impulse's
movement (or the city is in enemy control).
This rule just makes it clear that the same rule
applies to Axis and Russian units. Admittedly it can
be peculiar to have units pup up in surrounded

cities, but presumably their component parts were
already there but tied down to garrison duties.
Another point that isexplicitly stated now: these
garrisons can be triggered only offer their date of
availability (the old rules really say this, but
evidently some of you folks didn't believe us), and
triggered units arrive on the next Axis first impulse.
Thus, Russian units have to be near Bucharest in'43
to trigger the '43 garrison, and in '44 to trigger the
'44 garrison.
(20.8) Just explains the withdrawals that are
indicated on the Axis OB card, with some
explanation of restrictions that make sense but
weren't stated.
The indicated corps-two panzer (SS if possible) in May '44and one ofany type in March'45 and
another of any type in '45-must
use normal
movement, retreats, sea movement or rail move
ment to move off the board on the indicated
impulse. The units must actually move off the
board-they d o not just pop out of existence
wherever they happen to be. They also have to make
if off the board-units that are "lost at sea" arejust
lost and d o noi count as having withdrawn.
What happens if the Axis player doesn't
withdraw the units on the impulse listed, you ask?
The Axis player LOSES, IMMEDIATELY!
(21.2) Axis H Q units are replaced during the second
impulse of a replacement turn. This takes care ofall
the questions about appearing with Stukas, using
sea movement first impuIse, etc. They appear
second impulse. They still can't use RR movement.
(21.4) The old Axis replacement rules were
clumsily phrased, so we changed them so that it is
now clear what is going on.
Points to ponder: different nationalities of units
cannot be swapped for each other; a Rumanian
panzer grenadier must be replaced as a Rumanian
unit, not as a panzergrenadier unit. Another point:
notice that the German 1st calvary corps is never
replaced. Finally, the Luftwaffe ground units-the 23 infantry corps and the Herrnann Coering panLer
corps-are automatically replaced, like SS units.
The only real change concerns the Luftwaffe
units; otherwise the rule just states t h i n g that were
implied before. The Luftwaffe units have been putin
the same category as SS replawments because: 1)
they had to be mentioned somewhere, which they
weren't in the old rules, and 2) in fact they had
priority in being rebuilt, just like SS units did.

(21.5) As indicated on the German OBchart, Italian
replacements stop from I943 on and all Axis
replacements stop after 1944.
(21.6) If the Axis player is entitled to replace a
German unit but cannot bemuse no unit of that type
is in the replacement box, he may replace a 3-4
German infantry corps inits place. He may replace a
3 4 for each of the following non-replaced units: a
German 5-4, German 4-4, German mountain unit,
German panzer grenadier, and one 3-4 for each
German panrer corps not replaced. The German
player may nor substitute a 3-4for non-replaced S5,
Luftwaffe or minor Axis ally units.
This rule just spells out things that were only
implied before. If the German player runs out of
German 34'5, he just loses the extra replacements;
he should be so lucky.
(22.4) A Russian Guards armored corps counts as
an armored corps, not as a Guards corps; he can
replace a Guards armored and another Guards
corps the same turn, but hecannot replacta Guards
armored and another armored corps.
(22.6 & 22.8) Everything you wanted to know about
Archangel, but had to find on the Russian OB chart.,
Archangel generates replacements each Russian
first impulse from January 1942 to November 1944,
inclusive, provided that the Russian player controls
Archangel at the beginning of that Russian First
impulse. If the Axis player controls Archangel, the
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Russian player loses the Archangel replacements for
the rest of that game, even if the Russians later
recapture it.
VICTORY CONDITIONS
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN is a long game,and it
can very easily end in a draw. To correct both of
these problems, "SUDDEN D E A T H victory
conditions have been added to thegame, inaddition
to the old, normal "CAMPAIGN" victory conditions in the first edition. The players canagree touse
either set of victory conditions before the start of
play.
(24.3) SUDDEN DEATH VICTORY CONDITIONS: Before the start of the game, each player
must secretly record a list of objectives, one
objective (city or oil well) for each year from 1942
through 1945. Each player must select each year's
objective from a list of three objectives for his side
that year. At the start of the first clear weather
impulse of each year, both players reveal the
objectives they chose for that year; if a player
controls both his objective and his opponent's
objective for that year, then that player wins the
game immediately.
This system forces each player to commit
himself to making a major advance to capture his
own objective city-while at the same time making
lesser advanoes to capture ail of his opponent's
possible objectives, as well as the objectives that will
be important in future years. Failure to take his
objective clearly signals that the player's major
advance has been defeated-which implies that his
campaign has been defeated.
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The objectives have been carefully chosen to be
about 75% attainable, given a moderateiy major
effort to take them. (The exception is the 1945
objectives, which are difficult to take in order to
make it harder for a player who is doing poorly to
sunive.) Both players have to plan to take all their
opponent's possible objectives as well, however, and
both players will d o well to plan ahead to capture
objectives that will be important in succeeding
years. The net effect is to cause advances over a wide
front, as both players jockey for an increasing
advantage from year to year. For the Axis, the big
hurdle is their 1943 objective; once past this, it is the
Russians who have to worry about getting to their
1944 objective.
Also, the objectives were chosen to reflect the
areas that were considered important in the actual
campaign. The Caucasus, the Crimea and the Baltic
States are all important at one time or another, in
addition to the' more famous cities of bat&
Leningrad, Kharkov and Kiev--and the great cities
of Berlin and Moscow. The Germans and Russians
can find it very helpful to hold Sevastopol or Kursk.
Finally, among each side's 1945 objectives is the
elimination of the opposing leader counter. This is a
nice way of encouraging both players to be careful
with their leaders-especially since the other 1945
objectives are difficult to take; eliminatinganenemy
leader can easily win the game in 1945.
THE OPTIONAL RULES
(26.1) Each replacement turn, the Axis player gcts
an additional German replacement for each SS unit
that is in play but is not in the replacement box. (The
only exception to this is the 3rd SS panzer corps, in
1943, which does not generate a substitute replacement that year.)
If the uneliminated SS unit is panzer, the
replacement can be panzer, panzer grenadier or a 34 infantry unit; if the SS unit is panzer grenadier,
then the replacement can be panzer grenadier or a 34 infantry corps; if the SS unit is infantry, the
substitute replacement must be a 34infantry corps.
This rule helps the Axis player, and recreates the
effect the SS units had in drainingmilitaryresourcea
from the regular German army. In addition, it
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penalizes the tactic of throwing away SS units in
risky maneuvers just because they are replaced free.
(26.6) All rail lines that exit the same board edge are
assumed to connect somewhere off the board, so
railroad supply lines and units using rail movement
may run off the board edge and re-enter elsewhere
along that board edge, provided all the rail hexes are
in friendly possession, etc.
There are pros and cons about using this rule. As
a general principIe, 1. dislike having important
strategic points off the board, where they are
invulnerable to enemy action; they have a tendency
to counteract the gains that a player can make
through diligent good play. On the other hand,
railroads did exist, although they seem to have been
little used for one reason or another. Many players
seem to really like the idea, so here it is.
(26.7) During the first Axis impulse of thegame (but
not during the Russian set-up) treat Odessa as if it
were part of the Odessa Military District, Kiev as if
it were in the Kiev Military District, Minsk as if it
were in the Western Military District, and Rigaas if
it were in the Baltic Military District. In other
words, the appropriate Army Groups can attack
these cities, with Stukas, on the first impulse of the
game.

This rule makes it possible to redreate Guderian's 1941 move past Minsk, in addition to making
Odessa (in particular) pay the Price of a bad Russian
set-up. This rule helps the Germans quite a bit,
particularly if the Germans keep their eyes on Minsk
and most particularIy if the Russians make a
mistake-at the very least, it removes the irritating
invulnerability of Odessa on the first impulse. 1
strongly recommend it, unless the Russian player is
significantly less experienced than the German
player-but that's just my opinion.
(26.8) New rule: The Axis player rollsfor weather at
the beginning of each impulse, and that weather is in
effect for that impulse for both players. In other
words, weather is rolled for each impulse instead of
each turn.
This actually helps the game quite a bit,
particularly if "MUD" rolls infuriate you. The
weather rolls can be absolutely devastating; having
more die rolls brings the luck closer to average
during a game and prevents the enormous swings of
fortune that can come from one or two disastrous
roIls. Now you have three or four disastrous rolls.
On the other hand, some folks like disasters-they
get your adrenaline flowing.
THE SCENARIOS

You will be happy to know that the scenarios
hue all been changed; now it is possible to play
shorter ffames dealing with a single campaign or
even part of a c.ampaign (some of the scenarios are
only one or two turns long!) or you canlink selected
,,paigns
The Scenario system is built around choosing a
starting date and an ending date, from amonglists
of dates given. Each date corresvonds with one of
the dottid Iines on the mapboard; the Russian
player must set-up d o n g his side of the starting
date's front line, then the Axis sets upand they goat
it. The ending date's dotted line is used a t the end of
the game to determine victory; each player gains
victory points for objectives (2 points for major
cities, 1 point for minor cities or oil wells) he holds
that are on the emmy's side of the dotted line.
Neither side gets points for objectives on his own
side of the line-in effect, each player gets rewarded
only for exceeding the hiatorical campaign.
Different strength levels are given for both sides
for each start date, so both sides can start with
roughly the strength that was available. Generally
speaking, the Russians get varying numbers of
armies (no corps-all corps are in the replacement

box and have to be built), and the Axis gets.their
entire OB up through the start date except for the
casualties that are listed for that start date. The
changing composition of Axis casualties is interesting to look at, even if you never play a scenario!
The scenario OBs are based on the actual
manpower strengths and each arm's OB in the
theatre at various times, with a certain amount of
juggling to reflect the overall decline in the quality of
the Wehrrnacht. Particular units could be removed
if they were reported as suffering severe casualties,
but otherwise the counter mix had to be altered to
reflect the drop in effective strength, even though
the Germans managed to keep their paper strength
fairly constant throughout the war.
For the Russian OBs, the imponderables of unit
quality, fluctuating unit organization and some
pecularities of the game's mechanics forced me to be
more arbitrary. Rather than try to extract the
particular corps from the Army OBs, I. gave the
Russians only armies for each OB; thisalsogives the
Russians more flexibility, since they can then build
the type of army they want from their eliminated
units. Corps, with their smaller combat factors,can
be built in combination without losing the extra
replacement points that might k left over in trying
to build combinations of larger units. To a certain
extent, the Russians are obliged to set up according
to the historical situation-they are obliged to set up
along the front line and certain workers that were
historically significant must be in specified citiesbut otherwise, the Russians may set up freely,
allowing the players to impose their own strategies
on the historical situation.
A short look at the OBs shows the Russians
ranging from 36 armies in May of 1942 to 54
armies-of markedly better quality-in May of
1944; the Axisaredented but not crippled untilafter
Stalingrad. The scenarios include 1942's "Fall
Blau", Stalingrad, Kursk, and the Destruction of
Army Group Center, and more.

THE VARIANT
Also included in the second edition of THE
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN is the "What If . . . "
variant printed in the GENERAL Volume 13,
Number 4, complete with the variant unit counters.
This is included just to simulate the strategic
decisions that were made in other theatres but that
affected the war in Russia. The big "what ifs" of the
war are covered-what if Hitler had not been
delayed by the Balkan campaign, what if the
substantial mobile forces in Africa had been sent to
Russia, what if Hitler had sent the "Battle of the
Bulge" reinforcements against the Russians-with
the trade-offs that were involved witheach deciaion.
RAILROADS
The railroad NIB were changed somewhat and
rephrased extensively; they were the most troublesome section of the old rules, but now all shouId be
clear.
Raii lines have two functions in THERUSSIAN
CAMPAIGN; rail movement of units and extending supply lines to friendly cities (when supply lines
are being traced a t the end of the second impulse).
To be used for either of the above functions, a
rail hex must meet all ofthefollowingconditions: I)
the rail hex must be "in friendly possession"; 2) the
rail hex must be out of enemy zones of control, and
cannot be an enemy-controlled city: and 3) the rail
hex must be connected to afriendly city by a rail line
that is in friendly possession, that does not pass
through any enemy zones of control, and that does
not pass through an enemy-controlled city. Notice
that if a section of friendly rail line is isolated from
all friendly cities by enemy ZOC, enemy cities or
enemy-possessi.d rail hexes, then that section of rail
line is not usable.
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Each side is assumed to have friendly cities off
their respective board edges. so if a rail line leads off
a "friendly" board edge (without passing through
enemy ZOC, cities or enemy-possessed rail hexes),
then that rail line is usable. The west edge of the
board is friendly to the Axis, and the east undsourh
edges of the board are friendly to the Russians. The
north edge is not friendly to either side, so rail lines
leading off the north edge are not usable unless they
connect to an on-board friendly city.
There is also an optional rule that off-board
cities along the same board edge also connect with
each other, so units may move between rail lines that
lead off the mme edge; this is covered urder
optional rules, above.
The s e ~ t i o nabout off-board cities is one of the
changes in the rdl rules; essentially. it was done to
make the situation around board edges more
reasonable. Attacksand defense wereconstrained in
very unrealistic ways when one of the players got
pushed back beyond his last city in an area; the
situation was particularly bad around the Russian
board edges and in Hungary.
The train counters provided in the game are used
to indicate which side "possesses" which rail hexes
and lines. Each rail hex is always possessed by one
side or the other-the last player who met the
possession requirements given below. The train
counters are always placed in the farthest rail hexes
possessed by the Axix player-the Russian pIayer
possesses all the rail hexes beyond.
A player can gain possession of rail hexes only
during his own turn; his units can capture the rail
hexes anytime during his turn (either impulse or
even during retreats), but the actual change in
possession does not take place until the end of the
player's second i m p u l s e s o rail hexes cannot be
used for rail movement the same rurn they are
converted (but they can be used for supply, since
supply is traced after rail lines are converted). A
player can do rail activiries only on his own side of
the rail head markers-and only if the rail line he is
uaing connects to a friendly city.
Converting rail /inex: On a unit's own turn, if
that unit occupies or passes through a rail hex that
has a rail connection back to a iriendIy city-and
that rail connection does not pass though enemy
ZOC or enemy~ontrolledcities-then the whole
rail line from the occupied hex to the friendly city
will be converted to friendly possession (at the end
of the second impulse). This rail connection must
exist when the rail hex is occupied-it does not
matter if the connection is broken earlier or later,
the line will still be converted. (The occupied hex
cannot be in enemy ZOC, since the occupied hex is
converted as well.)
A unit does nor have to advance up a rail line to
convert it-the unit can bypass a whole section of
line and just occupy a hex far up the line and convert
the whole line up to the occupied hex. A unit does
not have to stop in the rail hex to trigger the
conversion-the unit can just pass through, and if
the rail connection to a friendly city exited at the
moment it passed through then theconvenion takes
place.
Notice, incidentally, that a player can never lose
possession of rail hexes on his own turn and he can
gain them only on his own turn.
It is possible to possess rail hexes far in the
enemy rear, simply by keeping a friendly unit there
whose ZOC blocks rail connection that the enemy
needs to convert the rail line.
Cities are special. A rail line must have a
connection to a city under friendly control for that
rail line to be usable; a rail line that does have a
connection into a friendly city is usable for all rail
functions even if thefriendly city is in enemy ZOC.
Thus, a supply line can be traced into a friendly city
in enemy ZOC, and a friendly rail line can be used

for rail movement if it connects to a friendly city in
enemy ZOC, and a rail lint can be converted if it
connects to a friendly city, even if the friendly city is
in enemy ZOC.
However, tlie enemy ZOC still prevents rail
movement onto or through a friendly city.
Notice also that a city is not converted
automatically like other rail hexes-a city must be
conrrolled, i.e., captured by ground units, before it
can be converted to friendly possession. Acitymust
be in Friendly control and out of enemy ZOC before
it can be converted to friendly possession.

A look at rail line possession
1. A final pair o i points. The German 41st Armored unit cannoiuae
r a ~movement;
l
the R&ancontrollrdcity (Voronczh) blockslherail
line. The German 30th Infantry unit canuse railmovement, howcvcr,
cvcn though the friendly city it is conntctcd to is In enemy ZOC.

It might be helpful to take a close look at the
effects of enemy ZOC. Enemy ZOC simply negatea
non-city rail hex for all friendly rail purposes-it is
as if that rail hex did not exist, as long as there is an
enemy ZOC in it. (Enemy-controlled cities have the
same effect.) In a city under friendly controI, an
enemy ZOC does prevent rail movement in that city
hex and conversion of that city to friendly
possession, but the ZOC neither cuts the rail lines
into that city nor stops the rail lines from being
usable and convertible.
IA. A simple ca.w. A1 thc slan of the Avig turn, the siluation k as
above. The Axis unit moves as indicated; at theend ofihe Axis turn
the rail hcada will be adiustcd as reen in 1B btluw:

2. An important poinl. At slart, the situation is as sbovc. The
German unit moveaas indimled. but since the Russian unit blocks rhe
railconnmtionback toiheGermanc~tvthe rail titlcisnoi mnwrred at
all

..

the rail heads arc In Rusvian pospession. The Russian unit moves
away. Thoge rail hexes art still in Russ~ai~
pospessiot~:lht Axis playcr
cnnnot use lhcm on his turn (but they will bc converld to Axis
posxsrio~rat the and of the Axis lur~i).

CLARIFICATIONS
There were a few rules that wereclearly statedin
the old rulebook that caused a lot of questions
nonetheless, sometimes because they were stated in
an offhand manner, in pasaing, and sometimes
&cause some of you folks out there just didn't
believe that we meant what we said. These sections
were rephrased so that now it should be crystalclear
what each rule means. A few of the more popular
questions:
(5.2) Any land area .enclosed by a hexside is a
playable hex-edge hexesand coastal hexes without
coordinates are both playable.
(10.3) Each side may use sea movement only once
per turn in each sea area, on either impulse.
(15.1) Stukas increase the ODDS by three levelsNOT three columns. Three odds levels might equal
three columns, but it might not; a 1 4becomesa 1-1,
a 3-1 becomes a 6-1.
(16.3) Units that make an AV attack cannot attack
for the remainder of that turn; if they are forced to
attack, i.e., if they are in the ZOC of a n enemy unit
and no other legal attack can be made against that
enemy unit, then they must surrender at the very
beginning of the combat phase (this is another
application of the "illegal attack" ruIe, no. 12.9).
This just clears up one of the odd circumstances that
can arise when units that AV are trapped in enemy
ZOC. This may sound unrealistically harsh, but it is
intended to (forcibly) dissuadeplaycrs fromtnaking
A V attacks in congested positions: presumably, an
AV against part of a heavy enemy line involves
suicidal frontal assaults.
TRICKY TACTICS
In THE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN there are a
number of tactics that seem shady but that are
legal-and that are intended to be used. Despitethe
fact that these tactics are legal under the rules, a
number of players have questioned them; also. other
players have asked about other tactics which are
clearly forbidden by the rules. To clear up the
confusion, we will address each tricky tactic in turn
and explain whether it is legal or illegal.

I
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(3.4) Can Axis units set up opposite Military
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Districts that they cannot attack on the first
impulse:'
The units in the Army Groups can set up
anywhere in Puland, Hungary or Rumania ("Rumania" and "Finland" units musr set up in those
countries). Units from an Army Group that can
attack one Military District may set up opposite
other Military Districtsand even move into them, as
long as these units d o not attack (nor enter theZOC
of) enemy units of other Military Districts. As an
example, any or all of the units in Army Group
North could set up in Rumania and move into the
Odessa Military District on the first impulse of the
game, as long as they did not attack any units; they
could even move over AV'd units in the Odessa
Militaty District.
(3.4) Can the cities Odessa, Kiev, Minsk andlor
Riga be attacked on the first impulse of the game?
NO. These cities are not in any Military District.
(3.4) Can the Axis player use Sea Movement on the
first turn of the game?
Yes, but he is very limited. All Axis units must
set up on the board, so the Axis has no off-board
reinforcements arriving on the first impulse; thus.
the Axis must control a port in a Sea or they can do
only evacuations in that Sea-on the first impulse.
Since the Axis controls no ports in the Black Sea,
they can only evacuate there on the first impulse; the
Axis does control a port in the Baltic, so they can do
normal Sea Movement there.
The Axis can do normal sea movement,
including invasions, in the Black Sea on the second
impulse, {(the Axis player arranges for an Axis unit
to arrive as off-board reinforcements on the second
impulse. The only way this can be done is to use Sea
Movement in the Baltic to movea unit off the board
on the first impulse; that unit will return on the
second impulse as reinforcements, and the Axis
player can use it to invade in the Black Sea. Notice
that the Axis player will have to roll bothfor the sea
move in the Baltic and then for the invasion in the
Black. This is a legal play under the rules, however.
(5.4) A unit can never move farther in an impulse
than the movement allowance printed on its
counter, regardless of what the Movement Allowance Chart says.

( 8 3 & 8.4) Can a unit move if it starts the firsf
impulse in enemy ZOC?
Yes, as long as it does not move directly from an
enemy ZOC to another enemy ZOC. Notice that a
unit can be "frozen" in place if it is in enemy ZOC
and all adjacent hexesarein enemy ZOC. Of course,
if any of the enemy ZOC are removed by automatic
victory attacks, then the unit could move, as long as
it does not move directly from one enemy ZOC to
another.
(8.3 & 8.4) A unit that starts the second impulse in
enemy ZOC cannot move. If the enemy ZOC is
removed by an automatic victory attack, can the
unit then move away?
NO! A unit cannot move if it srarts the second
impulse in enemy ZOC, regardless of what happens
to that ZOC later during the impulse.
(8.21) Can units or supply lines move along the rail
line from HH21 to GG19?
This rail line can be used only for rail activities;
units that are using rail movement or supply lines
that are running along the rail Iine to a friendly city
may move over this rail line, but normal movement
and the 8-hex supply line to a rail line cannot move
over this rail line.

(11.1) Can Army Group HQs or the Stavka unit use
rail movement?
No. These units are too powerful to be given the
enormous flexibility of rail movement.
(13.3) Notice that the defender must be retreated
two hexes on a DR or Dl result, but the Ioser must
be retreated one or two hexes on an EX, AR or A1
result.

(13.4) Can the attacker retreat his own units
forward. or the defending units "forward" deeper
into the attacker's lines'!
Yes! The attacker may "retreat" his own units
forward-this simulates the historical practice of
"sliding past" an enemy strongpoint rather than
storming it; the German panzer divisions used this
tactic extensively to make their penetrations during
the 1941 campaign. The attacker may also retreat
defending units away from their own lines-this
simulates a victorious attacker's ability to control
the thrust of his attack-and
thus control the
defender's retreat by capturing crucial road junctions, penetrating a particular part of the defender's
line, etc.
(15.3) An attack can be executed against defenders
in different hexes. Can a Stuka be used to increase
the odds of such an attack?
Yes. All of the defending units have to be within
8 hexes of the same Army Group HQ, i.e.,the Army
Group H Q that is supporting the Stuka; the Stuka
affects the odds of the entireattack. Notice that each
attacking unit must be adjacent to each defending
unit for this kind of attack to be made, however.
(17.1 ) Supply lines need not go to a friendly board
edge-they can just go to a city under friendly
control, even if that city is isolated from all friendly
board edges. This rule is necessary to simulate the
sieges that took place on the Eastern Front; in
particular, the German pocket at Stalingrad held
out from mid-November 1942 until early February
I943 without a supply line. Similar pockets were
formed continually throughout the campaign, and
as a general rule, although they might be weakened
by starvation, they had to be taken by storm-the
supplies in the front-line depots (which were
normally located near the rail-net cities) could keep
an isoIated army alive as a fighting force for a
considerable time. These depots wuld also keep the
front-line armies functioning even in the face of
severe partisan disruptions along the rail lines to the
rear; it is the eifect of these depots that is recreated
by this rule.

Combat supply examples:
or the Sequence of Fate

(17.2) "Combat supply": During the first winter
Axis units must be able to trace a "combat supply"
line no farther than one hex to a city under friendly
control-so the unit must be in or adjacent to the
friendly city. During the second winter the unit must
be able to trace a "combat supply" Iine up to two
hexes to a city under friendly control-so the unit
must be in, adjacent to, or have no more than one
hex between it and the friendly city.
The city can be in enemy ZOC and the unit can
be in ZOC, and the unit still has "combat supply";
however, during the second winter if a unit is tracing
a two-hex path to a friendly city, then the hex
between the city and the unit cannor be in enemy
ZOC nor occupied by enemy units.
(17.3) Cities assist sea movement. make rail lines
usable, cause rail lines to b converted, and are
sources of supply and combat supply. Do cities have
these effects on the same impulse that they are
captured (i.e., on the same impulse that they come
under friendly control)?
YES! As soon as a city comes under friendly
control it immediateb has all theaboveeffects-for
example, a port could be captured during an
impulse, and it would assist the sea movement (by
subtracting 1 from the sea movement die roll) of a
unit moving by sea later that impulse! Whenever a
reference is made in the rules to a "friendly city"or a
"city under friendly control", the reference is to a
city that is in friendly control at that moment,
regardless of who controlled it earlier or later that
turn. Similarly, ifa playerlosescontrol ofacity then
that city no longer counts for any of the above
purposes.
Exception (sort of): a city still must be "in
friendly possession" to be used for rail movementi.e., it must have been converted to friendly
possession on a previous turn.
(18.1) Can paratroops be dropped during or after
the combat portion of the Russian first impulse?
NO! Paratroops can be dropped only duringthe
movement portion of a "SNOW" first impulse.
(19.2) Can partisans gain control of cities by
themselves?
NO! Partisan counters have ZOC in their hexes.
but these ZOC d o nor count towards controlling
cities.
(20.2) Do reinforcements arriving on a second
impulse get free R R movement the next first
impulse?

The Ruasian player ia attackingat Blyslnsk, d u r i w a snow month o l
the wruntl wintcr.
First sttnck: 1st Guards againgt the German mountain corps. The
German unit is not "combat supplid", the enemy ZDC in the
Rumanian'$ hcx cuts the tw-hex supply line to Bryansk.
Second s m c k : 2nd Guards against thc Gcrrnan 5 4 . The German unit
i s combat supplicd kcause it has a two-hex supply line to Bryansk.
through hex "A". which k n o t in enemy IDC. (During thcfirst wlnter
combal supply linca can bc only onc hex long and the German unit
would not bc supplied in this siluation.)
Third attack 3rd Guards against the 5-4 in Bryansk. The 5 4 is
combnt supplid. Say. as an example, that an exchanp is rollcd.
eliminating both altacker and defendcr. Bryansk v now unaccupled
and is in Ihc LOC of h t h the 2nd Russmn Armoredand Axis unit%.

ncilher side conlmlv ~ t .I t no lonpr is a source of combal supply.
b<fth allack: Rusaian 2nd Armored against the German 6-7. The
G c r m n is nor combat supplied-Rryansk is not under friendly
cnnLrol! Assume the Russian unit istliminated anyway. Now Bryansk
is in undisputed AXIS ZOC-it is controlled by the A ~ i sagain1
Sixth attack: Russian 3 r d infantry against the Gcrrnan 4-4. The
German unit haa a two-hcx supply llnero a friendlycity. Bryansk. and
su it has cornhat supply!

NO! If they use rail movement next turn they
count towards the limited number of units that can
use rail movement each turn.
120.2) Can reinforcements arriving second impulse
use sea movement that impulse even if they cannot
move that impulse?
NO! Sea Movement counts as movement-units
can use Sea Movement in an impulse only if they can
move that impulse. Reinforcements that cannot
move when they arrive must be placed in their
arrival hex-either an edge hex or, if specified, a
city-and m y not move further. Placement in an
arrival hex does not cost movement points and does
not count as movement.
(21.2) Can H Q units be used for Stuka attacks the
same turn they are r e p l a d ?
NO! Army Group HQs are replaced on the
second impulse.
(21.4) Can the Axis player get a panzer replacement
for an oil well that he captures during the
replacement turn?
NO! The Axis player gets one panzer corps for
each oil well he controls at the beginning of the
replacement turn-oil wells captured later that turn
d o not count.
(21.6) Can the Axis player replaae the Rumanian
panzer grenadier corps and count it as his Panzer
Grenadier replacement?
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OPERATION CUSTER BY MAIL ON THE AMERICAN PLAN
LUFTWAFFEcan be one of the most enjoyable
of AH games, and contrary to some of the
conventional wisdom is easily played by mail. By
this I don't mean with the super-bnrealistic system
of the basic game either, but with the combat rules
of the Advanced Game, and individual unit take
offs, tank drops and landings. All that is needed is
an A H IKS type set of OB sheets (See example) and
a system of grid coordinates, also such as that
provided by AHlKS.*The movement ofeachunit is
recorded each turn. and its actions. The A H Ops
sheet is still the best for recording combat, tank
drops and other details.
Like the basic game, Operation Custer has 20
turns: however the outcome is usuallydecided in 10.
(If it takes longer, the American has not properly
planned his missions and deserves to lose.) This
compares very favorably with most games. The mail
game procedure begins with the German player
supplying his initial dispositions. The American
then plans and records his missions. These can
either be sent to his opponent in a sealed envelope,
or coded, as has been suggested for other PBM
games. (See Nov-Dec GENERAL, 1975, p. 12.) In
either event, he must set forth for each unit: ( I ) turn
of appearance at R line: (2) hex of appearance at R
line; (3) targets. Upon receipt of the sealed (coded)
mission plan, or simultaneously on a pre-set date,
the German player sends his initial move. So much
for details . . .
In Operation Custer the American must destroy
14 of the 17 German oil targets, and hold his losses
to 1 factor less than double those of the German.
Whether he gets 14 refineries or not depends upon
his mission pIan. Some of the targets are snaps,
notably Mannheim. Others, such as Pardubice, are
very difficult. The plan should call for a coordinated
effort which will make maximum use of all the
capabilities of the available units. Ideally, the
Luftwaffe should have to cope simultaneously with
threats to all of the refineries, and as effective
interferenae as possible from the American fighters.
In the center of Germany are Iwated the oil
targets where the bitterest air battles are apt to be
fought. This is because there are 9 such targetsin the
triangle, Hamburg-Brux-Berlin, which can be
defended effectively by a concentrated group of
fighters against attack fromall quarters, yet must be
attacked. The strategy of the American Plan is to
attempt to have 3 groupsof heavy bombers arrive at
this area simultaneously from 3 diverse directions.
Because this is the area where fighter defense is
easiest, the heavies, with their effective defense
factors, and most of the fighters are directed to it.
Here is how to do it on the American Plan.
Force 1 is the sneak raiders. For these use the
maximum permissible, 5. As there are more B24's

than 817's, use the former. Since it is easiest to
approach Berlin and Ruhland from this tangent,
place this Force at L39 on turn 3, after the
appropriate advance notices. Assign 1 Group to
Berlin, 2 to Ruhland, 1 to Merseburg and I to
Leipzig. Unless the German extracts tremendous
losses in the 2 turns he has before the capital can be
reached, and is lucky in his selection of units to be
eliminated, the I Group tagged for Berlin should be
enough. Ruhland is assigned to 2 Groups because it
is I turn farther, and like Berlin, awkward to be
approached from any other direction. The other
groups share their targets with Force 2.
Force 2, consisting of the remaining 7 B-24
groups, enters from FF-I0 on turn 3. Use the
remainder of the B-24's here rather than the more
numerous R17's because there are fewer airfields
along the planned route available to the Luftwaffe
for staging, and no immediate targets to be
protected. As a result, initial opposition is apt to be
lighter, and composed of long range, lower rated
fighters. This Force heads straight toward the top of
the board for one turn; then turns left and proceeds
on a line for Bohlen. This may serve to keep the
Luftwaffe controllers in doubt as to the intended
targets for one more turn, which is worth having to
face the AA fire at Zwickau and Saizburg. In this
Force assign 2 Groups to Brux, 2 to Bohlen, 2 to
Leipzig, and 1 to Merseburg.
Force 3 i s the B-17's. Enter them in one big
group from B-24 on turn 3. The 9 8-17 Groups'
targets are divided: 1 to Gelsenkirchen, 2 to
Dulmen, 2 to Hamburg, 2 to Hannover, and 2 to
Braunschweig. This group usually has to fight most
of the way, as the route to the targets must,pass near
a large number of bases. The route to follow, as
always with appropriate departures to targets, is
from B24 to G-24: to G-30; to Braunschweig. This
brings the Hamburg Groups, which must split off
over Vechta, over Bremen, but otherwise avoids AA
fire.
All 3 Forces should be close together on their
farthest targets at turn 7. They should join together
as much as possiblefor their return trip to the R line.
So far we have dealt with I I oil targets. The 12th
is taken care of by sending the B-25 Group Force 4,
to Mannheim. Enter this group on turn 7, when
nearly all the Luftwaffe is busy elsewhere, from @
13. While you are assured of getting this refinery
anyway, this timing gives maximum assurance that
the unit can return safely and thus help with the
second half of the victory conditions.
The remaining 2 refineries (assuming the
foregoing plans do not meet with adversity) must
come from the eastern group, as Pardubice is just
too isolated. Force 5 consists of the B26's. They
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enter from NN-I0 on turn 7; prmeed to NN-15; then
bee-line it for Mistelbach. 2 Groups are assigned to
Bratislava, 2 to Mistelbach, and I to Vienna. This
approach takes them farthest from interceptors
moving out of the "triangle" area.
Force 6 is the A-26 Group. It enters also on turn
7 from QQ-7; proceeds to QQ-18; and from thence
to Budapest. This group will be even harder to
intercept.
Fighters are assigned as follows: The B-38's and
one group of Mustangs fly close escort for Force 2.
Force 3 has 1 Mustang and 1 P 4 7 Group giving
close escort. Force 5 has I P 4 7 Group. These close
escorts will drop tanks if attacked, but not all in the
same turn. in the case of Force 2 and Force 3. With
these g r o u p , the first time attacked, only the P-51's
will drop tanks. If eliminated and the P-38 or P-47
survive, those surviving units will drop tanks on the
next attack.
The remainder of the fighters enter in independent clusters, as hunter-killers, or rat-catchers, if you
will. The 8 P47's are entered at B24 or thereabouts
on turn 4. The Mustangs enter around P-14 on turn
3. Both will sweep into Germany ahead of the
bombers. Their role is extremely flexible. They
should strafeaircraft on the ground, particularly the
jet or rocket units, if the opportunity presents itself.
They should attack the German fighters in theair at
every opportunity, making them pay dearly for
approaching the bombers. The American player
should always scatter these fighter units to separate
hexes for each Group at theend of a turn, perferably
not over a city, to reduce losses in attacks on them.
He then joins together as many as possible to make
his next attacks, and disperses once again. Tanks
should not be dropped unless necessary to obtain
maximum kills in "must" situations-or to get the
jets. It is desirable to have the fighters present even
after the missions are completed, and the bomkrs
are returning to the R line, in order to keep the loss
ratio as favorableas possible. For that reason, many
attacks will have to be made with tanks on, paying
the penalty on the die roll.
If the American Plan works to perfection, the
result should be 16 oil targets eliminated. This gives
a margin of 2for failures. The German in sucha case
will have faced a coordinated attack all over the
board, which will have required great skill and
insight. 1 would now proceed to write several
paragraphs setting forth how such a German player
should go about coping with the American Plan, but
I'd rather teach it individually in a game!

*Placing the board with rke N W edge ar rhe fop,
letter the horizontal rows A through QQ. Sturtingiil
lhe lower left h n d corner, number the N W to SE
columns I rhrough 46. Aachen is on 1-20: Budapest,
on NN-21; Warsaw, AA-39.
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Now available from the Mait Order Departant is a pmd of 30 hex sheets with normal hall
ch hexes printad on one side and 'A'' hexes
~nredon the back. The pads are useful for
ning your ovrm games, making hexovertays
tual maps, or generally akerchimg moves
or concepts. The pads e r e available from
atts department for $1.00 plus postage.
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Superstar Baseball $10.00

Now YOU can manage 96 greatest players of
all time-Hank Aaron, Mays, Ty Cobb. Koufax.
Babe Ruth, Clemente, Brooks Robinson and many
more . . . guaranteed to perform as in real life.
~t'sup to YOU to get them to perform at opthmum.
sports Illustrated has "scouted" all 96 superstars by
computer-analyzing the official game-by-game
records of their careers, converting all thls
information to Player Performance Cards that 1st
YOU make all the moves-from "front oflice"
right on down. So if YOU'VE got the skill, we've
got the players. Get Superstar Baseball today, and
prove just how good a manager you really are . . .

Super-realistic games! Based on the most complete
research available. Fast-play games that are
accurate, yet don't bog down in a sea of
statistics. Challenging enough to
excite the keenest sportsman,
simple enough for all to enjoy!

WITH EACH ORDER!

Baseball Strategy $1 0.00

&

Would you believe we've designed a board game
with no dice, spinners, or chance cards? That's
what Baseball Strategy is--a game devoid of
traditional luck elements to spoil YOUR strategy.
Here, YOU put your own team together. YOU set
the lineups, make the p~tchingchanges, the
offense and defensive strategies . . . yes,
anything that's done in the real game YOU can do
right here. You even run the "front office", trading
players and setting up leagues. You get complete
25-man rosters of two teams that are equal-so

Challenge Golf

010.W
The famous Pebble Beach-all 18 holes
reproduced magnificently in scale-is
yours to master. The choice of clubs is
yours. The cholce of strategy is yoursvariables such as wind, distance and
direction must be considered. Even the
choice of type of golfer you wish t o be is
yours-you can k "Old Srnoothy," who
plays a steady game, or "Boomer" who is
extra long with the woods, or "Ironsides,"
a whiz with the long irons, or be
unbeatable with the putter as "the
Blade." All the decisions are yours in thls
superchallenge game that puts you out
there on the links against the best of the
pros . . .

Sports Illustrated has selected 18 different
super holes from such great courses as
Merion, Olympic, Baltusrol. Seminole,
Winged Foot, Augusta, Oakmont and
Pebble Beach . . . and turned them into
a golfer's dream course. Each hole is lald
out to perfect scale from tee to green
with hazards in between exactly as in real life.
Learn to face every situation imaginable as you drive,
pitch, chip, and putt your way around our super course.

More Games for Ail Seascllla:

Track Meel SIOANk-take the part of an actual
Olympic champ in all 10 decathlon events.
Basketball Strategy 110.00-fast-actlon game
of skill where youcontrol playersof varyingabilities,
just as in real life.
Paydirt SIaW-re-create an entire AFVNFL
season with PlaylAction Charts based on all pro
team performances.
College Football 81O.W-32 of the greatest
teams from out of the past . . . yours to match up in
dream games of your cholce.
Challenge Football SILOO-a decision-making
game to challenge your savvy of lnslde football.
Footbarl Wratagy SILlM--award-winning
game based on play-calling genius of the legendary
Johnny Unitas.

------------

Spnd rnr. lhc garnc(sl ordered below I enclose 51-0
Re srlrr t o lncltlde the FREE Sports f r ~ v l abooklet
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RED OPTIONS
RUSSIAN PLAY IN THIRD REICH
by Robert Beyma
Robert Beymu b an expert gamer whose
presence commands respecr ar tournaments all
along the Easr Coast. His game analyses (especially
177E-A COLONIAL OVERVIEW, Vol. 12, No. I )
have always been factual and well-received. RED
OPTIONS is no exceprion and exhibits u solid
knowledge of rhe game's nuances. However, our
developer off he gamefinds hi# advice in one regard
direcily contrary 10 his own conceptions of goad
Russian p1a.v. Read the articfe through and see if
you can,find our source of discontent before rending
our slrmmarion printed in iruiics.

You have just sat down to play THIRD REICH
and have ended up with Russia. So you figure that
you can sit around for a couple of hours and wait for
the war to start. Wrong! The Russian player has to
get to work earIy in this game. There is a lot to do in
the six turns prior to 1941. Barring any wild results
in the west, the war will likely be resolved on your
turf. Before you get too smug over your importance
bear in mind that Russia needs a lot of Western help
in this game. The Fall of I939 is a good time to start
getting chummy with your futureallies. Alittlejoint
planningand promises of much Lend-Lease support
is a good place to start. Meanwhile you can make
your new friends the beneficiaries of your fine
strategic and tactical knowledge of the game.
The essence of Russian strategy is survivai! This
means keeping at least 75 factors in play. This fact
must be of paramount irnportanae in all of your
planning. The threat of conquest is much less after
the addition oithe rest o i yourforce pool in 1942. At
that time the Russians may begin to think about a
counteroffensive.

CHART # I
INITIAL FORCE POOL

Uniu
(15)
(10)
(5)
16)
(3)
(3)

1-3
2-3

factors
15

15

20

M

15

$5

IS

5 4 air
9 flea

BRPS

15
27
t 10

Factors minus flem
83
Factors (ground only)
68
Russians nee6 to anintain 75 famon in phy.

A n examination of the Russian force pool
reveals that only 110 factors are available until the
Spring of 1942. Note that only 68 of these factorsare
ground units. Obviously, the Ioss of the fleet cannot
be afforded. Remember that naval units take four
turns to rebuild even if you have the BRPs.The air
units must be used very sparingly as they are costly
to rebuild.
Russia is at a significant BRP disadvantage
versus Germany in 1941. Every effort must be made
to conserve BRPs early in the war. A reserve must be
maintained to cover emergency situations that will
invariably arise near the end of a year. CarefuIly
played, the Russians can maintain just enough
BRPs to ride out the German assault.
The Russian Army must try to avoid large
encirclements. The real threat here is that the
encircled units will die of isolation. This means that
they will nor be in play at the end of yourturn. If too
many of your units die in this manner you may not
be able to keep 75 factors in play. At best your line
will be weak for the upcoming Axis move. The
alternatives are not pleasant. You can bum an

offensive option and counterattack. If you merely
open up a supply route to the entrapped units you
will likely find them more securely encircled next
turn. You can counterattack with the encircled
units, get them kilIed, and then rebuild them where
you wish. This tactic is a big drain on your BRPs
and should be reserved for emergencies. A little
prevention is wortha lot of cure in this instance. The
best way to avoid major encirclements is to defend
in depth. This will allow you to expend a few weak
units up front to limit the effects of German
exploitation.
All of your fine defensive efforts will likely be
wasted if the Axis manage to get 2 moves in a row at
a critical time. Mildly putting it, two moves i n a row
is devastating in this game. Seasoned players have
been known to have a near breakdown at the mere
suggestion that the enemy might get two turns in a
row.There is not a Russian defenseline in the world
that will stop twoconsecutive German moves. What
you need to do is to coordinate very closely withthe
other Allied pIayers to avoid having this occur. This
may occasionally put a squeeze on your unit
construction so do not cut it too close.
I f your diplomatic efforts have fared well, you
should be getting lots of Lend-Lease shortly after
being attacked. You need it! What's more, the
Western Allies need to give it to you. The Russians
can utilize the BRPs much more efficiently against
the Germans than they can. What you need to do is
to see to it that the necessary Lend-Lease routes
remain open.
The Russian player hasseveral basic decisions to
make early in the war. A good place to start our
discussion is the initial setup. Remembering the
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concept of survival your first consideration should
be the placement of the fleet. The fleet must be kept
in play untilat least 1942. This virtualIy rules out the
Baltic. Once placed there they are not permitted to
leave. The Germans can just about always manage a
1-1 against Leningrad in 1941. This leaves the Black
Sea or, more specifically, Batum. Ptoperly done, the
Germans can almost always be kept out of Batum
until at least 1942.

A quick glance at the board will show that
Batum is perilously close to the Turkish border. The
Turks have a fairly decent army and should be able
to hold the straits for a while in the event of a
German invasion. And then there isalways thegood
oId British presence in the Middle East. The
problem is that somewhere inthe back of your mind
you know that the Germans might be able to blitz
through Turkey in 1 or 2 turns. What's worseis that
you can not intervene prior to Fall 1941. And the
mere possibiIity of the Germans holding Variant
counter 7 sends chiIls down your back.
So you find yourself contemplating a Russian
invasion of Turkey. There are several advantages to
this course of action.
I . The fleet is safeguarded. It also has the option
of redeploying to the Mediterranean.
2. The Russians can defend the straits and the
rest of the country better than the Turks can.
3. A linkup with the British in the Middle East
will be achieved.
4. Additional BRPs are gained.
5. The threat of variant counter 7 is eliminated.
6. The Balkans are threatened from the SouthPYSt.
Before you get too excited there are some
disadvantages to consider.
I. The Russian ground forces will be spread thin
in 1940 and 1941.
2. The declaration of war, a likely offensive
option, and rebuildinglost units wiIlcost you BRPs.
In general, you will profit BRP wise only if you hold
Turkey for a whole year after getting the 30 extra
BRPs.
3. The threat of German andlor Italian intervention if you do not conquer Turkey quickly.
If you are going into Turkey, you had better go
early, in force, and defend it strongly. If you do not
the whole operation can blow up in your face in
1941. You will not only lose the BRPs, b ~ the
t
Germans will gain them and be on your flank.
There is an automatic maneuver that you should
execute in Fall 1939. This is, of course, the
occupation of the Baltic States, Eastern Poland, and
the Rumanian province. These areas will hereafter
be collectively called the Baltic. Forces should be
allocated to occupy all of the cities in these
territories on the first turn.
Leningrad should be defended with the maximum forces available. This includes stationing two
3-3s there sometime in 1939. The air units should be
initially placed in the north where they can be used
to stop a surprise German attack on Leningrad and
Moscow.
If you are fortunate enough to find any
ungarrisoned Axis minor allies, attack them!
Elimination of one or more of these will seriously
hurt Germany later in the game. Germany will likely
be too busy in the west early in thegame to intervene
against you.
The topics of force pool builds and BRP
position go hand in hand. The Russians should
build their entire force pool in 1939 because you d o
not get a permanent BRP base growth in the 1940
Year Start Sequence. Any BRPs that you save in
1939 will be wasted. The chart below shows typical
'BRP expenditures and growth early in the war.

CHART # l
Dr~n'tInvade

BRPS 193L1941
1939

Start

Baltic
Decl, of War
Builds
1940

Stan
Off. Option
Builds
Est. Losses
End of Ycar
Growth
Conquests

1941

start

Invade Turkey
90

-25
-10
-55
115
-15

-6

Turkey
90
-25
0

dl
116

0
0

4

0

W

116
34

27
55
ln

25
150

Everything possible should be done to minimize
BRP expenditures in 1940. The next BRP base
growth in 1941 will Likely be the only one that you
will ever get. BRP expenditures should be limited to
a possible offensive option to conquer Turkey and
to completing your huilds. The R ~ s s c i sshould
with anywhere
I5O to 170 BRPsThis figure can be deceiving because youcan lose up
to 85 BRPs during the year. {Baltic-25, Turkey-30,
Moscow-15, and Leningrad-15). You can see why
Lend-Lease is so important. Meanwhile the Germans with their minor allies will be in the 300-350
B R P range.
The Russian initial setup on the main front must
accomplish two basic objectives:
1, ~t must guard asinst a first turn German
blitz particularly at Leningrad.
2. Your forces must be in position to occupy the
Baltic on the first turn.
~h~ diagram shown below demonstrates a
relatively safe Russian initial setup. It assumes a
first turn invasion of Turkey. ~h~ arrows indicate
the first turn occupation of the Baltic. Note that the
air units can be transferred south in plenty of time
for an attack on Ankara.

The remainder of your forces
cOncentrate on the Turkish border. The diagram below
shows these units prepared for a Fall 1939 invasion
of Turkey. It does not hurt You any to deploy here
on the first turn. These units could always be
redeployed home if you get attacked on the first
turn.
The cheapest way to conquer Turkey is to take
attrition options until all of the Turkish ground
units are eliminated. One has to be very fortunate to
conquer Turkey in 1939. This method may take a
while depending on your luck. The risk of German
or Italian intervention grows as 1940 nears an end.
DIAGRAM #3

INITIAL SETUP ON THE TURKISH FRONT

until they are
Most players take attrition
within striking distance of Ankara. Then they wrap
the Eapital,
matters up with a 3-1
Initially, you should have enough forces to roll
on the ] 1-20 attrition table. However, d o not be
surprised if [he uncooperative ~~~k~ set up far
enough back to keep you on the 1-10 column. The
Turkish front should be reinforced with your large
units. These units will allow YOU to roll on the21-30
attrition table which will accelerate the Turkish
collapse. These units will also allow you to make a
safe 3-1 on Ankara. Always have a couple of 1-3's
around to lose on Turkish attritionsNote the possible threat posed by your fleet in
Batum. If you maintain 2 or 3 armor units near the
fleet the Turks will have to guard their Northern
beaches as well as their Eastern front. This same
threat can be applied against Rumania later in the
war.
Your air units will likely be used in the final
assault on Ankara. Your airbase counters can be
very helpful in getting your air units into the battle.
E~~~~ effort should be made to counterair the
~ ~ ~airkunits,
i ~hi^
h way they canbe neutralized
without h v i n g t o suffer any casualties,
After Turkey is conquered, a double line defense
of the straits should be set up. This defense will not
stop the Germans but it should slow them down
until youcan reinforce. The Russians really can not
afford any more forces in Turkey in I941 if the main
front is to be held. Of course, the Germans will have
to weaken their Eastern front in order to attack you
in Turkey. Do not forget that the Germans can

.
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DEFENDING TURKEY

'

declare an offensiveoption inTurkey during Winter
1941. Once the Germans attack try to interest your
British ally into helping you defend Turkey.
There are several schools of thought on invasion
defenses. I will present three of them, the last one
being discussed in some detail. Normally the
German attack will not occur prior to 1941. By that
time your initial armies should be fully mobilized.
Russian forces should be occupying the Baltic and
Turkey.
The first defense is the double line defense. This
consists of a weak line of infantry along the border
and a second line of strong units immediately
behind them. The advantage of this defense is that
the Germans can easily surround most of your
second line by attacking every other hex and
advancing with armor units. Additionally this type
of defense is vulnerable to an airborne assault
against your second line. This type of defense
becomes more useful in 1942 and 1943 when you
have enough units for three lines of defense.
The second type o i defense is the void, or
defense The
is
far
enough back so that Axis infantry cannot be used t o
attack it on the invasion turn. This will have the
added advantage of placing it out of the range of
most of the Axis air units. The advantage of this
defense is that the Germans are hard put to
effectively attack you on the first turn of the
lot
The disadvantage
it
terrain
quickly This
Ihat you can
the
the Baltic goodbye in 1941.
German attack O n Leningrad and Moscow
develop rather quickly.
DIAGRAM #6

---------

DIAGRAM ''I
AIRBORNE/ARMOR BREAKTHROUGH
opERATlons:
,, A,,.c
(28) at
and rrduancc,
2 D~,,,airborneunit on 2-3 (8) and add a 5 4 air unit tor a 2-1 attack.

The third type of defense is a combination ofthe
first two. 1 call it a "spaced armor" defense. This
defense places a screen of 1-3s on the border. The
main line is placed far enough back to make it
difficult for the Germans to attack. See thediagram
below.
The Oivina River is used to triple the second line
in the North. The second line in the South is far
enough back to prevent a breakthrough or a major
encirclement. The important Baltic States are
defended by extra units. The air units are deployed
for possible defensive air support for the important
sectors of the second line. The advantages of this
defense are threefold:
I . The bulk of the Axis armies will be held up
for a turn on the border while most of yours will
intact.
2. The effects of German exploitation will be
reduced, In some cases an armor unit will have to be
before reaching your line,
3. It gives you a chance to hold the Baltic and
Leningrad for a while.
The primary disadvantage is that it sacrifices the
first line. Hopefully, the Germans will kill most of
them for you. Ifnot they might be able to tie up
German redeployments. This defense is stillsomewhat susceptible to an airborne drop.

4. Exploitation: 4 4 (47) 3 SE Kiev, 4-6 (44) 1 SE Kicv, 4 4 (41) K w ,

M(19)2NW Riv
5. 4-6 (39) + 4-6 (56) m. 2-3 (9) at 2-1 and advancc.
The whole Russian army is isolatd using (2) 5-1 and (2)2-1 attacks.

The airborne drop mentioned above can be a
very devastating maneuver. The airborne unit is
dropped during the initial combat phase on top ofa
key unit in the second line of defense (see diagram
below). Air support is used to get a 1-1 or,
preferably. a 2-1. This key unit is elinlinated and a
hole is opened in the enemy's second line. Your
exploiting armor can then pour through this gap
and surround large elements of the enemy force. A
good defense is to place a few extra units,
particularly armor, behind your second line.
Another defense is to leave a lot of space between
your lines and to wver the second line with
defensive air. The Axis airborne threat becomes
even more severe when the Italian airborne unit
shows up in 1942. Of course, the Russians can use
this same maneuver later in the war when they go on
the offensive.
Thus far, most of our attention has been devoted
toground units. The vast majority of thewar burden
must becarried by thearmy. However, the Russians
can get certain limited use out of their air units.
Their principal use is in the threat of defensive air in
key low odds battles. The Russians d o not have the
BRPs to trade air units with the Germans. (it is hard
to believe that the Russians cannot afford even
attrition but it is a fact of life in this game.)
Early in the game the 15 air factors are needed to
keep Russia in the game. They should be deployed
behind the second line for possible use as defensive
air in selected exploitation battles. Under no
circumstances should you allow the Germans to
counterair your air units. By carefully maintaining
your air units you will deny the Germans complete
air superiority. This will force the German playerto
somewhat limit his own air usage. Later in the game
the Russians can afrord to be a bit moreaggressive
with their air units. Staging gives you the capability
to concentrate your air units in a critical sector fora
key offensive operation.
No matter what defense is employed the
Germans will hit you hard the first two turns of the
invasion. The big question now is how to counter
this initial assault and reach a reasonably good
position by the end of 1941. It is very important to
try t o hold at least one Baltic city until 1942. If you
can hold just one of these cities you will retain the
full 25 BRPs for the Baltic for 1941. What's more
you will deny this 25 BRPs to the Germans in the
1942 Year Start Sequence. The best cities to attempt
to hold are Talinn and Parnu. The invasion defense
shown earlier attempts to vigorously defend this
area. Do not forget to defend the beach at Parnu.
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, The previous section brought up the question of
: which option to choose. The Germans will be taking
offensive options nearly every turn. The temptation
for you to do the same is there. Resist it! During the
first year or so of the war the Russians have neither
tht troops nor the BRPs. Attrition options are an
inexpensive way to kill a few Axis units, recapture3
few hexes, or break isolation. Offensive options
should be saved for counterattacking a key hex,
such as Moscow, or to extricate large numbers of
isolatcd units. Later in the war with more troops and
Lend-Lease BRPs the Russians will be able to strike
back more aggressively.
Your big chance to get back at the Germans in
1941 comes in the winter. T h e Germans are not
permitted to take an offensive option in Winter
1941. This not only gives you a breathing spell; it
leaves German units undoubled on defense. This
gives you an excellent counterattack opportunity.
Properly planned and executed this counterattack
can really burn the Germans. Here is what you want
to do:
1. Save enough BRPs for winter to be able to
counterattack and rebuild your lost units.
2. Try to move last in the winter turn. The
Germans will not be able to hurt you much on their
turn. The German Army will then be weakened Tor
their Spring 1942 offensive.
3. Attack every undoubled unit in sight,
especially armor, at 1-1 or 2-1 odds. Then use your
remaining BRPs to rebuild for spring.
The winter 1941 move can often turn ;he whole tide
of the war in the East.

I
-

Thus far we have discussed some of the decisions
and techniques of getting to what one might call a
reasonable position. Basically, this should be a
defense no further east than a line running from
Moscow to Rostov. The Russian force pool should
be fully mobilized and a good BRP position secured
by mid 1942. With American impetus, the Allies
should be in a position to take the war to the
Germans.
Here are a few thoughts on arriving at this
position. The Russians should strive to delay the
German attack for aslong as possible. Some players
feel that it is in the Allies best interest to draw an
early attack on Russia. This is likely to be truein the
Coalition game. It is certainly not in Russia's best
interest in the Alliance game. (Once players
familiarize themselves with THIRD REICH, the
Alliance game seems to become the commonly
played multiple player version.) The Allies wiIl
almost assuredly win but not you. Stalin perceived
this and thus did everything he could to delay the
war. Russia runs the risk of being conquered before
full mobilization can occur. England and France
might be less than eager to take the pressure off you.
Remaining neutral should not be difficult since the
Germans will also be trying to avoid an early fight.
All of this is not to say that Russia should stick
his nose up at the Western Allies early in the game.
What it means is that everyone should lay their
cards on the table right from the start. Properly
played, a 5 or 6 player Alliance game can be a most
interesting experience.
Russia and England have the opportunity to
secure the entire Middle East region during the first
two years of the war. Persia should be occupied and
the Southern Lend-tease route secured early in the
game. Normally. one gets France to shell out the 25
BRPs for Persia as they usually have "surplus"
BRPs anyway. However, this may require a bit
more negotiating in the Alliance game. Once Russia
enters the war the Middle East can be jointly
defended. A strong Allied position in the Middle
East will protect both players flank and ease some
potential supply problems. Additionally, this area is
a good base of operations for counterattacking the
Axis later in the war.

An interesting feature of THIRD RElCHis the
use of variant counters to add a little variety to the
game. Their play at an opportune time can have a
big impact on the game. Naturally you want to get
on good terms with your British ally right awayand
find out which counter(s) you have. Remember that
he is not obligated to inform you of his choices in the
Alliance game. Use a little diplomacy. Work
together as the game proceeds to determine which
possible counter(s) the Axis have.
The two counters that most interest the Russians
are 9 and 10. #-This counter is for emergency use,
and should be saved for when you really need it. It
can also be used to set up two moves in a row or to
foil an attempt by the Axis to get two moves in a
row.
# I D - This counter is your ace in the hole. It is
even better than your winter bonus in 1941. Besides
the free offensive option you can sometimes catch
the Germans with their pants down as they might
not be expecting it later in the war.
The only Axis variant that can be really
damaging is number 7. This must be guarded
against from the very beginning of the game. The
best way to neutralize this counter is to conquer
Turkey early in the game. Watch out for number 6
as this counter can be used to set up two Axis moves
in a row or foil one that you wereexpecting to make.
So you find yourself in a pretty good position by
mid 1942. Now what do you do? Unless the Allies
are doing very well overall you still need to be
careful. The Germans still have a lot of punch left in
1942 and 1943. l'he Russians need to stabilize the
front and fuIly mobilize during 1942. Massive
attrition attacks can be used to recapture some
terrain and kill some Axis units. At this point in the
war it is to the Allies advantage to stretch theline as
much as possible. This is a good time to heat things
up on the Turkish front. The Russians need to
conserve their BRPs for the upcoming offensives.
The winter of 1942 is about the earliest that you
want to go over to the offensive.
The biggest Russian problem at this point ofthe
game is BRPs. This is perhaps one of the biggest
inequities of the game. The Russian BRP structure
relative to the Germans in the 1942-1944 period is
underrated to say the least. The Russians outproduced the Germans by far and were virtually on a
continuous offensive the last two years of the war.
The last several paragraphs of the historical notes
elaborate on Russia's contribution to winning the
war. In this game the Russians cannot afford
massive attrition and a continuous offensive. They
must instead depend on massive U.S. Lend-Lease.
The Western Allies did help the Russians but
nowhere near the extent that is necessary in this
game.
CHART #9

EXTRA RUSSIAN UNITS AND BRPS
Allowablc build^:
Spring. 1943
(2) 4-5 Armor
(1) 5 4 Air
Add

M

BRPS

to

Rumian &rsu during thc

1943 year

start stqucncc

Interestingly enough the Russians have only 10
armor units to the Germans 15 and only 3 air units
to the Germans 6. The chart below shows a
recommended addition to the Russian force pool
and BRP base in 1943. You may wish to add even
more BRPs because these units must be built. These
extra units and BRPs give the Russians more of a
capability to counterattack as they did in 1943-1945.
The above mentioned troopsand B R P additions
would be nice but we are still playing THIRD
AEICH. As the game progresses into 1943 the
Russians need to assure that they continue to receive
the necessary Lend-Lease BRPs to keep the pressure
on the Germans. The Russian Army needs to start

recovering some lost ground. This will require
offensive options using armor and airborne breakthroughs similar to those employed by the Germans
in 1941-1942. The Western Allies should be
encouraged to open a second front and take some of
the burden off of you. As 1943 draws to an end you
need to start thinking about the victory conditions.
In the Coalition game, the Axis must be held to less
than 28 objective hexes at the end of 1943. In the
Alliance game, the Russian player must start
looking around to see from where his 16 to I8
objective hexes will come.
Ultimately. the only way to defeat Germany by
1945 is to knock out the big German BRP base. This
is best done by recapturing conquered countries
from the Germans. The Russians should drive for
the German minor alliesat the earliest possible time.
Not only will you reduce German BRPs but you will
also knock those minor allied armies out of the
German force pool. The Russians should also retake
the Baltic and Poland. The BRPs from these
reconquered countries will be added to the Russian
B R P base during the next Year Start Sequence. If
the Western Allies are doing fairly well the German
Empire should be nearing collapse.
The game will then turn into a race for Berlin. At
this point you need to pay very closeattention to the
victory conditions. This means counting objective
hexes. The Russians need 16 objective hexes for a
marginal victory, 17 for a tactical victory, and 18 or
more for a decisive victory. Your 9 home and 2
Baltic objective hexes should be secured by this
time. Rumania should fall to you sometime in 1944.
You should also be able to pick up the two Polish
objectives and Istanbul. This makes a total of 15.
The Russian Army is now within grasp of 4 more
objectives. These are the four "B"cities, i.e. Berlin,
Breslau, Budapest, and Belgrade. The fall of Berlin
should be delayed until you have enough objective
hexes to win. Congratulations! You have just won
the war. (By the way, the Russians obtained a
decisive victory in the real war.)
THIRD RElCH is fundamentally a game of
strategy. Due to the complexity of the game system
one must become very familiar with the mechaniw
of play. Competently played, the "tactics" of the
game will take care of themselves. Experienced
players and novices alike will enjoy the numerous
strategic decisions that are required. The game
system has a lot of flexibility. It encourages
experimenting with different strategies. The five
player Alliance game is one of the best multiple
player games. It adds diplomacy and a 'what's good
for my country" realism. Approach the rules withan
open frame of mind. As comprehensive as they are,
they will not specificaIly cover every case. Strive to
pay close attention to the details of the execution of
your strategies. Mistakes tend to be magnified in a
game of this scope. Play the game often and try to
vary your choice of countries. While you are playing
it is oc~asionallya good idea to remind yourself that
THIRD RElCH is after all only a game.

h advocuting a Russian invasion of Twkey, the
author violares one ofthe major maxims of warfare;
i t - " h e who defends everything defends norhirzg".
Taking Turkey costs the Russians both BRPs and
rroops-neither of which they can aford to lose at
rke start of rhegame. 3arring incomperent Axisplay
(such as an ungarriaoncd Finland), the Prsi two
years of ha game must be aimed solely at
maximizing the Russian force pool and BRP base.
Every possible factor and BRP must be pitted
against the inevitable German invusion. Wasting
bosh troops and resources against a neutral only to
lengthen the Russian's own area of defensive
responsibjli~yis a major mistake. Trying to hold
Turke,vlong enough ro gain a BRPadvanrage using
Conrinued on Pg. 27, Col. 3
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A4 Rafa
We continue the gradual introduction of
Advanced rules with additional rules for mines and
infantry units.
Nrw Terrain: none
New Units: Minefields (1-1, 3-1)
New
rule^: A.II.A,B,C (Special Infantry
Capabilities), I1.G (Variable Minefields). See U F T
and Neutral Counters Chart.

A2 Libf
Artillery has additional capabilities that gives it
added punch. On the other hand, the reload rule
limits the Saggars and makes the Egyptian player
choose his targets more carefully than before.
New Terrain: none
New Units: none
New Rules: A.1I.F (Missile Reloads), A.LlI (lndirect Fire Additions)
At Shovacb Yonim
This situation introduces yet another way to
cross the Suez Canal. Don't forget the Infantry
Bridge rule.
New Terrain: none
NPW Units: none
New Rules: A.1V.D (Assault Boats). See Suez Canal
Chart.
A5 Deversoir

We add some more rules, and the situation gets
much more complex. There are more units and
boards thanany previous situation. This finishes the
Standard Rules.
New Terrain: none
New Units: GSP Ferry, Israeli Jet Aircraft
Ncw RuIm A.l.A,B,C,D (Advanced Air Strikes,
A A Attach), A.1I.E (Missile Passengers), A.1V.A
(Amphibious Units), S.VII.A.2 (Bridge Removal),
A.V.D (Moving Bridges Overland).

S6 Ras Sudar
This is the last Standard Situation, but we
introduce some more Advanced rules and units.
New Terrain: none
New Units: 90 mrn ATG, T1-67;OT-62,Shilka AA,
ZPU-4 AA
New Rules: A.1I.D (Cross Country Penalty). See
UFT. Also see AA row on WEC.
A3 Egyptian Airmobile Attack
Back to a small situation. Note the mobility
added to a force by helicopters.
New Terrain: none
New Unizs: MI-8 Helicopters
New Rdes: A.l.E (Helicopters)

A7 Tasa
Now that we have helicopters, we can add some
additional capabilities found in the Optional Rules.
New Terrain: none
New Units: TOW, Huey Cobra
New Rules: O.l.C,D (Helicopters Down, Nap-ofthe-Earth). Use Nap-of-the-Earth only with
situations after 1976, which excludes A3 and AB.
A6 Fayid
Having included nearly all the Advanced Rules,
we continue to add Optio~lal rules. This is the
biggest, most complex, situation of all.
New Terroin: none
flew Unirs: MLG Minelayer, Arab Jet Aircraft
New Rules: 0.I.A (Anti-Tank Howitzers), 0.I.B
(Wire-Guided Missiles), 0 . I l . A (Minelayer).
By the time that you finish Situation A6 Fayid
you will have mastered a Very complex, but very
realistic and enjoyable, game. Of course, once you
are familiar with the full set of rules, you can go back
and play any situation with the whole schmeer.
You may have noticed that some ofthe rules and
some of the units are left out. The S d O 57 mm AA
should be added to Situation S-12 when using the

advanced air rules. The P M P Carrier, SS-l l
Missile, M60 AVLB, Twin 20 mrn AA, and UH-I
Transpor~ Helicopter are not included in any
Situation but are in the game for use in "designyour-own" situations. 1 did not include the rules on
building cuts and bridges (A.V.B,C) because they
take 40 and 80 turns to do, and the longest situation
is only 20 turns. They can be included in your own
monster situations. The supply rule (0.I.E) requires
a lot or bookkeeping, and I did not iilclude it for that
reason. Nevertheless, the hard core among you can
use it in any situation. The Smoke optional rule can
make a radical change in most any situation; it tends
to swing baIance toward the attacker, because the
defender's fields of fire can be easily obscured. Once
you have the rest of the game down pat, you can add
Smoke to any situation, and see what happens.
1 hope that you have the opportunity l o explore
ARAB-ISRAELI WARS thoroughly, and that you
enjoy playing it as much as I enjoyed playtesting it.

SUMMER OF 52 BC

. . . Conr'dfrom Pg. 5, Coh 3

Why did he retreat to Alesia and submit to a
siege? The Roman disaster at Gergovia must have
been a key factor. In addition he probably sensed
the great risks of a n open field battle which the
Roman legions loved. He may even have predicted
the tactical 'doughnut' which so nearly destroyed
Caesar at Alesia. By any account he did his &st,
which was nearly good enough by a hair's breadth.
History nearly always memorializes and applauds the victor (who were Ghengis Khan's
victims?). This, the campaign of 52 B.C.,
is Caesar's
greatest and most remarkable. Yet one mnnot but
think that the Romangeneral stumbled into victory.
By his own accounts he shouldn't have won. The
great rebellion took him completely by surprise.
Gergovia was a tactical disaster. Alesia shouId have
been worse-it
should perhaps have been his
Carrhae (the battle in which his erstwhile triumvir,
Crassus, got nailed by mounted Parthian archers on
a Babylonian plain in 53 B.C.,
just a year earlier).
By any standards the Gallic rebellion and
Roman campaign of 52 B.C.was for various reasons
a remarkably even match which either side could
have won decisively. It is as fascinating as any
struggle in history (and I am a nut for the Eastern
Front in WWII). Rome won.
It is worth noting that Gaul in due course
became one of the most prosperous provinces (more
properly group of provinoes) in the Roman Empire.
The Gauls took advantage of the Pax Aornuna in
the first and second centuries A.D., eclipsing Italy
herself economically. Though on the front line of
the barbarian incursions of the third and later
centuries, Gaul ultimately produced Charlemagne.
Not bad for a bunch of tribes led by an inspiring
young man in 52 B.C.

****
ROMAN FORT

. . . Coniinuedfrom

behind: as well as help protect the adjacent, crucial
rampart river hex to the Southwest. Without afort
placement here, this hex. as the closest rampart hex
to the Alesia force, becomes a tremendously
important key to the defense in this area. As the only
bridge across the river on the interior Outer Works,
its importance is greatly magnified.
It should be noted in conclusion, however, that
there are countless different fort deployments which
can be made. Roman players will have to experiment to find the set-up best suitedfor their favorite
tacticsand strategies (which may differ considerably
from mine). Also, fort deployment may vary
dramatically depending on who the Gallic opposition may be in a given game. If this essay sounds
vague, it is because it is meant to be-there are just
too many variables to consider. But one factor
which never varies is that fort deployment is the
single most important decision (or group of
decisions) which the Roman side must make. Take
your time when you place those twenty-threesmall
pieces on the board!

-**
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RED OPTIONS . . . Conrinuedfrom Pg.25. Col. 3

the author's suggested Turkish defense is a pipe
dream. Refer to rrhc aforementioned Russian
defense of Turkey. By a!tacking the 14th Infantry
wirh an infantry and armor at 7-2 and backing this
attack with an exploirarionforce of>ve armor units,
Turkey is almost guaranteed to fall in one turn. A
parachute unii and 5 factors of air hir rke 10th
Infantry at 2-I. The armor force moves into the
Breakthrough Hex caused by the demise of the
Russian I4th Infantry and rken exploits to Ankara
where rkrer German armor do in the Ist Shk Army
at 2-1, and isolates the bypassed 27rh and 6lsr
infuntry. Turkey andher 30 BRPs have fallen ro the
German$ sooner than would have beenpossiblc had
the Turks been Iefr to their own devices. Those
afraid 4 . 2 - I attacks could ~lpfactorthese battles to
3-1 by committing two more armor units and an
additional 4 air factors.
Look ar what's been gained. The RussionJeet is
cut offfrom reentering the Black Sea, the Rwsians
have losr 30 BRPs to the Germans, $he Germans
now have an open backdoor to the Cmcmus. anda
free Ofiensive Option in the Med in exchangefor I5
BRPs spent on an additional Oflensive Option. This
operation does nor U J so~ many forces thpt a major
simufraneous b b w cannot be struck on the main
front againsr rke Russian delaying defense.
I1 s e e m obvious that rke only time Russian
invasion of Turkey Lrprofituble is when urilizing the
Variant Option Charr and rha Russian hasremon ro
feor the possibility of a German- Turkish dllionce.

0

Pg. 9, Col. 3

Two such sites are located in Zone V I where
Vercingetorix has made good his escape a number
of times in our playtest games. The river here forms
a natural corridor for the Gallic escape if the
ramparts can be broached oneither side. The lack of
secondary defenses in the area make defending such
a breach extremely difficult, and the river forms a
natural obstacle to reinforcements---denuding the
Roman pIayer of one of his major weaponssuperior mobility. Bridging this river and safeguarding the bridges is a must. Fort 21 is placed to
effectively bridge and form a mini-rampart line
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COMPETITIONAL AFRIKA KORPS
By Dave Roberts
The ideas for this variant grew out of my
experiences in what might be called the "competitional" phase of wargame organizations, the
days when clubs like IFW or S P A R T A would grow
t o perhaps 600 members and lay an ephemeral claim
t o national leadership. Most of us are pleased t o see
that era end, and our hobby finally put on a solid
basis with the establishment of AREA. now over
3,000 strong. Nevertheless, a great deal of sage
wisdom about the "classic" games arose from the
thousands of bard-fought games of that era. In
preparation for a major tournament, we would
spend months in intensive study of a single game.
We knew the games inside and out, o r thought we
did until somebody who knew them bettertaught us
a lesson o r two.
Over the years a consensus of opinion grew up
among many of the best players that AFRIKA
KORPS is too much of a "shootem up" game t o be
a fine test o f strategic skill. T o o many situations
arise where the entire game seems to ride on the
outcome OF a single die roll. The most frequent
example is a t Tobruk where the most masterful
player with years of subtle analysis up hissleevecan
be besieged by any reasonably competent novice.
and then wiped off the board after a single lucky 1-1
battle. Some may feel that this is desirable t o teach
the "masters" humility. But this is hardly a
satisfactory answer if it means that the masters
simply refuse to play AFrika Korps, which is
otherwise a charmingly simple game with intriguing
possibilities for imaginative maneuver.
Of course in a game between two experts, this
particular problem at Tobruk doesn't arise, because
years of experience have established that the
German greatly reduces his overall chances to win
by taking a 1-1 against Tobruk as anything other
than a last resort. It is also true that some expert
players use the criticism that there are "not enough
die rolls for luck t o even out," as a rationalization
for their own sloppy play.
Forexample, in the Series Replay in Vol. 13, No.
5 the Axis player made this very complaint after the
British broke out of Tobruk on his August 1 move
with a 2-1 attack, and c u the
~ supply line to the Axis
main force near El Alamein with decisive effect. In
lhis case the Axis player was asking for it, despite his
good play earlier in the game, especially his very fine
play on his May 11 and June I attacks. In passing, 1
recommend detailed study of these efficient Axis
moves to any player who aspires toachieve mastery
of A F R I K A KORPS.
But the Axis player's complaintafter the August
I move is entirely unjustified. The British 2-1 "canopener" had an 80% chance t o unhinge theTobruk
siege on the PBM tables they were using. Both
Exchange and '/z A Elim would have been chancy
for the British, but both would have required the
Axis to expend a t least 2suppliesand4critical turns
t o button up Tobruk again, and guaranteed that
Alexandria wouldn't fall before November.
But the Axis player never had to let this happen.
First he should have kept 3 units around Tobruk
until the British had committed his reserves beyond
the possibility 01- a 2-1 attack. Or at least the Axis
player shouldn't have moved his heavy German
units beyond hex row 47, so that they would have
retained the capability to decisively counterattack
a t Tobruk in the event of a British break-out. The
way the Axis player moved his heavy units to hex
row 57 accomplished nothing, and was only asking
t o get canned.

Even after these errors of play, the Axis player
didn't have to allow the breakout. He could have.
moved Trenta t o H28, 15/33 to K27,and Brescia to
124, and contained the breakout. Note that these
moves leave a "hole" in the Axis line a t 127, but
(trick move!) 127 is a n escarpment-road hex, and all
roads leading into it are covered by German ZOC.
Thus Allied units cannot move through 127.
The alen reader will also point out that 15/33
can be Aved by 14 Allied factors in J26and 327, and
he can still breakout. But wait! With I4 factors in
clear terrain, he has only 6 factors left to defend
Tobruk and keep open a supply route t o his AVing
units, and you'll quickly see that thiscan't be done.
It will be a rugged fight, but the Allied army will
almost certainly be destroyed if it tries t o take on
15/33, In fact, the placement of 15/33 is the sort of
cunning trap that tickles the imagination of every
devoted AK player.
By giving this example 1 don't mean to fault the
players o r the commentator, all of whom are
capable and dangerous opponents. They missed this
opportunity for the very reasons you or 1 might,
because their attention was focused on other
important tactical matters, and perhaps because of
psychological ploys they were puIling on each other.
Instead of faulting anyone, I'd rather credit a very
fine game which has "stood the test of time." If you
want to play AFRIKA KKORPS, be ready for some
surprises!

classic mode. But historical reaIism to the greatest
extent possible, consistent with my first principle, is
also built into these rules. After all, without
historica1 realism to some degree, wargaming
wouldn't exist, because we'd all be playing chess.
Chess players turn to wargames because they'd like
a game of greater social relevance, and thus the
more realistic the better.

Of course the experienced AFRIKA KORPS
player already knows that the game abounds in
unlimited possibilities. But as a gamer he is
legitimately concerned with the relatively large luck
element compared with other classic games, and
especially that it is so easy for the Axis t o reducethe
game t o nothing but luck even though it may also
reduce somewhat his overall chances t o win.
Historians may also be disappointed in the
relatively high degree of over-simplification in
A F R l K A KORPS, which was designed in the days
before wargames became "simulation games," and
took on the ambition of becoming an alternative
form of serious literary expression.
I a m a gamer first, and a historian second, and
thus the first principle of my rules is that they retain
the simple playable clarity of concention of the

I) FORTRESSES-When
attacking units
defending in a fortress, a separate attack m w t be
made against each separate defending combat unit.
If the attacker has fewer units than are stacked in the
fortress, he may not attack it.
COMMENT-Statistically
this reduces the
odds of taking a fortress from 50% with a single 1-1
(with a n extra unit t o survive the Exchange), to
about 3.4% when defended by 3 units attacked at I I . This is accomplished without affecting play
elsewhere on the board.
2) TERRAIN
EFFECTS-Infantry
and
paratroops are tripled in fortresses, and doubled in
towns and escarpment. Armor, armored infantry,
and reconnaissance are duubkd in fortresses, towns
and escarpment. Attacking units may also advance
after combat into towns if all defending units are
removed.
COMMENT-Historically
the 9th Australian
Division held Tobruk under siege from April until
December 1941, against the worst Rommel could
throw at them. By modifying the rules to make it
reasonable for the Australians to attempt to repeat
that remarkable feat of arms, the British armor
brigades are freed for their historic role of
attempting to reIieve the siege. The effect of townsis
also altered because towns were constantly used to
anchor lines of defense.
3) LIMITED PORTS-For
the British all
towns in coastal hexes, and Benghazi. are now
limited ports. One unit per turn maximum may
either land o r move out t o sea, with supply counted
as a unit for this purpose. The Axis may use
Benghazi as a limited port, but none of the other
coastal towns.
COMMENT-This rule is part of a pattern to
iurther reduce the domineering importance of
Tobruk. The possibility of the limited use of these
ports t o land o r extract small forces also helps
explain historical dispositions of commanders in the
actual camoainn.

Thls illustration of a slluation lhat could have arisen i n lhc Scrieb
Replay in Ihc lasl jvsucshowa thedepth of subllcty that Alrtka Korpx
lakcs on in a d v a n ~ dplay. I n a bold 2-1 attack. the British havc
broken through the seigc lines oiTobruch. hringingthc Axisdr~veon

El Ahmein ~nancmbarraasinghtlll.S~rtlpingupc\.cr?.ouaihhleunil.
Ihc Gcrmon could I u v e mndc rhc above muvc. even though il louka
ltke a mixlake. sincc it allows an A V on [ S 33. But i n reality t h ~ sisa
trap, as cnplained in Illr articlc.
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4) LOWER EGYPT-Hex X69 (Lower Egypt)
is now another Allied base, under the same rules as
the Tripoli and Alexandria bases, except that it does
not count in the victory conditions, and has no sea
movement. The Allies lose all sea movement if they
lose Alexandria; all their units at sea muit
immediately land, and all reinforcements,
replacements, and supplies must appear in Lower
Egypt until (if ever) the Allies recapture Alexandria.
The Allies also regain sea movement if they
recapture Alexandria.
COMMENT-This rule corrects the historical
improbability that the entire British Middle East
Command would have rolled over and died if the
Germans reached 562. More important it makes a
great deal more difficult a devastating and unrealistic German strategy that ignores Tobruk even
after November 1941, avoids all possible Axis
losses, and relentlessly attritions the Allies until
Alexandria falls, after which Tobruk is usually easy.
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5) REPLACEMENTS-Both sides receive one
unit per turn as a replacement, starting at the
beginning of the game. This rate may nor be
accumulated from turn to turn. If all units are on the
board, or if a player forgets to take a unit, he still
only gets one unit in following turns. All
replacements must initially be placed on a home
base hex (not an enemy base). Prom there they may
move normally. The original replacement rule is
replaced, and no longer in effect.
COMMENT-Historically
attrition, and especially armor attrition, was a much more volatile
affair than in the game as it is, with both sides often
reduced to a mere handful of tanks, and then fairly
rapidly replenishing them, beyond what the present
rules make possible. This simple rule ingeniously
allows an increased replacement rate in time of
crisis, and thus moderates the effect of extremes in
die rolls.
6) LONG RANGE RECON PATROLS-The
two South African reconnaissance units (2SA17
and 1SA/3) and supply units only, may attempt to
march around the Qattara off the board to the
south. To do this they must begin the move in hex
X62. They then roll a die. On a roll of I or 2 they
perish in the desert and are eliminated. On a roll of 3
or 4 they remain in hex X62. (They attempted the
march, but bad to return.) O n a roll of 5 or 6 they are
placed onany south edge hex between X23 and X55,
and may immediately move the same as any other
reinforcement. Only one unit per turn may attempt
the march. Recon and supply units eliminated on a
roll of 1 or 2 may not be replaced until the following
turn.
COMMENT-This
re-creates an important
Allied historical capability that can restore
maneuver to a stalemated situation.
7) SINGLE UNIT ELIMINATION-The
interpretation of combat results of I,Elim, A Elim,
and Exchange is altered as follows. Back 2 remains
the same. In Automatic Victory situations, all
defending units are still eliminated.
D Elirn-The defender loses one unit of his
choice and the attacker then retreats remaining
defending units in that battle 2 hexes. The lost
unit must be armor, armor infantry, or reconnaissance if possible.
A Elim-Attacker loses one unit of his choice
and the defender then retreats remaining
attacking units in that battle 2 hexes. The lost
unit must & armor, armor infantry, or reconnais s a k e if possible.
Exchange-Both sides remove one unit of their
choice, with no advance or retreat. Must be
armor, armor infantry, or reconnaissance, if
possible.
COMMENT-Single
unit elimination is a
design alternative that seems to beespecially suited
to A F R I K A KORPS, where it moderates the
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potentially disasterous effects of a single battle
under present rules, and increases the number of
battles and die rolls.
CLARIFICA TIOIV-When the Allies have
"built" the larger substitute units after August 1942,
and one of them suffers losses on the combat table,
the Allies have the choice of immediately splitting
up the substitute unit, and losing one of its
component units, or of losing the complete
substitute unit. lf they lose the complete unit, that
specific substitute unit may also be replaced as a
complete unit. Otherwise substitute units only enter
the game by the process described in the original
rules. (VoI. 7, No. 4 has the most complete listing of
other Avalon Hill clarifications.)

8) ALLIED WITHDRAWALS (Optional)-A
constant problem facing commanders of the 8th
Army was the conflicting and often desperate need
for troops in other theaters as $he British Empire
disintegrated under the inexorable demands of the
war. Sometimes this meant the withdrawal of
troops, even at critical periods. At other times it
meant that units had to be disbanded because of
lack of replacements. When called for on the
following chart units are permanently withdrawn
from the game. If any indicated units are off the
board (eliminated) at that time, no replacements
may be taken that turn.

undertake a sustained counter-offensive, even if you
are back at the El Alamein line.
GERMAN-The German should attempt to put
Tobruk under siege as soon as possible, and push
the British mobile forces at least as far east as the
Halfaya Pass (hex K34) so they cannot interfere
directly with attempts to capture Tobruk. But you
will probably have your hands full warding off
British armor probes and screening your supply
route until your November and January reinforcements, and perhaps even your June troops
allow you to mass a respectable size main battle
force. Tobruk is the key to the game, but to have any
decent chance to take it, you will first have to defeat
his mobile forces in what will probably be a freeswinging battIe in the desert. Tobruk should
eventually fall to combinations of 3-1 and 1-1 or 1-2
attacks, and then you'll have your chance to try
conclusions at El Alamein itself.
With variant rules, you should find that the
notorious luck element is minimized, and that the
possibilities for daring and imaginative play that
characterized the Desert War will decide your fate
also!

@

AREA TOP TEN
Times

ALLIED WITHDRAWAL TABLE*
Nov 1941-213, 212 S.G.-disbanded
22 Gds-became 201 Gds
Dec 1941-70123-to
India
Jan 1941-7A/ 1, 7A/2-to Malaya
June 1942-2SA/4,2SA(6,2SA/7-disbanded
July 1942-32 Tank Bde-disbanded
Sept 1942-1st Tank Bde-to Palestine
Oa 1942-201 Gds-to Syria

Name

R. Chiang
J. Zajajicek
T. Oleson
P.Huffman
R. Wood
G. Kilbride
S . Packwood
8.

9

*Some adjustments have been made in actual
withdrawal dates to compensate for oversimplifications in the A H order of battle, so that
more nearly correct numbers of each unit type
will be available to the British commander at
each period of the game.
COMMENT-This
rule is optional because
without a complete overhaul, it would not be
possible to have a strictly accurate Order of
Appearance anyway, and of course it is possible that
these or corresponding units would be eliminated
anyway if the game closely followed history.
However, in unusual games it will prevent an
historically unlikely concentration of Allied units in
this area, and the historian will take at least some
satisfaction in the attempt to be a Iittle more
accurate.

Strategy
BRITISH-Tobruk remains the focus of the
game, but it is unlikeIy that the German can take it
early in the game unless the British let him
concentrate unhindered on it for several turns. Now
that your 2-2-6 infantry are capable of defending
Tobruk, your armor (if well handled) should tie up
several Axis units, and with raids in his rear tyingup
a few more, he simply won't have enough units to
take Tobruk. The trick is to avoid getting drawn
into a battle that can destroy your armor force
unless you have a chance to cripple his armor as
well. Of course the British should not allow Tobruk
tocome under siege if be can prevent it, but manning
an outer defense line such as the Gazala-Bir
Hachiem line that Ritchie used in May-June 1942
can be extremely risky. If you can hold Tobruk and
keep down your losses until the summer of 1942, the
use of the substitute counters should enable you to

10.

S. Heinowski
D. Barker
E. AIexis

On List
6
I

7
1
4

Rsting

FGM2127
CF11930
LLR1918

CCB1875

4

EEK1834
DE11744

5
5

DFDl73J
CF11729

5

DEHIbSB
DGJ1654

2

The above players represent th
ified { I 1+ rated games) af the 3
EA pool. Players with a n oppo
s t h a n C were not calculated a

The "Times on List" statistic is considered as
onsecutive" times on lisr. If rt player slips out
the Top 10 for any length of time his next
pearance is considered as his first.
The following AREA memberships have
rminated. No rating points can be awarde
es with these individuals as they are no lon
bers of the system.
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The Red Ball Express
Ueslgners' notes for Avalon Hllj's platoon-level
WW I1 games (PA IVZERBLITZ and PA NZER
LEADER) suggest that the typical scenario covers
from 45 minutes to an hour and a half of "combat
time" because that was about as long as the armed
units involved could sustain a no-holds-barred
clash. In this respect, supplies of ammunition and
fuel were thecritical constraints. Thus, at the start of
any scenario, all units are implied to be fully
provisioned; by the end of an hour or so, they are
running pretty low.
Consider. then, what might happen if some units
b e a n a scenario with a substantial portion of their
ammunition and fuel already used!
Such a suggestion conjures up visions of stalled
tanks out in the open and machine gunners
emerging from bombed-out buildings. holding up
empty ammo belts as they surrender. When such
nightmarish scenes fade a bit, however, the veteran
wargamer will undoubtedly recall that supply did
indeed play a crucial role in more than one of the
major campaigns of the Second World War.
(Remember how Rommel starved to death in
that last giyne of A F R f K A KORPS? Remember
how beachhead limitations choked off that last
offensive in A N Z I O or D-DA Y?) This significance
of supply has gone beyond the narrow expertise of
the Pentagon or the preoccupations of the wargaming world; it has been celebrated in pop culture in
movies from "The Red Ball Express" to "Patron."
Just as artillery, weather (GENERAL 125) and air
power add whole new dimensions to tactical play in
PANZER LEADER, the accompanying scenario
introduces another key feature that often spelled
victory or defeat on the battlefields of Europelogistic support.
The general context of the scenario (for those
who are interested) places it along "HeIl's Highway," the avenue of Montgomery's rapid northern
thrust following the Allied breakout from the
Normandy beachhead. The date is therefore late in
August, 1944. (This date is given for those players
who employ the weather rules noted above.) The
eventual stakes of this encounter (and others) are
the success of the northward drive to capture a deepwater port (Antwerp in the actual campaign) and
cut off a large German force along the Calais coast,
and the freeing thereby of the Allied army's
dependence on the Normandy beachhead as their
sole source of strategic logistic support.
In this particular scenario, a British spearhead is
driving to capture a key river defense line across the
route north, before the hastily-assembled German
defensive contingent can be reinforced. The British
have been pushing
break,and their
of ammo and petrol begin togive out just as
they are about
assault these objectives' The
'hation
is
for paralyzed by the short
the British not
may
take the
river line, but may even lose the momentum of the
offensive and suffer a German counterattack.
Enter the Red Ball Express! A column of trucks,
lightly convoyed and carrying fuel and ammunition
has been dispatched to the front and comes racing
across boards 3 and D in the nick of time. After the
"pause that refreshes," the British can finish their
assault on the vital bridges, and the Allied offensive
rolls on. At least, that's the way the Allies plan ithowever. a squadron of German armored cars has
managed to slip around the British column, and
they have other ideas . . .
The mapboard configuration is fairly unusual,
and demands more than the conventional "punch
your way across the board" in the way of tactical

-

-

-

Logistics in Panzer Leader
by Elwood Carlson

errectlve crew. I ne trrlrlsn are approacnlng Irom me
heavy cover available on board C. and the real chase
sequence of the piece (the armored cars after the
supply trucks) is then displaced to the "wide open
spaces" of boards Band D, where a lot of high-speed
maneuvering is possible. Please note that the eastwest juncture of boards C-A with boards B-D is

thlnklng. (Belng somewnat loot-loose mysell, 1
prefer low unit density situations, and besides, there
are four boards; why not use them? The beach on
board B may be treated as a river or ignored at
players' options.)
The German main force controls the"objectiveW
here (Grancelles and its river line) with a motley but

SITUATION 27:
The Red Ball Express;

AVAlLABLE FORCES
ALLIED:
British:
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tactical resupply along
"Hell's Highway" (8144)
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American

GERMAN:
Group A

MHIO

2

4

2

a,
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Off-board

2

Recon Elements

3

G A M E LENGTH: I5 turns Allies move first

SETUP: British on Board C between rows R & V VICTORY CONDITIONS: Allied player wins by
inclusive; all units except Daimlers on road. controlling an,v five bridge hexes on the river
Americans on Board D, on roads south of Artain. flowing through Grancelles at the end of the Allied
German Group A in Grancelles norlh of river. playersegment ofturn 15.OtherwiseGermanplayer
German Recon Elements in Merden on Board D, wins,
German Order of Appearance *Iloadcd in vchiclca)
German Turn
I

Unlts Appearing
2 x PzkwlV ( W ) units
2 x SMG platoons*

2

I x Puma armored car

Exhnustion Table tcllccts fcll at h g i n n i n ~of turns)
Turn of
Eahsustion

unit

A

Daimlers

B

o~herA F V s
Bren Carriers

C
I x Halftrack u n i ~
I x Engineer platoon*
4

I2

-

I x Truck unit
I x lMmm monar unit*
I x PrkwVla u n ~ t
I x SML platoon*

Movement
Lost

D

Offensive
Fire Lost

Brtn Carriers
all AFY's

all infantry
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staggered, so that nobody can move south from St.
Athan and find water rising inside the turret of his
tank.
The combat in this scenario is nothing unusual,
although considerable thought and playtesting have
been devoted to making it an interesting contest.
For example, this is why all large AFY's have
identical ranges-success in armored combat for
once can be a matter of tactical skill rather than a
product of the capabilities of machinery. (The only
exception is the platoon of Tigers which appear in
turn 12, as an encouragement to ear!v capture of
objectives by the British.)
One feature which somewhat balances the
superior firepower of the British is an "order of
appearance" for the Germans-the flexibility of
play which this feature contributes to most largerscale AH games is one thing I have missed in
PANZER LEADER. (As, for example, when a
French left hook through Nivelles keeps "discovering" more and more British popping onto the board
in WATERLOO.) This feature also partially
negates the artificial "perfect intelligence" built into
the board game format.
The victory conditions are fairly straightforward, and although they were carefully drawn,
neither they nor the combat per se are the real focus
of the scenario.
The real focus is on the moment when the supply
column joins hands with halted (or nearly halted)
combat units.
Can the British player maneuver his forces so as
to pin downand engage the German defenders short
of his objectives, and at the same rime protect his
supply lines and insure that the Red Ball Express
gets through? Can he choose his ground well enough
to allow attacks on key objectives as well as cover
for the resupplying of helpless, stalled units? Success
in this ticklish matter (already assuming thecolumn
gets through!) opens the door to possible victory;
failure means virtually certain defeat.
Looking south over the rooftops of Grancelles,
this matter can be put quite differently. Can the
German player intercept, or at least delay, the
supply convoy or will they slip through his fingers?
Can he "charmer' the British attackonvital bridges,
maneuvering them into a position where resupply
becomes a desperate gamble? Can he disrupt that
resupply while it is in progress? Above all, can he
hold onto the vital river defense line, delaying the
advance elements of the British arrnoured column
and giving other German forces vital time to take up
defensive positions behind him?
To find the answers to these and other questions
(what happens if it rains'!) you will have to take this
magazine in one hand, your copy of PANZER
LEADER, in the other and play it for yourself.

SPECiAL RULES:
1. Order ofAppearance. German units off board
at start enter on any road(s) leading off the north
boardedge or the east edge of Board A. (See
German Order of Appearance.)
2. Exhaustion of Supplies. British units run out
of supplies beginning in turn 4 - 5 , or 6. The firstturn
of exhaustion is diced for and secretly recorded by
British player before game and revealed at his
discretion. Units lose movement and offensive fire
gradually over a four-turn period. (See Exhaustion
Table.) A unit's defensive rating is unaffected by
attrition of supplies.

3. Resupply. Each truck unit from the Red Ball
Express can resupply/ refuel two vehicular units or
four infantry units. Their M3 escorts can each
resupply one vehicular unit or two infantry units.
Resupply occurs as described in the Resupply
Routine.
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4. Taciical Resrrkriuns. N o units beginning
game on boards A or C or off-board may fire or
move into any hexes south of or including the river
flowing past S. Athan. (This keeps the big armor at
the front.)

recovering these states. The rest of the captives,
estimated at 50,000, he distributed as booty, one to
each of his soldiers.

Resupply Routine
Srep I-supply unit enters hex with combat
unit. Stacking limitations apply in all resupply
turns. Infantry may nor load into supply trucksfor
stacking purposes.

I . Caesar always rode a pure white horse and
wore a bright red cape. His mere presence inspired
his men, in the face of impending defeat, to victory.
When defending against superior force, Caesar may
be used to decrease the attacker's odds two odds
columns. He need only be within 3 hexes of the
defending units.
2. It is no secret that his adversaries feared
Caesar as much as his own men respected him. Units
stacked with the Caesar counter attack up 2
columns on the cdds chart.
3. The loss of Caesar in combat would be a
grave loss indeed. The legions would no doubt
revert to a self-survival instinct. Should Caesar be
killed the Roman legions will defend normally but
will attack 2 odds columns lower.
4. Vercingetorix asked for all men of draft age.
This should have raised at least 350,000 men. If the
council had approved this, the Gallic army would
have fielded an additional 60 units. These units can
be taken from the blank counten which come with
this game or any others. Had they taken these
younger, inexperienced men they would be unaccustomed to military discipline. These added units
cannot stack with regular units. These units would
also be less effective and less mobile. They should all
be designated 2-5 infantry.
5. Vercingetorix, while only a boy of 20, carried
with him the respect his chieftain father had gained
among the Gallic tribes. Gallic units attack up one
odds column on C.R.T. when within I hex of
Vercingetorix. Note: If variant rule # I is used and
is
Caesar is within 2 hexes of defenders, the C.R.T.
effected only by Rule #I.
6. The Gauls trapped in Alesia were at a very
low ebb, suffering from starvation and disease. The
loss of Vercingetorix would most likely result in
their returning to Alesia and awaiting help. I1
Vercingetorix is lost, the units in Alesia cannot
attack out unless a breakthrough i s achieved.
Any or all of the optional rules may be
incorporated. These are offered not only to effect
play balance, but also to allow you to explore some
of the "what ifs" of the situation.

Step 2--all involved supply and combat units
are inverted and considered dispersed at the endof
the allied player segment of the contact turn and
remain so during the following German player
segment. (Units not being resupplied need not be
dispersed.)
Srep 3-involved
supply and combat units
remain dispersed through the following allied
"fueling" ium, and at the end of that rum combat
units are re-inverted with full capabilities and
supply units are removed from play (unless they
have supply capacity remaining.)

ALESIA . . . Cotzrinuedfrom Pg. 7, CoL 3
Caeaar coming because of his red cloak, a
distinguishing mark he always wore in battle; and
they could see from the high places the squadrons of
cavalry and cohorts which Caesar ordered to follow
him. The Gauls rushed to engage the relief force.
From both sides there arosea tremendousnoise;
the outcries were taken up even by those from the
outer defenses. The Romans, charging up the hill,
threw away their javelins which were of little
advantage and used their swords. Suddenly the
Roman relief cavalry came up from the rear; the
cohorts led by Caesar were advancing as well. The
Gauls retreated; but were met by the cavalry. A
massacre resulted.
Sedulus, chief of the Lemovician tribe was
killed; Vercassivellaunus from the Arvernian, was
captured. Seventy-four military standards were
brought to Caesar; only a few of the 60,000escaped
to their camp uninjured. When the Gauls from the
town saw the slaughter and flight, they hopelessly
retreated from the entrechments. Then when the
Gallic relief forces heard of Vercingetorix's retreat,
they fled their camp.
Except for the fact that so much support had
been required and the soldiers had been exhausted
by the trials of the day,all the Cauls might have been
wiped out. Just after midnight the cavalry was sent
after the Gallic rear guard; a large number were
captured and killed, the rest were put to flight and
they dispersed to their own territories.
The next day, Vercingetorix called a meeting.
He pointed out that he had not taken up thewar for
himself but for the common cause of liberty. Since
there was no more hope, he would be willing for
either of two alternatives; that he should offer
himself to them that they might satisfy the Romans
by his death or that they surrender him alive. Caesar
ordered them to give up their weapons and to
produce their leaders. He himself sat in the
entrenchments in front of the camp while the Gauls
produced their leaders. Vercingetorix was surrendered, his weapons flung down. (Plutarch has
written that Vercingetorix rode slowly out of the
citadeI and around Caesar. Then suddenly dismounted and flung down his arms, "every inch a
king.")
Caesar sent the Aeduan and Arvernian prisoners
back to their own territories in the hope of

OPTIONAL RULES

***
. ..

-
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DESIGN ANALYSIS
Coni'dfrom Pg. 17, Col. 3
NO! The unit must be counted as the Rumanian
replacement. Minor Axis replacements are nwer
interchangeable with German replaaements: the
Axis player cannot replace more than one unit for
each Minor Axis ally, and he cannot replace a
German unit in place of a Minor Axis unit.
(22) Can Hitler, Stalin, parachute, Stavka or worker
units be replaced once eliminated?
NO!
(22.9) Worker units involved in a battle may be
chosen as casualties.
(25) When a Minor Axis ally surrenders, what
happens to its reinforcements and replacements for
the rest of the game? When do the ally's units
surrender?
When a Minor Axis ally surrenders (for
Rumania and Finland, as soon as their capitola are
controlled by the Russians; for Hungary, at the end
of the Russian turn $the Russians have five units in
Hungary at that moment) all units of that ally are
immediately surrendered for the rest of the gameall units on the board are removed immediately
(even if it is in the middle of an impulse) and all
units in the replacement pool or remaining on the
OB chart are removed from play permanently.

n
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Dear Sir:
Your reoent 'Phtlosophy' column(58) hasset
me thinkingaboutgamingqwslions which Imdcd
to damwn my cnthuiasm dunng the past year.
Most o f what 1 have to pay about Ihe column, i n
fncl, is unrclutcd to AHb games-wen the less
appealing ones (to me) maintain a physical quelity
that leavcs somc mcasurc of rcspcct for thc emom
In my head.
I sharc Mr. Alscn's disnnrrointmcnt
and
..
concern over 'incompleteneu' in many games now
producd. Early in tht txpanaion of thc hobby. I
acccptad thu, expecting 11would give way to more
rully developed products as ncw idcas solidilicd.
Evtn now I mn accept the "ram to outdo the other
guy" in ili context dr competitive effort and have
no problcrns acapting gamcs or simulstionsboth should produm good produrn. However. a
dilettante almosphcrc stcmh to exist i n which the
consumcr is expectad to ignore ugly and confusing
graphics, incomplete and erroneous rules, and
conslant revision through trrata for ncw vtrsions
under other names. Plunking down ten or twenty
dollars makes i t hard to accept k i n g used as a testpantl, finding titlcs that apprar promising
wwlully inadequate. The inclination to experiment on the leg6 promising sounding products is
thereby rcduccd. Thc chancc that anothcr vcrsion
ofthe same pme. perhaps by the same publisher,
wit1 appear in six or eighl months suggcsts that
publisherldesigner didn't really think a good job
was doneoriginally (and knew it even when the
originalversionappeared). Findingan errata sheet
in the Arm cdition of a game is discouraging!
But Ialso share Mr. Oleson's renection that
thc 'good old d a p " wcrc not alwap that great.
Gamei seemed to lack soph'mtication and game
buffs wertconstantly inventing thcir own tomakc
up for limited complexity This problem seema to
have bmn more than w m t c d as gamc rcstarch
and innomtive game systems havedeveloped. But
the testing ground ha6 become the marketplaceor so it #CmS! Whilt thcrc is no reabonthat four or
live versions o l a game topic might not exist-like
books-it is rare to find errata 6heelS for nublishul
books appearing. This inwmplctc form; %ems to
impart less respect forthe individual prcduct And
while there will be more monty for gaming spent
ltikc incrcascd money in the book field), thls will
not insure increased quality (anymore than i t
means mow littracy in thc population). Gaming
has become moderatelyprofitable asa commercial
ventup-the conventions are witness to thiseven
morc than to i n m s c d inlcrtst in the hobby.
Game8 today seem to fall 6hon ofthe ideal in
stvcral ways. First, wc have gcncral unattractivcn-s which does impart a sense thal the game is
'chcap'and unfinished. However, my most serious
mrnplaint is that it looksmnfusing when you have
to rememkr what shade of blut, grey or brown
represents what kind of terrain. Graphics are
imporlant as lhty add Mort than onc kind of
'color' to playing thegame. They lend r great deal
to thc imaginaiivc aspcct of play llgraphicb arc
representativeor thegame subject AheraU games
lor simulations i f you will) are an indulgtncc in
fantasy (some more inteUectual than others.
agrced). And fantasy #cms to me to k hampcrad
by too much consEious thought about relaung the
real to the 6imulated. I f you have to remember
what thina arc 'suppoxd' to be, then the
mnscbousness driks from the game to its mechani c too
~ abruptly, This is overcome in rime, but if
you don't find enjoyment i n playing the first few
Lime?, you may never come back to overcome the
probtcm. I1 avoid thc vsuc o l such an sttitudc
beingdeltherate, i.e., you only plan to phy it a few
limes and then go on to the next one, as
unrutisfactory whcn you're d i m pcoplc to put
down ten dollar bills for a product.)
Second, the complexity has gotttn too
cornplicatcd. You cnd up battling thc rulcs, not thc
olher players. (If a game is not intended to be
played hundreds of times, but is only for Q Few
trials, thtn lhc bothcr required to mastcr rult
sophislications seems to me to be a bit much.)
Diveloping strategies for complex games bccomes
difficult and unrewarding as there is alwavs
another detail to intrudtald someotheroptionio
bc evaluated. Historically, the most succensf111
grimes have had simple ruler which alIow lo16 of
room for activtty within them (chesi. go. DlPLOMACQ. Morc wmplcx games (ANZIO,
1776) demand more attention to them before you
bcpn to enjoy play very much-here is where
Fuperficiatities' like apwaranw have a lot to do
wtth hclpinga game reach someacceptsncc.Lots
of the evaluation which gws intogames when the
public gcts them sccms to havc k n bttttr donc
before the product hit the presses It seems to me to
be a bit shallow to ask garners 10 play 'what if
situations thst turn into 'so what' on- because
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morc exlcnsive playing reveal6 they aren't m hot in
reality. And the= addcd 'fcaturcs' lcnd to thc
confusion over rules and set-ups, etc. The promise
o l biggcr and bctttr things lo comc means a ftw
people. at least. will continue to wait for thcm to
do so, avoiding what appears now
And thc pmlifcratlon oflopics sccms to mc lo
contribute to a need lo hold biiEk on quality for thc
sake of quantity. Even though there are many
games I would likc to play in somc publishm'
lines, the appeal of a larger selection is mitigated
by the knowledp that time has been taken away
f'om cffon on 160pmducc tht titlc thatapptals
someone elseb%
eanicular tastes (and vice verkn).
So while onc cimpany has four or fivc games I'd
really like and anolher has twenly, it often turns
out that 1 am not Satistied by even a few of the
twenty and find enjoyment in four out ofthc fivc.
n
t rcpctition i n similar 'game ~y6ttms. boardpatterns, counter design lends to the boredom
w h m adozm games look the same and vary only
in their mentalaooeal. A -me situation itself docs
not carry lhc wti*ht of a game (Ire becomebored
by most early games bemuse only the situation
changed in m n y of them-hence the 'good old
days" were not as hot as wc thought as thcy only
had 'newnew behind them).There has to be some
cflort madc to p r d u c t somt uniqucnms in the
mechanic%
orthegame that reproduces the spint of
tht subicct being stmulatcd lor olav. The
challenge of a p m e or simulat~on-is-thatit
nrovides a gense ofdealinawith someof the issues
iaacd in thc actual wnfrontation, logically
allowing the players to incorporate methods DI
play which serm to fit the conflict represented.
(GUA DA LCANAL sccms to mc to havc lailtd as
a geme because the two really unique aipects of
parlial elimination and hiddtn movement were
distracting to inwrporatc.)
But pmes are better and they are getting
better still. I t is iust that thw gccm to havc kft
behind a smst b l cnjoymcni and mmpleteness
that we u s d to hare. Some of the same wblishers
who disappoint m t almost conlinuall; with the
mults of thcir cfiorts haw my respect for the
interestinggame ideas they develop. The problm
i 6 lhat thty ncvtr do get incorporated in any
permanent forms! A game cannot k vkwed as
grand btcausc its physicnl dimensions are grand It
has to be finished. It mug convey somc scnsc of
confidcncc that the details you uncover are
planned, not accidental. 11 must dtlivcr what it
promises. Some games promke a great deal (and
thty cost a great dcal) and somewhere withtn the
mass of mapsheets, counters and mlcs, it's
probably all thcrc, but you have to redesign part of
it (and redesigninga~coFdingtorule~Iaiddown
by
another isn'talwaysverytnjoyablc). Hcmc pcoplc
tall back on maklng thetr own (and going into
businegs sometimes) or waiting for the next one.
hoping it will bc diffcrtni. Frankly I'd rather pay
lorty dollars lor a mmpleled game withfour maps
big
and I~Ocounters,than twenty for onttwie~as
bul half as appcalinn whcn i t arrives.
Thus 1 must agree that there i 6 no1 only a
place for some indcptndcnt criticism, but a need
[or it. Somcone has to say that a game has great
innovation%but they're incorporatedin a thin shtll
of a product or that thc finlahed product is great
but is mechanically not much of an improvement.
And there has to be a plaw to say it. t w , No
company pan6 their own produck, It[>hoe it. I t
docs stcm to me to be interesting that some of the
Rnmei which haveappealed10 m t most havt Ixcn
ihe end result o l twbbr more independent groups
lor tndividualsl contributiw their mnicular skill6
in reaching th; final product.
Iam not fearful that the hobby is going to fail
like other hobbies a6 there is too much possiblc
varicty in i t to truly glut themarket Forkomemany
years to come (and 1 think things wtll have
changcd before that). 1 do become personally
disappointed more oftcn thaninmy carlydaysasa
gameplayer, but then myexpectations have rigen a
bit faster than 1 think i t may bc reasonable to
cxpect that businens will respond. Ido think that
my observations haw tnough validity to bc, at
lcust in part, representative of problems facing
game-playing as a hobby. And Ithink that somc
strong indcpcndcnt force la needed since the l i e s
of communication and produclionare controlled
by thesamt peopleInol badly, but not objcctivcly
tither on enough topics). 1 would encourage
publishers of games to think about thc poasiblc
merging of resources for the crcation o l a slrong
independent murce of information and scrvicc to
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wargamers (and board-garners in general afler a
lime]
Scott P. Duncan
Pennington. NJ

mar Sir:
Proliremtion can be synonymous with variety. Obviously, the more tastes the hobby appeal6
to, the more recruils wt will drag in and the more
opponents one will beable to find for any title. AI
least this stems Iogi~al.PersonaHy. I favor an
increase in the number of titles. 1 cunrntly own
over 50 titlcs of which aboutMI%are AH. While i t
is ttue that many are rartly playtd (somc Itc
Forgottenhow) gctting bored is nota problem. The
l w c r games one has, the more each i 6 played and
Ihe easier i t i6toget tirtd ofthatgame. 1havesome
Rams that 1 feel are a waste ofmoney and othen
that 1 go ape over. Those that I. rtally likt 1 play
repeatedly, o l h t n provide a g o d change of pace
As lar as quality goep, there is not much to
say I t is ridiculougto assumc that awme must be
undtr dcvclopment lor two years, Five months.
cighteen days. sin hours. 37 minutes and 43
seconds to & g o d . ~[coursc,the moretime spenl
on a aamc the more time there h t o ~ i c out
k the few
]as1 bugs, and no game is tvcr 100 pcrccnt perfect.
But let's not comc down too hnrd on the smaller
companles who do not have the rescourwsofAH.
As ror Avalon Hill's policy, Iam i n favor of
inmasod p r o d d o n . I would also like to have
morc designs origmting in Baltimore. Ireal& I
am trying to have my cakc and cat i t too, but you
alwayb can drag i n half a horde of designer6 and
chain them i n the back room until they're done.
Anothcr pcrson began foaming at the mouth
becauge he had to cough up thc m w l u tor the
rtviscd I776 rules. I can sympthize with this.
However, as I said bcforc, no I a m t is ever perfect
and at least you don't forget about a gamc and
simply count thtgrctn aftcr the hrstedition. Using
thc "Destp Analysis" column forthir purport has
its merits, but 1 would like to hear more about
gamc design in general (sorry 'bout that). You
aren't a bunch of chcapniks who n t around
churn~ngJUL erram shectsallday. but it midhinot
bea bad idea. Cameowncrsshouldbrable l o u r ~ t e
lor tht latmt revisions. This would beofparticular
~nterestto non-subscrikrs (don't forgtt about
them).
Now about this communication thing. It
works two ways. Wc also want to know what
you'rc plotting. I am a highly jingoistic Avalon
Hill ficnd (much to thc dctrimcnt of SPII. and it is
quile embarrassingto hear or A.H.'s next release
from some idiot reading SCT six months before
anyone at the GEIVERAL hean about i t . 1 don7
care i f its still just a half-baked idea, 1wantto hear
about il. Ican even live withthedisappointment of
hearing that you'vt changod your minds. Ltlling
us know way in advance would give more ume for
reader reanion. Don't push us aside after every
t1tlc surucy.
Keep 'em flying.

as early as Jan.. '44. Not lhc lcaat among these is
Rolxrt D. Harmon's Culibmtd Lufrn.qfl@ in the
GENERAL Vol. 13. No. I.
II apwars plain lo mc that many warpmers
arc bcginnlng to think of the Advanced Game as
the real thing's simulation. The Tournsmcnt
Game i a I h t gamc which portrays the aclual
campaign, complete with Hitler's bungling.
However, the Advanced Gamc is a simulstlon of
whal could have happened i f Hitler had lror
inrerfewdwith lhejet program 1lthisweretrue.a~
it is in the Advancd Gamt. thcn thc ME 262
would havc bccn available to the Lullwaffe much
earlier. For the German to have the ME 262 as
early as Jnnuary. '44 is by no mcuns unrcssonable.
I t may well unbalanoe play, but that i 6 not the
concern of this letter. The concern is that thc
Gcrmans cnn have the ME 262 i n Jan. '44 in the
Advanced Game.
Dave Sandberg
Ormsby, Minn.

Dear Mr. Granwood.
1 read John Alpen's comments on Wargamin& and found thtm intcrcsting. 1 agree with
Avalon Hill that more games will only htlp the
Wargame hobby. Howcvcr, tbowcompanim thst
don't product quali* productswill fuil in the long
run.
Comparingtht slot car fad with Wargamesip
not a good analogy. Slot cars were inttndcd l o
replace Modelrailroading as a hobby. Manufa*
t u r m of slotcaralound out that Modelrailroaders
were no1about to dve up trainsfor toy cars. Bclng
a Modelrailroader fiw and a "lrinp- wargamer
mond. 1 haw prejudice. Those who still have
doubts should obtain a copy of thc January 1977
isaue of RAILROAD MODEL CRAFTSMAN.
David b k m e i e t
San Jow. CA

Dcar Mr. Greenwood:
I n the lanunry/Ftbruary GENERAL J.R.
Jarvincn prestnted another i n the magazine's
never ending belies of probability in gaming
articles. This trend began many isue6 ago with
one articlc ptr issut, but has with the Jsn/Feb
issue increased to 2 article6 ger, as "Game Thmry
and 1776" apparcd i n tandem with "A Closer
Look at Richthofen's War"
Asidc from Ihcsc articlca' negative i m p n i n
achieving market growth for AH (do you really
believe that theae articles attrnn and hold thc
younpr auditncc so tsstntial to mapane and
game d e s increasd) Ja~nen'sarticle p r m d r
from a fmllaciou6 amumption that thc choie o l
matrix cards is a xro-sum game. That is, it is
assumed that everv card choice is com~lnelvan
independent evcm:~y independent t w i t , 1 mcan
that tht choioc of acard is unaffected bv n d i n e
or 1ollowingchoices.and that themnditionsoftht
choice remain constant throughout tht gamc.
This assumption 1s obnously absurd. I m g ine that the American has a stack of militia which
is king atmckcd by a Z-time larger stack of
Br~tish
only. In a zero-sum game, thecampopition
of the force3 is irrelevant, t h t odds arc irrtltvant,
and any psttcms tht players may have developed
John Engberg
i n card choices are irrelevant. Card choiw i n a
Hoffman Ltatcb. IL
zcrc-sum wmc is accordingto a strict probability
strateEy.
But in our hypothctlcal situation, theactions
Ed. Nore: i7ti~monrh'sphiIosophycolumnshould
of both ~ k v e r will
s be wverned bva wholcserics
sitenre your complainrs obour being kepr in IRP
of mtlgating factors. The geographic location of
dork. Ar lo nor k i n g rhefisr, wII, ihar's not
the battle, the relativt time of thtbattlc, apwtllas
UIWYS JUI*
a grear urhievemenr. Atrhough S & f
thecomposition and strengths of the forces willall
delkhrs in passing a l o ~ gnews of our impending
impact on thc c h o i ~
d tactical cards. Howcvcr.
games before m do, you've go! to keep In mlnd
most decisive is the ability of one player to
r b r rheir "Gossip" column is aptly named. Much
anticipte the card choioc of his opponent. For
of the informarion rhey pass on in referencero o w
instanct, il thc British attacker wnslstcntly uses
o p e m i o w Is I~~.ccuratc.
y'nof pure f ~ b r l ~ w ~ l o n . Recon in Force as dictated by the Game Theory
Ir's sor! oJ a friendly RIP we play. m y rry ro
Analysi6, a dcfensivc player can anticipate and
' p r k our chain'' by prinring our " w r " f i r s r and
choosc uppmpriatc counter action. A defender
we ger our joNIes by feedingfulw regorts ro rheIr
can thus discourage low-odds attrcks by bleeding
"spies': In any case, we'll rry ro do a berrerjob of
a prtdictabk British playtr's rtgulars with h s
keeprlr~you Informed u c ~ ~ r a t eus
l y 10whar w e h
easily r e p l a d militia.
do in^ if.v~u'llpromisero mkc wirh a g m i ~ofsolr
The arithmetic calculations pcrformrd in thc
who! you rwd in comprrlng magaztlres.
article art flawlcgs, but whcn thcsc procmcs
follow From erroneous assumptions the conclusions &vod
thcrcfrom must nc~rearily bc
invalid. Frankly, Iam alittle sick of the magazine's
DFar Sir:
pnnting articles continuously which wntwn such
1 have k e n playing your gamcs for thrce
superficial analysis.
years, and currently own 13 wargames among
them L U W A F F E . Ihaw. i n thclast war. seen
Dwight E. Hamner
onc too many accusations that the Germans
Springlield, V A
should not, i n t h t Advamd Gamc. havt ME 262s
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READER BUWR'S GWDE
$12.00

BW: CAESAR-Epic

Battle of Alesia

aim: Romans vs. Gauls in The Classic Battle of Antiquity

. . . C o ~ t l d f r v r nPg.32.

Cot. 3

On the nepliee side of the ledger the game'$
worrlshowiogcamc in PhysicalQuality 12Oth)and
Components (18th). The complaint onen heard
here is thal thc largc board 1% more subjeci to
warping. A 16th best performance in Excitement
k v c l i a probably due in no m a l l par[ to the great
n u m k r of units and long playing time. Play
Balance did bctrcr than cxpcclcd 115th) given the
popular belief h a t the G;tulr have iil made-lrue
enough until a high lcvcl o l cxpcntbc is gainrd.

2,

SEMINAR

AH CUSSIC 5 W

Before the Rising Sun

FOOTBALL STRATEGY
AH recognizes this Friday evening event as
the third national FOOTBALL STRATEGY championship. A s e a event with a maximum field
of 64 players in 1 hour sinale elimination
rounds. Among the entrants will be Thomas
Shew, designer of the game. Don Greenwood,
1976 national champion, and Pat McNevin and
John Strand, tw-time runnersup. Prizesforthis
and all other tournaments elrcept the AH 50(1
are: First-plaque.
S e c o n b a n y AH game.
Third-any 89 AH game. Fourth--sub. to the
GENERAL. Entry fee: $1.00.

Nbo
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1.85
5, kRlkb2neSS 0f hies.
6. Play m
c
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~
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~
~
Bmment
8. O V ~ IValII0
I
. .. .
2.07
I(, fmo hngth . .... .. . .. 3 hr., 39 mi".
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A. No. The ten units must travcrsc thc Outer

Works on thc samc turn and whether or no1they
survive has no effect on Gallic Attack C ~ r d i n a tton.
Q. Can a unit moveontoa river hex, allacka unit
across rhe river, and upon obtatninga DR41AA3
rcsult, move off the river into the defenders
vacated hex and on lo the limits of it5 rnovcmcnt
allocated on rhc Hand-twHand Cornbal Table?

A. 16.1 Slates that an advancing unit may always
occupy the vacaltd hcx ol a dcfcatcd unll
regardlcaa o l tcrrain. The unit could ronrmw its
advance however on/? if it began its [urn on thc
same sidc u l ~ h nvcras
c
the defender or on a hex of
the river.

Q. Could you explain (he 3 hcxcs mcntiond in 7.4
rtgard~ng
n~nmnnecrin~ramprtsand
illrrstratd
tn Appendix A a littlc mu='!
A. Units attacking from hexes ~ 0 n l a h i n gboth

perimcrer and camp ramparts lace normal. not
doubled. defense. Unita attacktng from pertmeter
rampans aminst a hex containing both campand

pcnrnctcr mmparts are laced with a doubld
derenue. Because the three rampartsinqucstiondo
cross hcxsidcs unitb may cross the camp rampan
to the penmeter rampan at E MF even though
thew ramparts are conncctcd withln the hex.

Saturday afternoon. A three round, singlc
elimination tournament with winners judgedor
Victory Conditions or Parliamentary strengtt
after 3 hours of play. Entry fee: 81.00 Judge
M i d Uhl.
- - .. . .. ...

Everyrhing You Alweys Wanted to Know Abow
Avalon Hill
Saturday evening mncludes with first ham
answers to your questions deriwd from a
Question & Answer session with the AH staff,
including as many of our freelance designersaa
we can round up. Answers from the source-no1
our competition. Entry fee- 61.00.

Sunday morning starts with the third running of the Demolition Derby. Entrants will bs
drvlded into teams of three and l o a e d on a board
from which there is nomcapeagainstasirnilarb
matched team. Only one team may survive and
only t h w e members of the team not shot down
may move into the next round. Pilots will bs
give" credit for kills gained along the way and
gain ace
they progress'

morning, Theonly newAH tournam
mentfor ORIGINS Illutilizes this recent, popular,
elimination i n 1 hour rounds. Entry fee. $1 -00
Judge: Don Greenwood

credited kilts belng put onthesame team. Emry
.OO Judge: Randall Reed,

fee.

Q. There is one hex containing bolh a rivcr and
ramparl symbol whcrc thc rampart doesnot c r m
Ihc nvcr. For purposes olattackingfrom this hex
against the adjacent connecting rampun ia the
defender doublcd?

AVALON HILL RBG RATING CHART

A. Yes.

Q. Suppoxe an attack result! i n thc attackcr (or
defender) being able to advance past thedefeated
unu'b vacated hex and into the ZOC of anorher
enemy unit. Furlhcr suppusc that rhn advanae
carrtn it lnto the same hex (xuhject to stacking
Iim~ts)occupiedby another friendly unit which has
nor ycI lought but is commttted to an attack or
defense. What effect wnuld this have #In Ihr

*'remain
The
subsequenr
(he sttmc and only t h ~
Odds

the

woul

'" H''L'"

unit(^) that started
thc combal p h a x in the hex would be affecld
the wsultr ol'thealtack. 7-hereforc,thcadvnncio
unit would no1 k lvrccd lo rclreal from the he:
7. 1776
nor could it make a furlher advance.
,
.-,

-
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ITARSHIP TROOPER:
;HANCELLORSVl LU
.
16. FRANCE 1940
16. JUTLAND
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Roundtrip fee wilt be 813.00. No one 1 7n A I r ~ a ~ l n s- a
admitted wirhout a reservation (including I=
members eliaiblefor free rranstrormtion).Toaet
your r e ~ e ~ a t i o n send
,
a 'srarnped. G l f addressad s n r e l w to the attention of Don
Greenwood, c/o Avalon Hilt prior to July 10th.
Afl riders must haw returned the necessaryfee
and permission forms by July 20th i n order ro
STALINGR.
atronshouldsendasramped,self-addressed secure their reservation. Firstcome,first served. 28, T-----,~ e l o p eto Avalon Hrll marked m the attention The bus w i l l leave the Balrimors area at 10 AM M
Interest GroupBaltimore and Avabn Hillwill
pponsoring a charter bus t o ORIGINS 77 i n
York. The bus will leavetheBaltimore area
May, July 22nd and return Sunday n i g h
y 24th. Rneels and lodging must bearranged
rawly
each individual with the mnvenauthorities. Those interested i n this trans-

KINGMAKER

RICHTHOFEN'S WAR

11. DIPLOMACY

I

Saturday afternoon. A two day tournamen
conducted by the IDA. Competition t o b e f i g u r ~
according to the Birsan/Rocamora point systen
on the basis of both rounds. Additional plaque!
WIII
be awarded for best performance with eack
country in either round. Entry fee- $2.00.

Randall Reed starts things off Saturday
morning with a discussionof the AH philosophy
in game design as applied to recent releases: an
open forum for aud~enceparticipation. Entry fee:

WAR AT SEA
.-. .

ASKED QUESTIONS-

I f thrcc Galllc units land on the Ouler
Works on turn I with one surviving and sevtn
more land on the Outer Works on turn2,does this
frrc thc inncr garrison'!

DIPLOMACY

Crilerfs- What is a Good G e m ?

81.00.

p. 18.1

Dr. Larry Pinsky gets Saturday afternoon ol
to a rouslng Start with a thorough discussion o
his design and our upooming "monster" re
lease. THE RISING SUN. A knowledgeabte, ye
humorous speaker. Larry is sure toentenaina!
well as inform. Entry fee: $1 .M1.

SEMINAR

k

AI.ESIA
FREQLIENTLY

Saturday morning Each player w i l l maneu
vet two to s i x ships in single elimination, W
minute rounds. Entry fee. 61.00

Canal into Egypt during the October War of
1973. He will give a free lecture Saturday
afternoon.

The festivitiesstart Fridayafternoon with the
3rd Annual AH 500. Players may continue to
Thc playing timc, i f anything. is underslatcd.
enter until Saturday afternoon. The top four
Agame in whtch the Unman gws thcdistancewill
final~stswilt receive $100, $50. $35, and $25,
invariably ?as[ 6 hours.
respectively. Fifth through eighth place w i l l bu
good for 610 plus an AH game of their choice.
MEAN: Put s i m ~
thel ~ , Ninth through siaeenth place w i l l receive free
YVHAT THE
AH games. whrle seventeenth through thirtyresults can be considered like this: Anything
second place will earn subscriptions to the
under 2.00 is pretty darn fantastic. Scores ranging
GENErnL.
2-3 are nxcellent while 3'5 mun be canPlay w i l l take the form of a seven round.
sidered Wad. 4 through 4.5 would be considered
single elim~nationevent with play limited to
fair. with the uppsr half of the 4.5 wmbination
AFRfKA KORPS, STALlNGRAD snd WATER~0~51dered
WOr. Anything rated higher than a 6
LOO, but when players cannot agree on a
indicates a dirs datlclency ;nd should merit
choice.AK will be thedefault choice. Entryfeeis
alther immediate attempts redesign or drowlng
55.00. Judges: Doug Burke. Richard Hamblen.
from the line. AS You, can see, what happer. to
J
i m Stahler.
the Qame after initial release is in tarw part up to

C A E I A R - A L E f l A was the 3151 wmc to
undergo analyais in the RBG. ranking 6th with a
cumulati~crating ul2.53. This showing, nllhouph
eminently creditahle. was posted with a Itght voler
turnuul -presumably due to ils mail order only
slatua Hevcrthel~sthe gamf dtd excccdingly wctl
in
c.regnrieu
poF example,
it
a new
r ~ c n r dI n thc Complctcncsa
Rules caregory by
belling TACTICS II by a whopping.22! An wen
beller mling war achieved i n the related
of
Undcntanding atcgory whcrc i t tuuk runners up
honors to T4CTICS I; again. This is without a
doubt one of our beat rule writing jobs as
cvtdcnccd by thc paucity olqucations~crtnininglo
the game. CAhSA R is now going tnto its second
edition and aside from the switching or the
primary and Secondary Ranpc culumns en the You. I f there are dlre deficiencies we are relying
M~sirleChart. printed errata will be Ilm~ted
to the o n t h e REG to spot them.
Q&A in lhis issue's Question Hun. Thr last
exceptional rating was in Overall Value where thc
Phpital (lua
game rankcd 3rd dcspile a S12.OU price tag.

WOODEN SHIPS & IRON MEN
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THEGENERAL
Vol. 13, No. 6 of the GENERAL polled a
cumulative rating of 3.62 making it the least
popular of the Vol. 13 series. Poor ratings from
non-Sci Fi enthusiasts was the major cause.
Individually the articles ranked asfollowsonour
1 200 point maximum scoring system:

...........................
...............................
...........................
...................................
..............................
...........................................
..........
....................
...............................
.................................
............................
...............................

SST Drgressive Examlnatlon
304
Saga of the Bug War.
250
PANZERBLm Ser~esReplay
166
The Viipuri Defense
148
The Ultimate Wargame..
131
Tobruk X 3 .
61
Solitaire Troopers .................................. 36
And Now a Word from Your Local Playtester..
32
Design Analysis-SST ss Literature
29
Tirpiu & the Die Roller
25
Two Player Diplomacy
15
Panzerblitz Mit Das Wetter
11
Avalon Hill Philosophy..
7

Convention announcements seem to be
multiplyingwith every passing year and that's a
good sign for the wargaming hobby. Once again
we remind readers to give us all the pertinent
details at least 3 months prior to the convention
date in order to insure that we can post your
announcement in time. The summercon listings
are as follows:
GEN CON X should head the list of any
midwest gamer. The oldest annually hosted
convention, GEN CON X is scheduled for Aug.
18-21 in Lake Geneva, WI. This year the hosts
move half of their act to the famous (and
expensive) Playboy Club in this resort city. The
emphasis ison Fantasy and miniatures butthere
' is always something entertaining to any board
gamer. Address your inquiries to GEN CON X,
P.O. Box 756, Lake Geneva, WI 53147.
The Western New York Wargamers Association is sponsoring the GREAT LAKES CONVENTION on Sept. 16-18 and promises both
manufacturer's exhibits and seminars at the
Sheraton in Lockpon, NY. Boardgame tournaments and battle re-enactments are both
planned. Further info can be had from Richard
D'Angelo, 395 South Shore Blvd., Buffalo, NY
14218.
The Midwest Military Historical Society
announces an as yet unnamed convention on
July 16-17 in the Commons Hall of the Park
Ridge Inn in Park Ridge, IL. Apparently the main
attraction will be a wide variety of miniatures
battles. lnfo from Tony Adams, 301 N. Wille St.,
Mount Prospect, I 1 60056.
Planned for fhe same weekand is TACTICON
II which will be held at Dunfeg's Royal Coach Inn
in Houston, TX. For more information, call
Dennis Wolfe 71 3-688-0531.

STARSHIP TROOPERS fans will be interested in SALT CON which is scheduledfor Oct. 1415 in Salt Lake City. The special Guest of Honor
will be none other than Robert Heinlein himself.
Jerry Pournelle, noted author and wargarner,
will also be on hand. lnfo can be had by writing
SALT CON, INC., P.O.Box 15721, Salt Lake City,
UT 841 15.
LONDON, ENGLAND: While the big ORIGINS
festivities are proceeding in NY, British players
needn't feel left out, with the London Wargames/Diplomacy Convention taking place at
theNational Liberalclub, 1 Whitehall Place, London SW1 on Aug20from 9 A.M.-Midnight. Star
attractions include Nicky Palmer, author of 'The
Comprehensive Guide to Board Wargaming"

Lmers of credit for AH merchandise were sent
to all of the above.

being published that week, taking on a dozen
simultaneous opponents (with the book as a
prize for the first to beat him) and arch-stabber
Richard Sharp challenging opponents at Anonymous Diplomacy-you know he's playing, but
for which oountry? Admission is free.

Pictured below is the complex that is the
solution to Contest 78, followed by the answers
for each hex number.

Canadians planning on attending ORIGINS II
could do worse than the $50 roundtrip charter
bus to ORIGINS leavingToronto at 2A.M. Friday.
Further info: BUS BY MAIL, 20Graydon Hall Dr.,
Suite 204, Don Mills, Ontario M3A 229, AlTN:
Andy Webber.
Wayne E. Wells of 1503 Mulberry St.,
Charleston, SC 29407 announces the existence
of the Charleston Christian Wargaming Club. As
Wayne himself relates: "We are a Christian
group who are more concerned with our
spiritual growth than our wargaming hobby.
However, we enjoy playing wargames and the
fellowship they bring." More evidence of what
sadistic warmongers we all are. . . yeah, right.
Oklahoma State University is just another
school on the growing list of institutions of
higher education offering an accredited course
on simulations. CPT Patrick Hughes reports
great success utilizing KINGMAKER in his first
such courseoffering which was fully accredited
by the OSU History Department.
The 1977 Charles Roberts nominations have
been announced. Nominated for best tactical
games were STARSHIP TROOPERS, WELLINGTONS VICTORY. TERRIBLE S WfFT S WORD, and
FIREFIGHT. Best strategic game kudos went to
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN. PANZER GUDERIAN,
CONQUISTADOR, and WAR IN EUROPE. The
GENERAL was once again among the nominees
for best magazine along with SBT, F&IW, and
MOVES. The winners will be determined by
convention attendees popular vote during
ORIGINS Ill.
When we make reference toour newdesign
offices at 900 St. Paul St. we use the word
loosely. A "1 0 0 years ago today" column in the
Baltimore Sun recently made reference to
President Grant's visit to these very same
premises. New, no . . . but steeped in tradition
nonetheless.
The Interest Group concept has gained
international status, informs Robert Williams,of
Interest Group RAF GREENHAM COMMON
UNITED KINGDOM. He invites all interested
U.S. personnel stationed in the United Kingdom
and/or British readers to contact him at RAF
Greenham Common, Newbury Berkshire, England.
No one submitted an entirely correct solution
to Contest No. 75 but Peter Mayewski of
Larchmont, NY headed the list of those who
came close with 9 out of 10 correct answers.
Other winners in order were: 0. Garrart,
Rochestor, NY; F. Small, Santa Clara, CA; A.
Baer, China Lake, C4: D. Farrow, New Castle,
DE; J. Eliason, Cambridge. MA; R. Selinger,
Toronto, ON; B. Perkins, Portsmouth, VA, P.
Polli, Palatine, IL; and D. Appleby, Decatur, GA.

4. D
5. none!
6. C

7. none!
8. C
9. C

A fast (and sloppy) explanation of how the
layout can be deduced from the breaches:
Due to the intermingling of breaches, either
the "C" tunnel group will have to loop around
the ends of both the "6" and "D" groups, or the
"B" and "D" groups will have to loop around the
end of the "C" group. The starting segments are
not enough to loop in two directions, so "C"
cannot do all the looping alone: therefore it must
be the "8" and "D" groups that loop. One of
these must make a big loop, around the end of
the 10-hex "C" segment; such a big loop
requires one big segment to go out. one
transverse segment to cut across the end of the
loop, and two small segmentsto come back. This
leaves no segments to run of/and pick up extra
breaches, so the big loop cannot pick up
exrraneous breaches. There are 4 "D" breaches
that have to be intersected, not in a line, so the
"0" tunnel group cannot make the big loop-it
must be the "6" tunnel group.
With the cells lettered in counterclockwise
order, it clearly is easierto place the cell group to
the right of the breaches. The "B" cell cannot be
"east" of the " C cell, or it cannot make a
successful transverse loop at the end of its
outbound segment; therefore, the "B" must be
north or northwest of the "C" cell. But there are
four "0" breaches, which means that each "Do'
segment must contain a breach, unless one
segment can pick up two "D" breaches-and
doubling up is hard because the "D" breaches
are not in line for the most part. Thus, since the
"0" network must make a loop, it can hardly give
up the chance of running the main tunnel
through one of the breaches; this cannot be
done if the "D" cell is northeast of the "C"cel1.
The "D" must be southeast, which means that
the "B" cell must be directly north of the "C"
cell.
Once the main cell has been oriented and
placed-after all, we knowthat both the "0" and
the "D" long segments must pass through a
breach-the rest is just a matter of implernenting the loops effectively.
This sort of puzzle is very tricky, and possibly
there are alternative solutions. If anyone sands
in a solution with a valid alternarive layout for
the Bug complex, then we'll accept that as an
alternative correct answer.

